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ABSTRACT
This study provides an economic profile of Bmall vegetable 
producers in Northeast Louisiana, develops enterprise budgets for 
selected vegetable crops, analyzes several resource situations and 
determines, via a linear programming model, the optimal resource 
allocation to different enterprise combinations for tiller and 
tractor technology.
Labor available in specific time periods was found to be the 
most restrictive resource in all situations for both technologies. 
However, the proportion of annual available labor used was not 
higher than 3 0 percent in any case.
As more land for vegetable production was made available to 
tiller technology farmers, net returns increased considerably but 
returns per hour of labor remained almost unchanged. For tractor 
technology farmers, as more land was made available, net returns 
per acre did not increase significantly.
Net returns per acre to land, management and overhead for 
farmers using tiller technology were higher than for those using 
tractor technology when land was considered a cost rather than a 
residual claimant. Tractor technology farmers made more efficient 
use of the labor resource. On the other hand, when returns were 
maximized to land, family labor, management and overhead, tiller 
technology farmers made more efficient use of the labor resource.
x
Spring and fall cucumbers, summer and fall squash, spring snap­
beans, tomatoes and okra were found to be reasonably sensitive to 
price changes for the tiller technology group. For the tractor 
technology group, all the above crops plus field peas, sweet corn, and 
bell peppers were found to be sensitive to price changes.
Expansion possibilities for both local and outside markets were 
analyzed. On the assumption that small farmers in the area would 
optimize acreages, as determined by the LP model and with the use 
of demand elasticity coefficients, it was determined that fall squash, 
tomatoes and bell peppers may have some opportunities for expansion 
at the local level. As for expansion possibilities to outside mar­
kets, wholesale prices at the New Orleans market are well below those 
price levels at which production of the different crops would be 
either substantially reduced or even terminated.
xi
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the past# a number of vegetable crops were grown in Louisiana 
in sufficient volume to support significant outshipments to national 
markets. National market unloads of fresh vegetables from Louisiana 
averaged 12,142 carlots annually during 1935-1937.—^ The volume from 
Louisiana has been declining over the years. Annual unloads averaged 
4 ,987 carlots during 1961-1965 and only 2,035 carlots in 1975-1979 
Vegetable crops that have been of commercial importance include 
watermelons, tomatoes, okra, sweet corn, squash, field peas, onions, 
butterbeans, snapbeans and others.
Commercial acreage of most crops declined over the years to the 
point where the Louisiana Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, USDA, 
ceased reporting market data on most vegetables. Currently such data 
are available for tomatoes and green peppers.
Vegetable production is generally a labor intensive activity. 
Uncertain labor supplies and competiton from other areas have been 
largely responsible for the decline in vegetable acreage and pro­
duction in Louisiana. There has been a westward shift of vegetable
,1/ U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, Market News Service. Washington, D.C., 1934-1937•
2/ U.S. Department of Agriculture, Consumer and Marketing 
Service, Fresh Fruits and Vegetable Unloads Totals for 41 Cities. 
Washington, D.C., 1963-1979.
1
2production over the last forty years. During the period 1935-1937,
the western region, (Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada,
Wyoming, Oregon and California) produced abcit 45 percent of all
fresh vegetables in the United States against 54 percent for 1975-
1978. On the other hand, the south central region (Kentucky, Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas) produced 11
3/percent in 1935-1937 against nine percent in 1975-1978.— The shift 
in vegetables produced for processing has been more dramatic; the 
western region produced 16 percent of all vegetables for processing 
in 1935-1937 compared with 46 percent in 1975-1978. In the south 
central region the share of the national volume of vegetables for pro­
cessing declined from six to three percent over the same period of 
time.
A number of vegetable crops are still being grown in limited
volume throughout Louisiana. Reports of county agents show vegetable
crops being grown commercially in 61 of Louisiana's 64 parishes. The
reports identify a total of 23 different vegetable crops being grown
commercially in the state. The average acreage of vegetables per
farm ranges from 0.89 acres for lima beans to 5.11 acres for 
A /cabbage.— Most farms producing vegetables for sale have between 
one and five acres of vegetable crops; thus vegetable production 
is basically a small farm operation in Louisiana.
3/ Ibid., p. 22
4/ Agricultural Summary. 1980, Cooperative Extension Service, 
Center for Agricultural Sciences and Rural Development, Louisiana 
State University, 1980.
3Statement of the Problem
Information on costs and returns for alternative vegetable 
crops is essential to help farmers make sound economic decisions 
as well as make adjustments in their farming operations.
Research on enterprise budgets has been done on the more im­
portant crops for selected areas of Louisiana. Most budget data 
currently available for the state are based upon general cultural 
recommendations and assume maximization of profits as the sole ob­
jective of the growers. The validity of these assumptions may be 
questioned. Vegetable crops can be grown with small acreage and 
relatively limited capital. Some growers may be producing vegeta­
bles on a part time basis, as a hobby, or as an activity to supple­
ment income, but not necessarily motivated exclusively by the profit 
incentive. No recent empirical studies of vegetable production costs 
and returns which reflect typical resource situations, production 
conditions and cultural practices have been done in the state. 
Moreover, the decision criteria used by vegetable growers regarding 
the production of different vegetable crops is not known. Sound 
economic information that takes Into account the resource available 
to small vegetable farmers Is absent. As a consequence, the degree 
of competition among Louisiana's vegetable producers and opportunities 
available to thorn are not known.
To deal with this situation, a specific vegetable producing 
area of the state consisting of the parishes of Morehouse, Ouachita, 
and West Carroll was selected as the study area. This area has a 
high concentration of small vegetable producers and is fairly remote
4from massive non-farm industrial activity or large population cen­
ters. This area affords an opportunity to study vegetable farming 
operations, producer objectives and decision-making processes which 
are not overly subjected to exogeneous influences such as an 
abundance of non-farm employment opportunities and excessively high 
land values for nonagricultural uses.
Problem Importance 
The demand for and consumption of vegetables in the United 
States is increasing with a growing population and a rising per 
capita income. According to USDA estimates, the per capita consump­
tion of vegetables (fresh, canned and frozen) amounted to 159.1 
pounds in 1978 compared with 151.8 pounds for 1970. This is 
equivalent to a 4 . 8 percent increase in eight years^
The climate and much of the soil in Louisiana are suitable for 
production of a wide range of horticultural crops. Surface and/or 
ground water are abundant in most areas. Rainfall is adequate, al­
though not always distributed ideally for growing conditions. This 
and other weather factors create some degree of risk in vegetable 
production.
The decline in production of vegetable crops in Louisiana over 
the years may be attributed to several factors. Many of the 
succeeding generations of families who once grew vegetable crops in
%j U.S. Department of Agriculture, ESCS, National Food Review. 
Washington, D.C., Winter 1979*
5certain areas of the state, no doubt, have been attracted to non- 
farm employment opportunities, A declining supply of available 
hired labor needed for harvest of the more labor intensive crops 
seems to have been an increasing problem. Louisiana has experienced 
an eroding position relative to other vegetable areas which have 
a supply of available low cost labor and/or more favorable growing 
conditions.
With the development of the modern highway system and the 
trucking industry, more distant vegetable producing areas have been 
able to gain competitive advantages in many markets throughout the 
country. However, the current energy crisis is having an impact 
on transportation costs; the more distant supply areas (from major 
consuming centers) naturally are experiencing a greater burden 
relative to areas which are closer to markets. Also, areas depending 
more heavily on energy for mechanization may be experiencing higher 
production costs relative to less mechanized vegetable producing 
areas. Thus, Louisiana*s competitive position in producing vegeta­
bles for sale is, in effect, being enhanced to some degree because 
of the energy crisis.
From the marketing point of view, the development of mass re­
tailing and product standardization requirements have been of par­
ticular significance to small vegetable producers. Volume require­
ments and product specifications are such that, in most cases, small 
vegetable farmers cannot gain access to normal market outlets. Many 
smaller growers are utilizing direct market outlets as an alternative
6to mass buying outlets. Such outlets have been enhanced to some 
degree with renewed consumer interest in buying fresh vegetables 
from farmers.
With the current emphasis in rural development, there is an 
interest in the economic opportunities which vegetable crops may 
offer in Louisiana, especially for families with small acreages and 
available family labor. Agencies and individuals concerned with 
rural development have been actively involved in developing direct 
market facilities throughout the state to serve the needs of the 
growers. This, however, is being done without adequate knowledge 
about the income opportunities for vegetable production.
Another aspect of the importance of this study is in terms of 
the usefulness of the findings and conclusions. The study will:
1. Provide a methodology that might be useful in other settings 
to investigate the socioeconomic aspects of vegetable production in 
the state.
2. Provide government and business organizations with research 
results that can be used to evaluate cultural practices and decision­
making criteria of small farmers and develop new types of information 
that might be useful to small vegetable producers.
3. Provide applicable research results useful to county agents, 
agricultural scientists and others who work in the interest of small 
vegetable producers, especially with regard to best choice of enter­
prises in light of resource restrictions and decision criteria of 
these growers.
7Objectives of the Study
Specific objectives of the study were:
1. To ascertain Information on resource availability, growing 
conditions* cultural practices, inputs used, and production decision 
criteria typical of growers of selected vegetable crops in Northeast 
Louisiana.
2. To develop budgets for selected vegetable crops produced 
with typical technologies identified under objective 1 .
3. To determine the optimal resource allocation to different 
enterprise combinations for typical technological levels taking into 
consideration several resource situations by using a linear program­
ming model.
Review of Literature
The review of literature is confined largely to research done 
on vegetable production in Louisiana. Woolf and Rachal provided 
some data on costs and returns for selected vegetable crops in the 
major producing areas of the state.—  ^ They hypothesized that 
opportunities for off-farm employment, the changing structure of 
farm tenancy, and marketing problems have exerted considerable in­
fluence on the declining acreage of vegetable crops in Louisiana.
The information on costs and returns was obtained by using the
6/ Woolf, Willard F. and Joe V. Rachal, Profitability of 
Vegetable Production in Louisiana. D.A.E. Research Report No. 342, 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Center for Agricultural Sciences 
and Rural Development, Louisiana State University, 1965.
8producer panel interview technique and the coefficients presented 
were a consensus of the panel members, Foster and Law concluded 
that there is an increasing interest in the possibility of vegetable
crops as alternative enterprises for more efficient use of resources
7/available and increased farm income.—' They also stated that vegeta­
ble crop production in the state has traditionally been a small scale 
operation appealing to farmers with limited land and a supply of 
family labor, Mathia, Bateman and Law compared the profitability of
producing sweet potatoes vis-a-vis other farm enterprises in North
8/Carolina, Georgia and Louisiana using a linear programming model,—' 
Such a comparison was made using typical farming situations for 
each of the three states. Law, Huffman and Lavergne outlined some 
marketing considerations for Louisiana vegetable crops for 1979.^
All budgets were developed using production practices that conformed 
with horticulture specialists1 recommendations and practices followed 
by full time producers who depend upon vegetable production for
7/ Foster, Thomas H. and Jerry M. Law, Vegetable Crops as Enter­
prise Alternatives for the Macon Ridge and Upper Mississippi River 
Delta Areas of Louisiana. D„A.E. Research Report No. 4.0 4 , Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Center for Agricultural Sciences and Rural Devel­
opment, Louisiana State University, January 1970.
8 / Mathia, Gene A., Lanny Bateman and Jerry M. Law, An Economic 
Analysis of Sweet Potato .Production and Marketing in North Carolina. 
Georgia and Louisiana. Southern Cooperative Series, Bulletin No. 233, 
July 1978.
2/ Law, Jerry M., Donald C. Huffman and David Lavergne, Pro­
jected Costs and Returns-Selected Vegetable Crons. Louisiana-1979.
D.A.E. Research Report No. 548* Agricultural Experiment Station,
Center for Agricultural Sciences and Rural Development, Louisiana 
State University, 1980.
9their primary source of income* In another study Donald concluded 
that in order for email farmers to increase their family income, 
production of vegetables that are not traditionally produced is 
necessary.— ^ A report for the Ford Foundation prepared by the 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness in 1978, 
analyzed the economics of farm level production and marketing of 
vegetable crops in South Central Louisiana.—  ^ The primary objec­
tive of the study was to establish the viability of the communal 
concept at the farm level with detail on revenues and production 
costs. The results indicate a low rate of return to capital and 
management for different levels of cash family income. The 
Cooperative Extension Service at Louisiana State University did a 
study for the North Delta Economic Development District in which 
additional information needed to determine the feasibility of expand­
ing the horticulture industry in Northeast Louisiana was obtained. 
Specific objectives of that study were to determine the acreage of 
horticultural crops grown in the area and to determine the potential 
vegetable crops that could be grown in the study area. The study 
concluded that vegetable crops provide a means of employing available
10/ Donald, Samuel L., An Economic Ana]yfllH Small Farms in 
Selected Areas of Louisiana. Fh*D. Dissertation, Department of 
Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness, Louisiana State University,
1979.
11/ Department of Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness, 
Agricultural Production Alternatives and Related Factors Affecting 
the Feasibility of an Agricultural Cooperative in South Central 
Louisiana. Louisiana State University, 1978.
10
family labor and obtaining some extra family income in Northeast 
12/Louisiana.— 7 It also concluded that the ability of the farmers to
organize and maintain a viable marketing structure is one of the most
important factors in expanding the vegetable industry in this area
of the state. Adams developed a quadratic programming model to
determine the impact of variations in prices of several inputs in the
13/production of vegetables in California.—^ He emphasized the impact
of increased costs of energy and energy-based inputs and of reductions 
in available quantities of these inputs on cropping patterns in the 
state of California.
Procedures
In order to meet objective one, a questionnaire was utilized to 
gather information for an economic profile of vegetable growers.
The Information obtained Included such Items as land available for 
vegetable production, family and other labor available for vegetable 
production, machinery and equipment used, basis for decisions on what 
crops and how much of each to grow, effect of anticipated prices on 
acreage planted, information on prices and information on yields when 
available.
12/ Cooperative Extension Service, Feasibility of Horticultural 
Crop Production and Marketing in the North Delta Economical Develop­
ment District. Louisiana. Louisiana State University, 1973.
13/ Adams, Richard M*, A Quadratic Programming Approach to the 
Production of California Field and Vegetable Crops Emphasizing Land. 
Water and Energy Use, unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of 
Agricultural Economies, University of California-Davie, Davis, 
California, 1975.
11
Individual vistits were made to county agents in the area to 
precisely identify the population engaged in vegetable production in 
the area of study. The intended goal of the operation (commercial vs. 
own consumption) was the major factor taken into consideration in 
identifying growers to be interviewed. The lists supplied by the 
county agents totaled 98 growers. A total of 72 were interviewed.
The remaining growers either were no longer in business, had moved 
from the area, or refused to provide information. Information about 
cultural practices used in the production of vegetable crops was ob­
tained by means of a grower panel. Crops on which cultural prac­
tices were obtained included: sweet corn, cucumbers, squash, toma­
toes, okra, snapbeans, field peas, butterbe&ns, bell peppers, mustard 
and turnip greens. These crops were selected on the basis of the 
volume of production and on consumer's preferences.^^ Budgets for 
objective 2 were based upon information obtained from the producers 
survey and the producers panel. This included information on 
cultural practices and inputs used by vegetable growers. Budgets 
were developed with the use of a budget generator. A budget genera­
tor is a computer program that specifies a system of sequential pro­
cedures for calculating costs and returns. A linear programming 
model was developed as a basis for ascertaining the best combination 
of vegetable enterprises (objective 3). The model reflected the
11/ Roy, Ewell P., Don Leary and Jerry M, Law, Organization 
and Operation of Louisiana Farmers1 Markets. D.A^E. Research Report 
No. 532, Agricultural Experiment Station, Center for Agricultural 
Sciences and Rural Development., Louisiana State University, Hay 1978.
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objectives of growers In producing vegetable crops as well as dif­
ferent marketing strategies they utilized. Based upon the survey, 
constraints were imposed upon the model, especially those related 
to labor availabilities, land and capital.
Description of the Area
The parishes of Morehouse, Ouachita and West Carroll cover an
area of 1,150,720 acres of land in the northeast corner of the state
of Louisiana (see Figure 1). Out of that area, 1,105,766 acres were
15/classified as rural land in 1977, as reported by Ramsey,-^ MoBt of 
the soils in the area are identified as MLRA 131 (Southern Mississippi 
Valley Alluvium). These soils are generally fertile and highly pro­
ductive for food and fiber crops. Occasional flooding occurs in some 
areas and drainage is needed.
Over the past 40 years, the area has experienced an annual mean 
temperature of 65.5 degrees F. Temperatures range from 102 degrees 
in July to zero degrees in January and February. The average summer 
termperature is about 9 0 degrees and the winter average is about AO 
degrees. The study area has an average of 327 days per year with 
temperatures above 32 degrees. Average rainfall totals 52 inches
15/ Ramsey, A. Frank, Prime Agricultural Lands of Louisiana; 
Identification. Evaluation and Analysis of Transition to Nonagrl- 
cultural Uses, unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Agri­
cultural Economics and Agribusiness, Louisiana State University, 
August 1981.
Figure 1. Geographical location of the study area.
Figure 2.
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per year. Most of it falls during the January-April period; the
least rainfall occurs in the period August-October.
In 1977, the area under consideration produced 77 percent of
Louisiana's cotton production. During the last five years, the
area has been the leading producing area of soybeans in the state,
averaging 54 percent of the total state's output. The area also
ranks high in the production of grain sorghum, wheat and hogs.— ^
MoBt vegetable crops are grown in the area. Among the most
important are tomatoes, sweet corn, field peas, snapbeans, lima or
butterbeans, okra, cucumbers, squash, bell peppers, mustard and 
17/turnip greens.—
There are two farmers' markets located in the area. One is 
located in the city of Monroe (Ouaehita parish). That market is 
owned by the city, has approximately twenty (2 0 ) tables that can be 
rented by anyone who wants to sell his product at the market. The 
fee for renting a table is $l/day. Prices are set every day by the 
first farmer to come in the morning, there are no regulations con­
cerning price determination. The absence of rules and regulations 
allows farmers to undercut prices any time.
16/ Railing, Stephen Dj and Fred H. Wiegmann, Louisiana Agri­
culture. Economic Trends and Current Status. 1940-1977. Louisiana 
State University, Center for .Agricultural Sciences and Rural Devel­
opment, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 718, June 1979.
17/ Cooperative Extension. Service, Agricultural Summary. 
Louisiana 1980. Center for Agricultural'Sciences and Rural Develop­
ment, Louisiana State University, 1980.
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The other market Is located In the city of Bastrop (Morehouse 
parish)t the market Is owned by the Morehouse farmers association* 
there are approximately 15 tables. Farmers can rent a table and 
sell their produce personally* or they may leave their produce at 
the market to be sold by market personnel. If they choose to do 
their own selling, they are charged a fee of $ 1 per day for renting 
a table. If they leave their produce to be sold, they are charged 
1 0 percent of gross sales to cover costs of selling by market per­
sonnel in addition to the table rental fee*. Prices for different 
products are set by a market's price committee and generally are 
set below going prices in supermarkets and other retail stores around 
the city= With this pricing system there is no possibility of price 
undercutting since prices are posted and farmers are not allowed to 
offer their produce at prices different from those posted. The mar­
ket remains open all year round.
CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Theoretical Framework 
The production and sale of vegetable crops in Louisiana seem­
ingly could be Idealized as a perfectly competitive market. There 
are many buyers and sellers, the product offered by all growers is 
not differentiated, there is perfect information about the prevailing 
prices and current bids, there is free entry and exit, consumers are 
all identical from the seller1s point of view and producers are price- 
takers.
18/Within this framework,—  the entrepreneur is free to vary the 
level of both costs and output. Maximization of profits is assumed 
to be the objective of vegetable production. The total revenue of 
an Individual producer who sells his product in a perfectly competi­
tive market is given by the number of-units sold multiplied by the 
unit price he receives. His profits would be the difference between 
total revenue and total costs.
Mathematically:
= Total profits 
TR = Total revenue 
TC = Total costs
18/ This section adapted from: Henderson, James M. and Richard
E. Quandt, Microeconomic Theory. A Mathematical Approach. Second 
Edition, McGraw Hill Book Company, New York, 1973, Chapter 3.
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Economic theory presents two approaches to the maximization of 
profits. One is the input approach represented by the following 
equation:
Y = ffX^ X2, X3 .............., Xn) ,
where:
Y = Total output,
X^, X2# TLj..............   Xn = Different inputs,
thus, output is a function of different inputs used.
Total cost is a function of the price and the quantities of each
input used, as follows:
TC = P,Xn + ?0X0 + ............ + P X
1 1 < 4 n n
Likewise, total revenue is a function of the price and the quantity 
of product sold, as follows:
TR = Py f(Xr  X2, X3 ............... Xn)
The profit function would be represented by:
'TT = TR - TC
tr - ry f(xr  X2 , x3. . . . . . . . . . . . . Xn ) - - P2X2 ........
V„
The first order conditions for profit maximization require that 
the partial derivatives of the profit function with respect to every 
one of the inputs used be equal to zero: that is:
^  - Vi - pi= 0
a p f . P = 0
•*X2 y 2 *2
XTC
x y “ = P f - p = o
n J n n
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The partial derivatives of the production function with respect
to the inputs (f^, f^.............. fR) are the marginal products
of the inputs. The value of the marginal product of X. (Pvf-i) is the
J» Jr
rate at which revenue would increase with the application of one more 
unit of the variable input X ^  Therefore, the first order conditions 
for profit maximization require that each input be utilized up to the 
point where the value of its marginal product equals its price. 
Farmers can increase their profits as long as the addition to revenue 
from the use of an extra unit of input exceeds its cost.
Second order conditions„ necessary to ensure that a maximum is 
obtained, require that the principal minors of the relevant Hessian 
determinant alternsite in sign and that the determinant itself be 
positive if the number of inputs, used is even or negative if that 
number is odd. The second order conditions imply that profits must 
be decreasing with respect to additional applications of any of the 
inputs.
The second approach to the maximization of profits is the so 
called output approach; mathematically it would be represented by:
TT = TR - TC 
where:
TR = PY 
TC = C(Y) - T 
where:
C(Y) * Variable cost
T = Fixed cost
Profits would be equal to the product of price and output less
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variable and fixed coats, as follows:
T T  « PY - C(Y) - T 
To maximize profits, the partial derivative of the profit function
with respect to output must be equal to zero:
= P - C'(Y) = 0
where:
C'(Y) = Marginal cost of Y
P = Price of Y
Profits are maximized by equating marginal revenue (price of the
output in a perfectly competitive market) to marginal cost. Pro­
ducers can increase their profits by expanding their output only if 
the addition to revenues (P) exceeds the addition to their cost 
(C'(Y))•
Second order conditions require that marginal cost be increasing 
at the profit maximizing level of output.
However, the conventional profit maximization criteria may be 
too oversimplified to represent the objectives or the behavior of 
producers. This is particularly true for small vegetable producers 
who, in many cases, have severe restrictions of land, capital and 
labor. Vegetable producers may be growing vegetables on a part time 
basis, as a hobby or as an additional activity to bring some extra 
income. Farmers may desire to maximize their output subject to a 
cost constralnti or. they may want to minimize their cost subject to 
a given output constraint, since they are not able to vary the levels 
of inputs and/or outputs due to the constraints they are faced with.
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In the former case, when it la assumed that only two inputs are used, 
the objective function would take the form:
l = ftt^ x 2 ) + A C c °  -  - p2x2 - b)
where:
f(X^, X2) = Total output to be maximized 
A  = Lagrangian multiplier 
C° = + ^2^2 + b ^ost Constraint
In the latter case (that of minimization), the objective function 
would take the form:
M = + P ^  + b + A(Y° - f(Xr  X2)),
whRre:
P ^ i  + P ^ 2  + *> = Total cost to be minimized 
Y° = f(Xj, X2) Output constraint 
In both cases, the first order conditions require that the rate 
of technical substitution between the inputs be equated to the ratio 
of their prices.
In deciding how much.time to allocate between leisure and work, 
farmers have a different prospective.^^ In such a case, producers 
will try to maximize, satisfaction subject to a given constraint.
Assume U = A In L + B In Y is the utility function of vegetable pro­
ducers, where:
L = Leisure time, and 
Y = Total monetary income.
19/ This section adapted from classnotes for ECON 7770, Price 
Theory, course taught by Dr. Robert Martin, Professor of Economics, 
Department of Economics, Louisiana State University, 19B0.
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It can be hypothesised that total monetary income for the producer 
would be:
Y = (<T - L) W + Mq) (1 - t) 
where:
T = Time available,
L = Leisure time,
W = Wage rate,
Mq * Exogeneous income, and 
t = Tax rate.
This equation tells us that total monetary income to farmers is equal 
to available non-leisure time multiplied by the wage rate plus exo­
geneous income, all multiplied by one minus the tax rate.
Now, consider a certain amount of leisure time as a constraint 
chosen by the individual producer. Further, consider the satisfaction 
gained in leisure time as a nonmonetary component of total Income. 
Total income to the. individual may then be expressed as:
Y + LW {1 - t) = (TW + Mo) (1 - t),
which says that total income (real tangible income plus the monetary
equivalent to the satisfaction obtained from leisure) is equal to the 
maximum attainable income (total number of hours available times the 
wage rate plus exogeneous income).. The objective function to be 
maximized would be:
L = A In L + B In Y+A(Y + LW (l - t) - TW (l - t) - Mo (1 - t)) 
By first order conditions, the optimum quantities of income and 
leisure that maximize the objective function are:
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t AT AMo
A + B W(A~ + B)
* * Ba V b ^  ™  + Mo
L and Y are the quantities of leisure and monetary income respectively 
that maximize producers' satisfaction. (See Appendix A for mathe­
matical derivation of first order conditions).
In Figure 3# every point on U represents a different combination 
of Y and L that yield the same level of utility or satisfaction. The 
straight line TW - T is the constraint every producer faces. If the 
producer has T hours available to allocate and chooses to have no 
monetary income at all* he will have T hourB of leisure. On the 
contrary, if he chooses to have no leisure, he will get TW income 
(total number of hours tjmes the wage rate). Income can be traded 
for leisure and vice versa along the budget or constraint line* All 
points on or below that. line are feasible s these above are not. Pro­
ducers vill try to reach the highest level of utility which would be 
represented by the highest indifference curve attainable given the 
budget line; that is, where U is tangent to the line TW - T at point 
A.
Refinements as presented above appear to be relevant to vegetable 
growerb and are utilized as a framework for the study. In the devel­
opment of budgets for the different crops, an extensive use of the 
concept of cost has been made. Costs can be classified in different 
ways. Those costs relevant to this study included fixed and variable 
costs, total costs and cash costs. Fixed costs are those that do not
2 4
TW
(TW + Mo)
AT AMo
T
Figure 3. Income-Leisure decision model
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vary with the level of production. Variable costs are those that 
vary with the level of output produced. Total cost is the sum of 
fixed and variable costs. Cash costs are those costs associated with 
the operation of the firm that require an outlay during the produc­
tion period.
Costs are the charges for the factors of production and are 
related to a specific time period. Short run refers to a particular 
period of time long enough to allow some of the inputs to vary while 
the others remain fixed. Long run refers to the period of time in 
which all inputs can be varied.
Analytical Procedures
A linear programming model was developed for use in determining 
the optimum resource allocation among vegetable enterprises for two 
levels of technology. "Linear programming is a planning method that
is often helpful in making decisions requiring a choice among a large
20/number of alternatives."—
For a linear programming model to be useful as a planning tool 
or as a guide for decision making, the following conditions must be 
met:
1. Activities must be clearly defined.
2. Restrictions must be determined.
3. Transfer rows must be established.
20/ Beneke, Raymond R. and Ronald Winterboer, Linear Programming 
Applications to Agriculture. The Iowa State University Press, Ames, 
Iowa, 1973.
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4. Coefficients must be determined, and 
. 5, The objective function(s) must be defined.
Linear programming requires a system of linear equations. For this 
particular study, the system of linear equations was: 
n a
T ~  2 1
Max ^ij' "k*16 objective function subject to:
m
> 1  XiJ  *  KJ
where:
i = Time period
j = Type of enterprise or activity
n = Number of time periods under consideration
m = Number of enterprise or activities
= Net returns for the j enterprise or activity in period i
= Amount of resources to be used by the j**1 activity or enter- 
thprise in the i period 
Kj = Total amount of resources available.
Data for the linear programming model were obtained from per­
sonal interviews with small vegetable producers (type of enterprise, 
availability of resources, resource requirements) and from secondary 
sources. Enterprise budgets showing unit costs and returns were
21/
developed by means of the budget generator. The budget generator—
21/ The description of this technique was adapted from: Law,
Jerry M., Donald Huffman and David Lavergne, Projected Costs and 
Returns-Selected Vegetable Crops. Louisiana 1979. D.A.E. Research 
Report No. 548, Agricultural Experiment Station, Center for Agri­
cultural Sciences and Rural Development, Louisiana State University, 
January 1979-
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Is a computer program that specifies a system of sequential computa­
tional procedures for calculating costs and returns. Final budgets 
are printed in standardized terminology. The user specifies the 
data requirements for preparation of a particular budget. Each num­
ber calculated is a direct result of the type of data specified by 
the user. Functions such as repair costs, depreciation and perform­
ance rates of machinery and equipment are specified by the user. 
While selected data may be stored, the user has the prerogative of 
substituting data. Finally, the system allows for two methods of 
handling depreciable items; one determines depreciation costs and 
salvage values according to curvilinear functions that are specified 
by the user; the second method allows the user to directly specify 
each of the individual cost items associated with capital invest­
ment items.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF VEGETABLE GROWERS
The purpose of this section is to provide a description of 
growers interviewed in Morehouse, Ouachita and West Carroll parishes. 
The first part gives a general description of vegetable production 
in the area, including crops grown, acreage, factors taken into 
account by producers in their decision making process, and the 
geographical distribution of the growers in the area. The second 
part of this chapter deals with characteristics of growers in typical 
technology groups.
Population
Nearly 50 percent of the farmers interviewed were located in 
West Carroll parish( 43 percent in Morehouse and only seven percent in 
Ouachita parish (Table 1).
Table 1. Vegetable growers interviewed, by parish, 19B0.
Parish Number of growers Percent
Morehouse 31 43.05
Ouachita 5 6.95
West Carroll 3k 50.00
Total 72 1 0 0 . 0 0
SOURCE: Survey of 72 vegetable producers in Morehouse, Ouachita
and West Carroll parishes. Summer, 1980.
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Nearly 80 percent of the farmers Interviewed produced more than one 
crop at the time (Table 2). About half produced from three to six 
vegetables. Nine farmers grew between seven and nine crops.
Table 2. Proportion of growers producing single and multiple vegeta-
ble crops, Northeast Louisiana, 1980.
Number of vegetable Growers
crops grown Number Percent
1 16 2 2 . 2 2
2 6 8.33
3 8 1 1 . 1 1
4 1 0 13.88
5 U 19.45
6 9 12.50
7 6 8.33
8 2 2.78
9 _ 1 1.3?
Total 72 1 0 0 . 0 0
SOURCE: Survey of 72 vegetable growers in Morehouse, Ouachita and
West Carroll parishes, Summer, 1980.
Farmers in the survey grew a total of 260 acres of 10 vegetable
crops, with an average of 3.6 acres per grower (Table 3). Acreage
was largest for sweet corn, field peas and tomatoes, although these 
crops averaged less than two acres per grower. All other vegetable 
crops averaged less than one acre per grower.
About 7 percent of the farmers interviewed indicated their main 
purpose in being on a farm and growing vegetables was to have a place
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to live and grow some of their food needs. Approximately 26 percent 
produced vegetables as a hobby % 32 percent engaged in vegetable pro­
duction as an extra activity for earning income to supplement a non­
farm Job; 36 percent grew vegetables with the sole objective of 
making a livingI three percent of the farmers thought vegetable pro­
duction was a good investment opportunity and seven percent produced 
vegetable crops as something to do in present retirement.
Table 3. Vegetable production: number of growers, total and average
acreage by vegetable crop, Morehouse, Ouachita and West 
Carroll parishes, Louisiana, 1980.
Vegetable crop Number of 
growers
Total acreage 
grown
Average acreage 
per grower
Sweet corn 23 45.35 1.97
Cucumbers 1 2 3.10 0.26
Squash 25 7.05 0.28
Tomatoes 52 60.80 1.17
Okra 34 14.25 0.42
Snapbeans 28 1 1 . 1 0 0 . 4 0
Field peas 45 87.60 1.95
Butterbeans 38 22.50 0.59
Bell peppers 15 4.30 0.29
Greens 4»00. 0.80
All vegetables 72 260.05 3.62
SOURCE: Survey of 72 vegetable producers in Morehouse, Ouachita and
West Carroll Parishes, summer, 1980.
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Ae for marketing practices* the farmers’ market was ueed as an 
outlet for vegetables by nearly 80 percent of the farmers interviewed. 
The farmers1 market was the only market outlet used by almost half of 
Che growers. About six percent of them used roadside stands and 32 
percent used pick-your-own as market outlets. Finally, 14 percent of 
the vegetable producers interviewed had some type of contract with 
local retailers (Table 4).
Table 4* Number of farmers using market outlets by percent of market 
supply sold in each, Northeast Louisiana, 1980.
Type of Percentage of market suddIy of vegetables sold
outlet 0 1-49% 50-74% 75-99% 1 0 0% Total
of growers
Farmers * 
market 1 6 5 1 1 5 35 72
Roadside
stand 6 8 - 1 - 3 72
Pick your 
own 49 5
1 0 - 8 72
Local
shipper 71 -
- - 1 72
Retailer 63 2 3 3 1 72
Processor 70 1 1 - - 72
Other 70 2 - - - 72
SOURCE: Survey of 72 vegetable growers in Morehouse, Ouachita and 
West Carroll parishes, summer, 1980.
In describing what their plans in farming were, 72 percent of
the farmers interviewed said they tried to get as much income as
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possible from the resources availablef 14 percent tried to get the 
greatest amount of income that allows a certain amount of time for 
other things; approximately nine percent planted those crops they 
customarily grew and hoped for the best, and less than three percent 
planned to make a certain amount of money during the year.
The amount of labor required was the major factor considered 
by 4 2 percent of the farmers in deciding what vegetable crops to 
grow. One-fourth of the growers chose those crops they estimated 
would bring the most money. The amount of money they had to spend on 
each crop was a major consideration for 2 1 percent of the growers. 
Nearly seven percent grew a variety of crops to diversify and offset 
risk of low prices and/or yields. Finally, four percent of the 
growers selected only those crops they were accustomed to growing.
Growers in the survey were divided into two production techno­
logy groups as follows:
1, Tiller technology groupi those commercial growers with no 
more than one acre of land in vegetable crops and no mechanized equip­
ment except a hand tiller.
2. Tractor technology group: those commercial growers with one
to five acres of vegetable crops, a tractor (usually 35-40 H.P.), and
basic two row equipment.
Tiller Technology 
Objective in Growing Vegetables
Farmers within this category usually had no more than one acre 
of land in vegetable crops. The main purpose in farming for almost
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half of this group was to have a place to live and earn some extra
Income. Vegetable production was considered a hobby by almost 4-0
percent of the farmers In this category. Only 14 percent of the
tiller technology farmers depended upon vegetable production for
their livelihood.
Acreage in Vegetables
As shown in Table 5, most growers within this group had only
small plots of the different crops, with field peas having the
largest acreage (0.47 acres) and squash with the smallest acreage
Table 5. Average, maximum and minimum acreages of specific vegeta­
bles grown by producers using tiller technology. Northeast 
Louisiana, 1980.
Crop
Average size 
acres
Acres
Maximum Minimum
Sweet corn 0 . 4 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 1 0
Cucumbers 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0
Squash 0.15 0 . 2 0 0 . 1 0
Tomatoes 0 . 3 2 1 . 0 0 0 . 1 0
Okra 0.31 0.70 0 . 1 0
Snapbeans 0.27 0.50 0 . 1 0
Field peas 0.47 1 . 2 0 0 . 1 0
Butterbeans 0,31 0 . 6 0 0 . 1 0
Bell peppers 0.17 0 . 3 0 0 . 1 0
Greens 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0
SOURCE: Survey of 72 vegetable producers in Morehouse, Ouachita and
West Carroll parishes, summer, 1 9 8 0 .
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(0.15 acres). They usually had no more than one acre of land In all 
vegetable crops.
Cultural Practices
Production practices and input requirements for each crop were 
obtained from producers in the area in panel interviews. In general, 
producers in the tiller technology group follow most recommended 
cultural practices with the exception perhaps of the use of black 
plastic. This Is recommended for several crops but was not found to 
be of general use among producers in the area. The fact that techni­
cal assistance from the county agents is readily available may have 
contributed to the general use of recommended cultural practices.
Generally, small vegetable producers in Morehouse, Ouachita and 
West Carroll parishes applied herbicides and fertilizer before plant­
ing, used insecticides sparingly, and cultivated two or three times. 
They applied limestone for correction of the pH at a rate of two tons 
every three years, if double cropping was not practiced, and approxi­
mately one ton every year with double cropping. Most members of this 
group irrigated vegetables with a garden hose primarily during the 
months of June, July and August. Custom breaking of the soil was a 
common practice found among these farmers. More detailed information 
on production practices of growers using tiller technology is pre­
sented in Appendix C, Tables 1-19.
Labor Availability
Two typical family units were clearly identified within the 
tiller technology group. One unit consisted of a full time operator, 
his spouse, who could supply half of the labor supplied by the
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operator* and a child who supplies a small amount of labor during the 
school year and works full time during the summer. The second family 
unit is that of a farmer retired from another job and his wife who 
helps him out marginally. Neither one of the two family units de­
scribed utilized any hired labor for vegetable production.
Machinery and Equipment
A tiller was the only mechanized equipment used in vegetable 
production by growers in this group. Some small variation in size 
exists among tillers used. The typical tiller was considered to be
three feet wide with a five H.P. motor.
Tractor Technology 
Objective in Growing Vegetables
Nearly 36 percent of the farmers within this group grew vegeta­
bles as a means of making a living. About 28 percent produced vegeta­
bles as a source of extra income, and eight percent to have something 
to do in present retirement. Five percent considered vegetable pro­
duction as an investment opportunity.
Acreage in Vegetables
Farmers in this category had between one and five acres of land 
in vegetable crops with an average of 1.85 aerea per farm. The
greatest maximum acreages per farm were in tomatoes* sweet corn, and
field peas.
Cultural Practices
As with the tiller technology group, production practices and 
input requirements were obtained from producers in the area by means
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Table 6 . Average* maximum and minimum acreages of specified vegeta­
bles grown by producers using tractor technology* Northeast 
Louisiana* 1980.
Crop Average size acres
Acres
Maximum Minimum
Sweet corn 0 . 6 1 2 . 0 0 0 . 2 0
Cucumbers 0.17 0 . 2 0 0 . 1 0
Squash 0 . 3 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 1 0
Tomatoes 0.87 3.50 0 . 1 0
Okra 0 . 2 0 0 . 4 0 0 . 1 0
Snapbeans 0.37 1 . 0 0 0 . 2 0
Field peas 0.60 2 . 0 0 0 . 1 0
Butterbeans 0 . 2 6 0.80 0 . 1 0
Bell peppers 0.25 0 . 5 0 0 . 1 0
Greens 0 . 5 0 0.80 0 . 2 0
SOURCE: Survey of 72 vegetable producers in Morehouse, Ouachita and
West Carroll parishes* summer* 1980.
of panel interviews. In general, most producers follow recommended
cultural practices, except for the use of black plastic. This is
recommended for several crops but was not found to be of general use
among producers in the area.
Producers within this group generally apply herbicides and 
fertilizer before planting, use insecticides as required, and culti­
vated two or three times depending on the crop. They apply limestone 
for correction of the pH at a rate of two tons per acre every two 
years with no double cropping and approximately one ton every year
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when double cropping is done. Producers within this group did not 
use any kind of irrigation. Two diskings followed by a hipping and 
a harrowing were common land preparation practices among these 
farmers. Most crops, with the exception of tomatoes and bell peppers 
were planted mechanically and all the crops were harvested by hand. 
After harvesting, the use of a stalk cutter and a disk were con­
sidered to be standard practices* Fertilizer was applied with a 
fertilizer distributor and all the sprayings were made with jet 
sprayer. Additional information on production practices used by 
farmers within this group is presented in Appendix C, Tables 20-38. 
Labor Availability
Four typical family units were clearly identified within the 
tractor technology group. One typical family unit consisted of a 
full time operator with his spouse who supplies half the amount of 
labor the operator does, and two children who each supply a small 
amount of labor during the school year and the equivalent of 2/ 3 of 
the operator labor during the months of June, July and August. The 
second family unit is that of a farmer who has retired from another 
Job and his wife who helps occasionally with the farm duties. A 
third family unit is that of a part time operator who holds a full 
time Job off the farm and only supplies about 20 hours of labor a 
week, his wife who provides 25 hours of labor a week and three part 
time workers who each supplies 4-0 hours a week but are hired only 
for the harvesting season. The fourth and last family unit is made 
up of a part time operator who holds an off-farm job, his wife who
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also holds an off-farm job and does not supply any labor, and three 
part time workers who are hired 4 0 hours per week during harvesting 
seabon only.
Machinery and Equipment
All farmers within this group owned a tractor. For purpose of 
analysis, the typical size tractor ranges between 31 and 55 H.P.
Most farmers owned disk plows, drag harrows, hippers, planters and 
cultivators. Almost all the farmers within this group owned a truck 
which, for analysis, is assumed to be a £ ton pick-up truck.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The principal goal of the study was to determine the maximum 
level of income that a small vegetable producer might obtain from 
several sets of resource situations identified in the producer sur­
vey. A linear programming model was developed as the economic tool 
to achieve this goal. A general description of the model was pre­
sented in Chapter II. This chapter presents the specific parameters 
of the analytical model* followed by results of the analysis for 
tiller and tractor technology respectively.
Analytical Model
In the linear programming model the allocation of resources 
among alternative enterprises was made so as to maximize income for 
each of the two objective functions. Objective function I required 
that each unit of resource be used where it made the greatest con­
tribution to net returns to land, management and overhead. Objective 
function II required that resources be used to maximize net returns 
to land, family labor, management and overhead.
Land and labor available for vegetable production were restricted 
for both tiller and tractor technologies. Land was limited to three 
different levels for each technology. For purpose of analysis, any 
other land that farmers owned was considered not available for 
vegetable production. Labor available was also restricted. In the
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case of tiller technology, labor for vegetable production was re­
stricted to available family labor, with no hired labor permitted. 
Farmers using tractor technology could only hire labor for harvesting 
under particular resource situations. Otherwise, they were restricted 
to available family labor. Other inputs such as fertilizer, insecti­
cides, seeds and herbicides were incorporated at rates used for the 
production of one acre of each particular crop. (See Appendix C, 
Tables 1-38).
Two approaches were followed in analyzing enterprise combina­
tions for a given acreage level. One approach involved no limits 
on individual crop enterprises up to the amount of land available for 
vegetable production. The other approach involved limiting the 
absolute acreage of individual enterprises to the average size of 
each crop, as determined in the survey. These alternatives were 
analyzed in order to determine their impact on (l) total net returns, 
(2 ) total hours of labor used, (3 ) net returns per hour of labor and 
(4 ) on the combination of enterprises.
Specific parameters that were incorporated in the model are 
presented below.
1. Land. Three different land levels were used for each tech­
nology. In the case of tiller technology, land for vegetable produc­
tion was restricted to one, two and unlimited acre levels. For trac­
tor technology, the limits were 1.85, 5 and unlimited acres. In both 
cases, the unlimited acre level was used for the purpose of deter­
mining the maximum amount of land that could be maintained in produc­
tion of vegetables by growers with the different labor restrictions
aconsidered in the analysis.
. 2. Vegetable Enterprises. The same vegetable enterprises 
were considered for both technologies and all land levels. Vegeta­
ble crops included in the analysis were butterbeans. spring and 
fall cucumbers, summer and fall squash, field peas, mustard and 
turnip greens, sweet corn, okra, spring and fall snapbeans, toma­
toes and bell peppers. Budgets for staggered pleuntings of several 
crops were distinguished and incorporated in the LP model. They 
included two crops of butterbeans, three of field peas and three 
of sweet corn.
3. Double Cropping Activities. The possibilities for double 
cropping activities may be identified by comparing the growing season 
time periods for different vegetable crops. Based upon information 
presented in Figure 4, vegetable crops were grouped as follows:
a. Crops that cannot be double cropped with any other. 
Included are butterbeans l8^ planting, butterbeans 2n(* planting 
and okra.
b. Crops that can be double cropped with any fall crop.
stIncluded are spring cucumbers, summer squash, field peas 1 plant-
„ j gi
ing, field peas 2 planting, sweet corn 1 planting, spring snap­
beans and tomatoes.
c. Crops that can only be double cropped with fall snap-
r(J
beans and fall cucumbers. Included are field peas 3 planting, 
sweet corn 2nt* planting and bell peppers.
d. Crops that can only be double cropped with turnip greens.
rdThe only crop in this group is sweet corn 3 planting.
Picon 4. Growing periods for different vegetable crops In Mortheeat Louisian*, 1981,
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Butterbeans 1
Butterbeans 2
Spring Cucuabere
tall Cucuabere
Suaaer Squash
Fall Squash
Field Peas 1
Field Peas 2
Field Peas 3
Mustard Greens
Turnip Greens
Sweet Corn 1
t Corn 2
Sweet Corn 3
Spring Snapbeans
Fall Snapbeans
Touatoes 
Bell Peppers O'M
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4. Family Labor. For purpose of analysis, labor inputs in­
volved in vegetable enterprises were specified for 20 time periods 
within a year. Nineteen of those time periods covered two weeks 
each and the remaining period covered 14 weeks. (See Appendix B 
for description of time periods).
The supply of labor available during each time period was 
divided into three categories as follows:
a. Machine operator labor. A portion of the operator's
labor used for machinery operation on days suitable for field work.
b. Other family labor. Labor available for jobs other
than machine operation (except for hauling produce to the market
which can be done by any family member). Sources of this labor are 
(l) operator's available time beyond that used for machinery opera­
tion, and (2 ) labor supplied by other family members.
c. Hired labor. If used, labor hired only for hand har­
vesting.
Labor available for vegetable production was determined for 
typical family units using tiller and tractor technologies.
As indicated previously, two typical family units were identi­
fied within the tiller technology group. One consisted of a full 
time operator who supplies about 50 hours of labor per week, a spouse 
who provides 25 hours per week and one child who supplies 15 hours 
per week during the school year and 37*5 hours per week during the 
months of June, July, and August. This family unit generally did 
not utilize hired labor for vegetable production. For purpose of
ureference this unit will be indicated as family unit I. The second 
family unit utilizing tiller technology consisted of an operator 
who had retired from another job and his spouse. Together, they 
supply the equivalent of about 50 hours per week for vegetable pro­
duction. Generally, they did not utilize any hired labor. This 
typical unit will be identified as family unit II.
Four typical family units were identified among growers using 
tractor technology for vegetable production. Family unit III con­
sists of a full time operator who provides 5 0 hours a week, his 
spouse who supplies 25 hours a week and two children who supply 15 
hours each per week during the school year and 37.5 hours each per 
week during the months of June, July and August. This particular 
family unit did not hire any labor for harvesting purposes. Family 
unit IV consisted of a retired operator and his wife who together 
supply 50 hours of labor per week. This family unit did not use 
hired labor. Family unit V consisted of a part time operator who 
holds a full time job off the farm and has 2 0 hourB per week 
available for vegetable production, his spouse who provides 2 5 hours 
per week and 3 part time workers who supply 4 0 hours each per week 
but who are hired only during the harvesting season. Family unit 
VI is composed of a part time operator who holds a full time job 
off the farm, and has 2 0 hours a week available for vegetable pro­
duction, his wife who also holds an off farm job and does not pro­
vide any labor for vegetable production and three part time workers 
who supply 4 0 hours each per week and are only hired during the
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harvesting season. (See Appendix B, Tables 1-6 for details of labor 
availability per family unit).
5. Hired Labor. In the linear programming model, hired labor, 
where used, was handled separately from the family labor supplies. 
Hired labor was made potentially available for those time periods 
in which any harvesting could have taken place. The maximum limit 
of hired labor any farmer could obtain was 2 4 0 hours per time period 
(three part time workers who supply each 40 hours per week during two 
weeks). The price paid for hired labor ($4.26/hour) was slightly 
higher than the price paid for family labor ($4>00/hour). The 
difference in price was based on the percentage the employee has to 
pay to the social security system (6,65 percent). With this 
differential price for labor, the computer program would exhaust 
family labor available first, before hiring any labor for harvesting 
operations within any given time period.
6 . Hauling and Unloading Cost. Hauling and unloading costs 
were calculated separately from production and selling costs. In 
order to determine hauling and unloading time per farm and time 
period, a total of 1 4 time periods was defined aB potential harvest­
ing periods. On the average, a farmer makes three trips to the mar­
ket per week or six trips per time period. Each round trip was
calculated to be 42 miles long. The average speed for a i ton pick­
up truck was estimated at 30 mph. It was assumed that 0.5 hours 
was spent unloading the truck every time the farmer went to the
market. Based on these estimates, the total amount of time spent
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on hauling and unloading the product per time period, would be 13 
hours (10 hours driving plus 3 hours unloading the truck).
In order to calculate total cost of hauling and unloading 
vegetables per farm* 28 bushels was assumed to be the maximum load 
for a & ton pick-up truck with a 4 x 8 ft. bed. The average weight
for a bushel of vegetables was estimated at 35 pounds.
*
For a given time period* the maximum volume of produce that can 
be hauled to the market would be 168 bushels. The average load that 
a farmer takes to the market per time period is 78 bushels (13 
bushels per trip). This would give an excess capacity per time 
period equivalent to 90 bushels. If a number of trips to the market 
higher than the average needs to be made* then excess capacity would 
be used.
7. Selling Cost. Two different selling methods may take place 
at the farmers' market. The farmer may stay at the market and sell 
his produce directly to consumers. The farmer has the alternative 
of leaving his produce at the market to be sold by market personnel.
To calculate the cost of selling vegetables using the first 
method, it was estimated that a farmer spends an average of 28 hours 
per time period (14 hours a week) on hauling* unloading and selling 
his produce. After subtracting the time for hauling and unloading 
(13 hours), a total of 1 5 hours per time period was spent on selling 
the produce to consumers. The average time spent on selling a bushel 
of vegetables would be approximately .19 hour when an average load 
of 78 bushels per time period is considered.
8 . Market Prices. Prices used in calculating gross returns
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for all vegetable enterprises were obtained at the farmers' markets 
in Bastrop and Monroe. Table 7 shows prices obtained by farmers 
using either selling method. Prices for selling method two are ten 
percent lower than those for selling method one,
9. Crop Yields. Yields for all vegetable crops were based on 
survey data (see Table 7) with adjustments based in some instances 
on five year average yields for the state. Yields for tiller tech­
nology enterprises were assumed to be 20 percent higher than those
for tractor technology due, mainly to the fact that all tiller tech-
22/nology crops had irrigation.—
10. Input Prices. To calculate costs of production, 1981 
prices were included for all inputs.
11. Capital. No restrictions on capital availability were 
imposed. It was assumed that the level of net worth was sufficient 
to support the capital requirements of most small farmers.
Results
This section deals with the optimum vegetable enterprise com­
binations, net returns per hour of labor and net returns to some 
specified costs for typical family units utilizing tiller and trac­
tor technologies. Comparisons are made of results (1) with different 
objective functions, (2) for selected family units using a given 
technology and (3) for alternative assumptions regarding the amount
22/ Hadden, William A., James M. Cannon and William W. Etzel, 
Vegetable Irrigation in Louisiana. Cooperative Extension Service, 
Louisiana State University, 1980.
Table 7. Yield and price data gaed in the analysis of enterprise combinations for small vegetable 
producers, northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Average yield per acre Average price per unit
Enterprise Unit — —  — 1 -     ■ —  1
Tiller technology Tractor technology Selling method 1 Selling method 2
Butterbeans bu. 125 105 t 17.00 * 15.30
Spring Cucumbers bu. 282 235 IB. 50 16.65
Pall Cucumbers bu. 282 98 18.50 16.65
Summer Squash bu. 288 210 16.10 11.75
Pall Squash bu. 288 125 16.10 11.75
PieId Peas bu. 111 120 6.10 5.75
Mustard Greens 1200 iooo; 5.00 1.50
Turnip Greens di.^ 1800 1500 5.00 1.50
Sweet Corn d*. 1080 900 1.20 1.08
Spring Snapbeans bu. 210 200 7.10 6.10
Pall Snapbeans bu. 210 110 7.10 6.10
Okra bu. 310 281 17.70 15.95
Tomatoes lug^ 720 600 9.80 8.82
Bell Peppers ewt. 90 75 50.00 15.00
SOURCE: Survey of 72 small vegetable producers in Norehouse, Ouachita and West Carroll parishes, 
summer, 1980. Supplemental information from producer panels was obtained during the 
suaawrs of 1980 and 1981.
1/ Do sen bunches 
2/ 20 lb. lugs.
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of land to be used for total vegetable production as well as for 
individual crops.
Tiller Technology
Tables 8 and 9 present a summary of net returns, labor require­
ments and total specified costs for selected vegetable crops pro­
duced with tiller technology. Results of the analysis for one and 
two acres of vegetable crops and labor supply available to family 
unit I (4,972 hours) are presented in,turn.
Farms with one acre of vegetable crons. When returns to land, 
management and overhead were maximized, spring cucumberB, fall 
cucumbers and turnip greens came into the solution as the optimum 
combination (see Table 10). Under existing conditions net returns 
to land, management and overhead would have been f7,789.19•
When family labor is not included as a cost, net returns to 
land, management and overhead decrease by 15 percent. Also, five 
different crops (spring cucumbers, fall cucumbers, mustard greens, 
turnip greens, and tomatoes) came into the solution. Thus, when 
returns to land, family labor, management and overhead are maximized 
three things occurred. FlrBt, farming became a more labor intensive 
operation. Labor used increased to 1,157 hours, a 103 percent in­
crease when compared with the first situation. Second, net returns 
to land, family labor, management and overhead increased by 12 per­
cent, and third, the combination of enterprises changed toward those 
crops that are more labor intensive.
■ The above solutions were obtained without restrictions on
Table 8. Summary of returns per acre for selected vegetable crops, tiller technology, Northeast 
Louisiana, 1981.
Crop Total returns Net returns^ Net returns per hour of labor
Butterbeans 1 $2,125.00 $1,722.61 $ 6.85
Butterbeans 2 2,125.00 1,723.31 6.85
Spring cucumbers 5,217.00 4,730.30 24.28
Fall cucumbers 5,217.00 4,771.05 25.67
Summer squash 4,723.00 4,230.17 22.15
Fall squash 4,723.00 4,266.02 22.48
Field peas 1 921.60 533.55 3.05
Field peas 2 921.60 533.72 3.05
Field peas 3 921.60 512.52 2.86
Mustard greens 6,000.00 5,687.50 19.43
Turnip greens 9,000.00 8,692.17 24.62
Sweet com 1 1,296.00 642.20 4.00
Sweet com 2 1,296.00 854.98 5.19
Sweet com 3 1,296.00 680.52 3.46
Spring snapbeans 1,704.00 1,209.54 4.08
Fall snapbeans 1,704.00 1,270.41 4.49
Okra 6,017.99 5,447.33 11.24
Tomatoes 7,056.00 6,029.98 8.32
Bell peppers 4,500.00 3,624.81 9.18
1/ Returns to land, labor, management, risk and overhead.
Table 9. Summary of labor requirements and total specified costs per acre for selected vegetable 
crops, tiller technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Crop Output
Hours of 
labori/
Total specified 
costal
Butterbeans 1 125 bu. 251.35 $1,407.78
Butterbeans 2 125 bu. 251.35 1,407.08
Spring cucumbers 282 bu. 194.75 1,265.70
Fall cucumbers 282 bu. 185.84 1,188.12
Summer squash 288 bu. 190.95 1,256.83
Fall squash 288 bu. 189.74 1,216.14
Field peas 1 144 bu. 174-93 1,097.76
Field peas 2 144 bu. 174.93 1,097.59
Field peas 3 144 bu. 178.93 1,124.79
Mustard greens 1,200 d2. 292.61 1,482.95
Turnip greens 1,800 dz. 353.00 1,719.83
Sweet com 1 1,080 dz. 160.55 1,081.29
Sweet com 2 1,080 dz. 164.55 1,099.82
Sweet corn 3 1,080 dz. 196.15 1,256.60
Spring snapbeans 240 bu. 295.91 1,678,10
Fall snapbeans 240 bu. 282.70 1,564.40
Okra 340 bu. 484.53 2,508.77
Tomatoes 720 lug. 723.96 3,921.87
Bell peppers 90 cvt. 394.58 2,453.51
1/ Includes labor for hauling, marketing and selling the product. 
2/ Includes variable (labor, inputs) plus fixed costs.
Table 10. Comparison of optimum enterprise combinations, total labor requirements .and net returns 
for one acre of vegetables, between objective functions, family unit I-i', Northeast 
Louisiana, 1981,
Category Objective function I—  ^ Objective function 11^
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 7,789.19 6,601,31
Land, family labor, management and overhead 10,067.07 11,231.98
Above cash cost 10,510.76 11,765.03
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 11.67 5.70
Land, family labor, management and overhead 17.67 9.70
Above cash cost 18.45 10.16
Total hours of labor used 569.42 1,157.55
Total acres of land used 1.00 1.00
Total acres double cropped 0.99 0.97
Enterprises:
Spring cucumbers 1.00 0.20
Pall cucumbers 0.62 0.25
Mustard greens - 0.33
Turnip greens 0.37 0.40
Tomatoes * 0.79
1/ Pull time operator, spouse and one child using tiller technology. 
2/ Returns to land, management, and overhend. 
y  Returns to land, family labor, management and overhend.
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individual crops within the one acre limit. When upper limits were 
imposed on acreages of individual crops, net returns to land, manage­
ment, and overhead decreased to $5,94-5*67, a 24 percent decrease 
(see Table 11)* Returns per hour of labor decreased from $13.67 
to $7.52, a decrease of 44- percent. The total number of hours of 
labor used increased to 790, an increase of 39 percent. Finally, 
the combination of enterprises changed dramatically. With upper 
limits placed on individual crop acreages, a total of eight crops 
were produced in comparison to only three when no limits were 
imposed.
When returns are maximized with respect to land, family labor, 
management and overhead, net income decreased from $11,231.98 to 
$9,578.61, a 15 percent decrease. Returns per hour of labor, on 
the other hand, increased to $9.98, a three percent increase due 
mainly to the fact that the total number of hours of labor used de­
creased to 959.11. The different combination of enterprises repre­
sented substantial changes. The number of crops increased and the 
acreage of each decreased to the maximum limit allowed.
A comparison of the number of hours used per time period, for 
a particular combination of enterprises, when objective functions I 
and II were maximized is shown in Table 12. In the first case 
(maximum returns to land, management and overhead) only 11.45 percent 
(569.42 hours) of the available labor supply would have been 
utilized. However, during the harvest period (time period 16) all 
available labor would have been utilized, indicating that the family
Table 11. Comparison of optima enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns, 
upper limits vs, no Units on acreage for individual crops, for one acre of vegetables, 
between objective functions, family unit, il/, Northeast Louisiana, 1981
Category Objective function I—^No limits llp|>er limitai/
Objective function HJ/ 
No liai ts Upper li mitsi/
Returns tot
Land, management and overhead 7.789.19 5.945.67 6,601.31 5,741.60
Land, family labor, management and overhead 10,067.07 9,106.52 11,231.98 9,578,61
Above cash cost 10.510.76 9,525.15 11.765.03 10,009.14
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 11.67 7.52 5.70 5.98
Land, family labor, management and overhend 17.67 11.52 9.70 9.98
Above cash cost 18.45 12.05 10.16 10.43
Total hours of labor used 569.42 790.06 1,157.55 959.11
Total acres of land used 1.00 1.00 1.00 ■ 1.00
Total acres double cropped 0.99 0.80 0.97 0.90
Enterprises:
Spring cucumbers 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.20
Kill cucumbers 0.62 0.20 0.25 0.20
Mustard greens 0.20 0.33 0,20
Turnip greens 0.37 0.20 0.40 0.20
Tomatoes 0.40 0.79 0.50
Sumner squash 0.20 - 0.20
Fall squash 0.20 - 0.20
Okra 0.20 - 0.10
Fall snapbeans * “ 0.10
1/ Full time operator, spouse and one child.
2/ Returns to land, management and overhead,
2/ Returns to land, family l.-ibor,m»nng<-m’’Mt and ovrhcnd. 
Upper limit s are placed on individual cropn.
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Table 12. Comparison of labor used per time period for one acre of 
vegetables, between objective functions, family unit ll/»
Northeast Louisiana, 1981*
Time period
Objective function Objective function Il2/
■Hours— - —
01 41.64
02 34.91 7.16
03 5.98 50.08
04 28.98 46.47
05 41.17 79.97
06 37.15 33.85
07 37.25 199.37
08 13.00 174.62
09 13.00 25.71
10 13.47 17.95
11 13.77 16.01
12 20.42 19.39
13 22.31 25.90
14 33.75 179.99
15 18.22 16.15
16 180.00 180.00
17 27.99 19.15
18 28.05 19.18
19
20 4.96
Total 569.42 1157.88
1/ Full time operator, spouse and one child, using tiller technology. 
2/ Returns to land, management and overhead.
Returns to land, family labor, management and overhead.
could not have grown more than one acre of this particular combina­
tion of vegetable crops.
When objective function II was maximized (returns to land, 
family labor, management and overhead), the situation was quite dif­
ferent. Labor became very restrictive in time periods 14 and 16 as 
it was exhausted completely in both periods. Labor requirements 
for all other periods were more than adequate. The percentage of
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total labor used Increased twofold to 23 percent, Family members 
had .to work up to their potential for two weeks during the first 
part of September and the first part of October.
Farms with two acres of vegetable crops. The maximum amount of 
land available for vegetable production waB increased to two acres 
for the purpose of determining the impact of an increase in acreage 
on net returns, labor utilization and combination of enterprises.
When returns to land, management and overhead were maximized, 
the combination of enterprises was somewhat different. Tomatoes 
entered as a new crop to be produced, and turnip greens were replaced 
by mustard greens (see Table 13). Net returns to land, management 
and overhead would have been $15,536.72, a 99 percent increase when 
land available for vegetable crops went from one to two acres. As 
a consequence, the total number of hours of labor used increased by 
114 percent and net returns per hour of labor decreased by seven 
percent.
When family labor is not included as a cost, net returns to 
land, management and overhead decreased by four percent. Also the 
combination of enterprises included spring and fall cucumbers, 
mustard and turnip greens and tomatoes (Table 14)• Again, when re­
turns to land, family labor, management and overhead were maximized, 
net returns increased by 85 percent* the total number of hours in­
creased by only 20 percent when land in vegetable crops was doubled, 
that is, farming became a less intensive operation. Farmers made 
more efficient use of the labor resource available.
Table 13. Comparison of optimum enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns 
to land, management and overhead, one and two acres of vegetables, between family units 
using tiller technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Category
Family unit il/ Family unit II- 
One acre Two acres One acre Two acres
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 7,789.19 15,536.72 7,512.40 15,015.34
Land, family labor, management and overhead 10,067.07 20,417.60 9,558.14 19,010.00
Above cash cost 10,510.76 20,982.60 9,953.53 19,530.00
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 13.67 12.73 14.68 15.03
Land, family labor, management and overhead 17.67 16.73 18.69 19.03
Above cash cost 18.45 17.19 19.46 19.55
Total hours of labor used 569.42 1,220.12 511.40 998.55
Total acres of land used 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00
Total acres double cropped 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00
Enterprises:
Spring cucumbers 1.00 1.33 1.00 1.33
Fall cucumbers 0.62 1.71 0.83 1.78
Mustard greens - 0.28 - 0.12
Turnip greens 0.37 - 0.17 0.08
Tomatoes - 0.66 - 0.32
Bell peppers • 0.33
1/ Full time operator, spouse and one child using tiller technology.
2/ Retired operator and spouse.
Table 14. Comparison of optimum enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns 
to land, family labor, management, and overhead, one and two acres of vegetables, between 
family units using tiller technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Category
Family unit 1^ Family unit 11-^ 
One Acre Two Acres One Acre Two Acres
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 6,601.31 15,197.66 7,127.11 14,995.39
Land, family labor, management and overhead 11,231.98 20,745.42 10,105.55 19,054.47
Above cash cost 11,765.03 21,343.27 10,516.80 19,577.48
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 5.70 10.96 9.57 14.77
Land, family labor, management and overhead 9.70 14.96 13.57 18.77
Above cash cost 10.16 15.39 14.12 19.29
Total hours of labor used 1,157.55 1,386.62 744.52 1,014.66
Total acres of land used 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00
Total acres double cropped 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00
Enterprises:
Spring cucumbers 0.20 1.23 0.67 1.33
Fall cucumbers 0.25 1.42 0.66 1.77
Mustard greens 0.33 0.30 0.15 0.14
Turnip greens 0.40 0.26 0.18 0.08
Tomatoes 0.79 0.76 0.32 0.23
Bell peppers • • 0.42
1/ Full time operator, spouse and one child using tiller technology.
2/ Retired operator and spouse using tiller technology.
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Table 13 also Indicates that if labor is restricted to that 
available to family unit IX (2,660 hours), net returns to land, 
management and overhead increased by 100 percent( the total number 
of hours used increases by 95 percent and the combination of enter­
prises changes radically when land in vegetable crops increases to 
two acres. By the same token, Table 14 indicates an 69 percent 
increase in net returns, a 36 percent increase in labor use and an 
increase in acreage of those less labor intensive crops when returns 
are maximized to land, family labor, management and overhead and 
total land for vegetable production Increases from one to two acres.
A comparison of the number of hours used per time period by 
family unit II for a particular combination of enterprises, for two 
objective functions is shown in Table 15. In the first case (when 
returns are maximized to land, management and overhead), all the 
available labor in period 16 would have been utilized. That means, 
the retired operator and his wife would have to work to their maxi­
mum potential for a period of two weeks. The percentage of total 
available labor used (20 percent) was comparatively higher than the 
percentage when family unit I labor supply was available.
When objective function II was maximized, labor became very 
restrictive in time periods 14 and 16 in which all available labor 
was utilized. The percentage of total labor used increased to 29 
percent, making farming under these conditions a more labor intensive 
operation.
The number of trips that a farmer using tiller technology under
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Table 15. Comparison of labor used per time period for one acre of 
vegetables, between objective functions, family unit 
111/, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Time period
2/Objective function I— Objective function 11^
■Hours----------------------
01 16.98
02 34.91 23.58
03 5.98 23.97
04 28.98 36.11
05 41.17 57.00
06 37.15 35.80
07 37.25 100.00
08 13.00 75.20
09 13.00 18.18
10 13.21 15.27
11 14.03 15.07
12 22.94 22.47
13 25.47 27.12
14 39.43 100.00
15 18.64 17.68
16 100.00 100.00
17 33.07 27.99
18 33.16 29.06
19
20 2.02
Total 511.40 744.50
1/ Retired operator and spouse using tiller technology.
2/ Returns to land, management and overhead.
Returns to land, family labor, management and overhead.
several resource situations has to make to the market is presented 
in Table 16. Due to the high volume of output of some of the 
crops being produced, farmers have to make an unusually large num­
ber of trips during time period 16. For all other time periods, 
the number of trips made to the market was no more than one every 
day.
Table 16. Comparison of the number of trips made to the market# one and two acres of vegetables# 
between objective functions, family unit ill, Northeast Louisiana# 1981.
Time period
2/Objective function I^ 3 /Objective function IIA
One acre Two acres One acre Two acres
01
02
03
04
05 6 6 6 6
06 6 6 6 6
07 6 13 11 14
08 8 10 10
09
10
11
12
13
14 14 11
15
16 26 24 27 25
17 6 6 6
18 6 6 6
19
20
Total 44 69 86 84
1/ Full time operator# spouse and one child using tiller technology. 
2/ Returns to land# management and overhead. 
y  Returns to land, family labor, management and overhead.
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Tractor Technology
. Table 17 presents a summary of net returns, labor requirements 
and total specified costs for selected vegetable crops produced with 
tractor technology. Results of the analysis for 1.85, five and unlim­
ited acre levels of vegetable production and labor supply available to 
family unit III (6,04.5 hours) as well as some comparisons of results 
when different labor supplies were made available are presented in 
turn.
Farms with 1.85 acres of vegetable crops. When returns to land, 
management and overhead were maximized, four crops (spring cucumbers, 
fall squash, mustard greens and turnip greens) came into the solution 
as the optimum combination (see Table 18). Under the existing con­
ditions, net returns to land, management and overhead would have 
been $11,836.30.
When returns to land, family labor, management and overhead 
were maximized, total labor used increased dramatically, net returns 
to land, management and overhead decreased by 18 percent. Farming 
became a more labor intensive operation as the proportion of total 
labor used went up from 13 to 26 percent. The combination of 
enterprises remained relatively the samei in addition to the others, 
only tomatoes, a labor intensive crop came into the solution. Net 
returns to land, family labor, management and overhead increased by 
eight percent, and returns per hour of labor decreased by 48 percent.
The solutions presented so far were obtained without any re­
strictions on individual crops within the 1.85 acre limit. Table 19
Table 17. Summary of labor requirements, costs and returns, per acre, selected vegetable crops, 
tractor technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Enterprise Output
Hours of 
labor . , 
required-
Total
specified
costi;'
Total
returns
Net 3/ 
returns*
Net returns per 
hour of labor
Butterbeans 1 105 bu. 150.64 837.96 1,785.00 1,549.59 10.28
Butterbeans 2 105 bu. 150.64 837.96 1,785.00 1,549.59 10.28
Spring cucumbers 235 bu. 129.32 831.57 4,347.50 4,033.22 31.18
Fall cucumbers 98 bu. 70.48 508.84 1,813.00 1,586.10 22.50
Summer squash 240 bu. 129.22 837.70 3,936.00 3,615.18 27.97
Fall squash 125 bu. 74.32 580.96 2,050.00 1,793.82 24.13
Field peas 1 120 bu. 97.99 622.04 768.00 537.91 5.48
Field peas 2 120 bu. 97.99 622.04 768.00 537.91 5.48
Field peas 3 120 bu. 98.48 637.40 768.00 524.53 5.32
Mustard greens 1 , 0 0 0 dz. 221.55 1,124.54 5 ,000 . 0 0 4,761.67 21.49
Turnip greens 1,500 dz. 293.44 1,422.30 7,500.00 7,251.47 24.71
Sweet corn 1 900 dz. 84.84 612.49 1,080.00 806.86 9.51
Sweet corn 2 900 dz. 84.84 612.73 1,080.00 806.62 9.51
Sweet corn 3 900 dz. 103.58 722.10 1,080.00 772.21 7.45
Spring snapbeans 200 bu. 200.61 1,125.81 1,420.00 1,095.64 5.46
Fall snapbeans 140 bu. 150.49 881.11 994.00 714.86 4.75
Okra 284 bu. 332.91 1,716.08 5,026.80 4,642.35 13.94
Tomatoes 600 lug. 605.19 3,328.40 5,880.00 4,972.37 8.21
Bell peppers 75 cwt. 308.55 1,968.32 3,750.00 3.015.86 9.77
1/ Includes labor for hauling, marketing and selling. 
2/ Included variable (labor, inputs) p]us fixed costs. 
Returns to land, management, risk and overhead.
Table 18. Comparison of optimum enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns 
for 1.85 acres of vegetables, between objective functions, family unit II Ii/, Northeast 
Louisiana, 1981.
Category
2/
Objective function I- Objective function 11^
Dollars—
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 11,836.30 9,703.08
Land, family labor, management and overhead K, 956,50 16,11^.56
Above cash cost 15,503.85 16,787.48
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 15.17 6.05
Land, family labor, management and overehead 19.17 10.05
Above cash cost 19.87 10.47
Total hours of labor used 779.98 . 1,602.76
Total acres of land used 1.85 1.85
Total acres double cropped 1.85 1.85
Enterprises:
Spring cucumbers 1.85 0.42
Fall squash 0.36 0.36
Mustard greens 0.90 0.90
Turnip greens 0.59 0.59
Tomatoes 1.42
1/ Full time operator, spouse and two children using tractor technology.
2/ Returns to land, management, and overhead.
3/ Returns to land, family labor, management and overhead.
Table 19. CoapeHson of optima enterprise coablnetions, total labor requireaents and net returns 
to land, aanageaent, and overhead, 1.85 and five acres of vegetables, upper Units vs. 
no liBita on acreage for individual crops, faaily unit ini', Northeast Louisiana,
1981.
Category 1.85 No liaits
ncres
Upper liaits?'
Five acres 
No liaits Upper llnits?/
■
Returns to;
Land, aanageaent and overhead 11,836.30 7.985.87 28,122.05 19,257.31
Land, faaily labor, aanageaent and overhead 11,956.50 10,710,67 33,099.66 27,131.98
Above cash cost 15,503.85 11,169.38 33,897.02 28,211.81
Returns per hour of labor;
Land, aanageaent and overhead 15.17 11.59 22.60 9.12
Land, faaily labor, aanageaent and overhead 19.17 15.59 26.60 13.12
Above cash coat 19.87 16.22 27.21 13.82
Total hours of labor used 779.98 688.61 1,211.32 2,013.52
Total acres of land used 1.85 1.85 5.00 5.00
Total acres double cropped 1.85 0.55 5.00 2.66
Enterprises:
Butterbeans - - - *
Spring cucuabers 1.85 0.10 5.00 0.50
Fall cucuabers - - - 0.10
Suaaer squash 0.65 - 0.10
Fall squash 0.36 - 3.52 1.00
Mustard greens 0.90 - 0.89 1.00
Turnip greens 0.59 0.55 0.59 0.71
Okra - 0.80 - 0.52
Toaatoes - - - 0.80
Bell peppers * - • 0.80
1/ Tull Clae operator, spouse and two children using tractor technology. 
II Upper Units are placed on individual crops
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presents results when upper limits were Imposed on acreages of In­
dividual crops. Upper limits were the average size per crop de­
termined In the survey. Net returns to land* management and overhead 
decreased by 33 percent to $7,985.87, and returns per hour of labor 
decreased by 24 percent. The total number of hours of labor used 
decreased by 11 percent. Finally, there was a reduction in the 
total acreage planted. Double crop activities decreased from 1.85 
to 0.55 acres. Land available for the production of those crops that 
yield returns at least equal to the marginal factor cost became the 
most restrictive resource.
Net returns for different labor supplies for two objective 
functions are presented in Tables 20 and 21. The retired operator 
and his spouse (family unit IV) obtained the highest net returns 
per hour of labor in both cases. First, when returns were maximized 
to land, management and overhead, the members of this family unit 
obtained $17.54 per hour of labor (Table 20). Second, when returns 
were maximized to land, family labor, management and overhead, the 
returns per hour of labor for members of this family unit were $14.52 
(Table 21). Due to their labor restrictions, members of this family 
unit engaged in the production of those crops which do not require 
as much labor, relatively.
A comparison of the number of hours used per time period by all 
the members of family unit III is presented in Table 22. The com­
parison is made for a particular combination of enterprises and for 
two' objective functions. In the first case (when returns to land,
Table 20. Comparison of optlaua enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns 
to land* aanageaent and overhead, 1.85 acres of vegetables, among faaily units using 
tractor technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Category Paeily unit rill/
Family., 
unit IV-'
Family., 
unit V*'
Family,, 
unit VI±'
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 11,836.30 10,133.54 12,877.82 12,322.80
Land, family labor, management and overhead 14.956.50 12,443.72 14,984-89 14.052.87
Above cash cost 15,503.85 12,881.39 15,590.78 14,659.47
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 15.17 17.54 10.26 8.94
Land, family labor, management and overhead 19.17 21.54 11.94 10.19
Above cash cost 19.87 22.30 12.43 10.63
Total hours of labor used 779.98 577.48 1,254.28 1,378.17
Total acres of land used 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
Total acres double cropped 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
Enterprises:
Spring cucumbers 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.68
Pall squash 0.36 1.14 - -
Mustard greens 0.90 0.42 0.91 1.06
Turnip greens 0.59 0.27 0.93 0.78
Bell peppers • • 0.16
1/ Pull time operator, spouse and two children using tractor technology.
2/ Retired operator and spouse using tractor technology,
y  Part tine operator, spouse and three part, time workers using tractor technology. 
y  Part time operator and three part time workers using tractor technology.
Table 21. Comparison of optinua enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and not returns 
to land, family labor, management, and overhead, 1.85 acres of vegetables, among faaily 
units using tractor technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Category Faaily . unit. TIT—
Faaily 
unit HF'
Family.,
unit
Family,, 
unit V!4'
Returns to:
Land, aanageaent and overhead 9.701.08 9.295.10 12,287.63 12,322.80
Land, faaily lahor, aanageaent and overhead 16.1U.56 12,827.49 15,198.91 14.052.87
Above cash coat 16.787.A8 13,282.09 15,835.32 14.659.47
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, aanageaent and overhead 6.05 10.52 7.94 8.94
Land, faaily labor, aanageaent and overhead 10.05 14.52 9.83 10.19
Above cash cost 10.47 15.04 10.24 10.63
Total hours of labor used 1,602.76 882.98 1,545.92 1,378.17
Total acres of land used 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
Total acres double cropped 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
Enterprises:
Spring cucuabers 0.42 1.55 1.35 1.68
Pall squash 0.36 1.14 - -
Mustard greens 0.90 0.42 0.91 1.06
Turnip greens 0.59 0.27 0.93 0.78
Tomatoes 1.42 0.29 0.49 0.16
1_/ full time operator, spouse, two children.
2/ Retired operator and spouse.
y  Part time operator, spouse, three part time workers, 
y  Part tine operator, three part tlae workers.
Table 22. Comparison of labor used per time period for 1.85, five and land restriction on vegeta­
bles, between objective functions, family unit III, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Time period
2/Objective function I— 3/Objective function 11^
1.85 acres Five acres
No land ^ 
restriction ,85 acres
Five acres No land 
restriction
01 * 101.32 35.32 23.85 97.30
02 6.29 17.01 32.00 5.34 16.37 32.00
03 1.28 3.46 210.00 72.04 50.97 210.00
04 43.83 118.46 210.00 76.18 140.19 210.00
05 50.71 132.49 210.00 126.17 177.33 210.00
06 50.32 131.05 210.00 50.07 125.12 210.00
07 50.34 131.12 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00
08 13.00 13.00 127.45 256.06 171.95 183.27
09 13.00 13.00 288.05 35.73 28.28 300.00
10 16.54 27.31 300.00 16.54 27.31 300.00
11 14.40 14.39 116.63 14.40 14.39 118.72
12 43.88 119.61 300.00 43.88 119.61 300.00
13 13.24 15.44 93.74 13.24 15.44 95.10
14 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00
15 13.00 13.00 41.68 13.00 13.00 42.15
16 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00
17 14.80 34.83 186.37 57.93 207.39 210.00
18 15.37 40.17 183.80 57.81 210.00 206.40
19 - - 3.14 - - 3.20
20 - - 16.74 8.88 5.96 16.52
Total 744.90 1,244.32 3,350.92 1,602.79 2,067.14 3,464.66
1/ Full time operator, spouse and two children using tractor technology. 
2/ Returns to land, management and overhead.
2/ Returns to land, family labor, management and overhead.
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management and overhead are maximized), all the available labor in 
time periods 1-4 and 16 would have been utilized. As a result of this 
restriction, the percentage of total labor used was extremely low 
(12 percent). Labor requirements for all other time periods were 
more than adequate.
When returns to land, family labor, management and overhead 
were maximized, farming became a more labor intensive operation. 
Twenty-seven percent of the total available labor was used despite 
the fact that all labor available in time periods 07, 14- end 16 would 
have been utilized.
Farms with five acres of vegetable crops. With the purpose of 
determining the impact of an increase in acreage on net returns, 
labor use, returns per hour of labor and on combination of enter­
prises, five acres of land were made available for vegetable pro­
duction. Table 23 shows the results for five acres in vegetable 
crops and labor supply available to family unit III. When returns 
were maximized to land, management and overhead, a total of four 
crops, spring cucumbers, fall squash, mustard greens and turnip 
greens came into the solution as the optimum combination. Under 
existing conditions, total net returns would have been $28,122.05. 
When family labor was not included as a cost, net returns to land, 
management and overhead decreased by nine percent. Five crops 
(spring cucumbers, fall squash, mustard greens, turnip greens and 
tomatoes) came into the solution. Net returns to land, family labor, 
management and overhead Increased by three percent, and total labor 
used Increased by 66 percent. As a result, returns per hour of labor
Table 23. Comparison of optimum enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns 
for five acres of vegetables, between objective functions, family unit IIll', Northeast 
Louisiana, 1981.
Category 2/ 3/ Objective function I- Objective function II*
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 28,122.05 25,915.97
Land, family labor, management and overhead 33,099.66 34,184.87
Above cash cost 33,897.02 35,043.39
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 22.60 12.53
Land, family labor, management and overhead 26.60 16.53
Above cash cost 27.24 16.95
Total hours of labor used 1,244.32 2,067.11
Total acres of land used 5.00 5.00
Total acres double cropped 
Enterprises:
5.00 5.00
Spring cucumbers 5.00 4*04
Fall squash 3.52 3.52
Mustard greens 0.89 0.89
Turnip greens 0.57 0.57
Tomatoes 0.95
1/ Family unit III; full time operator, spouse, two children using tractor technology. 
2/ Returns to land, management and overhead.
Returns to land, family labor, management and overhead.
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decreased by 45 percent. Again, fanning became a more labor Inten­
sive operation when returns were maximized to land, family labor, 
management and overhead.
Net returns for different labor supplies and two objective 
functions are presented in Tables 24 and 25. Members of family unit 
III (full time operator, spouse and two children) obtained the 
highest returns per hour of labor when returns were maximized to 
land, management and overhead (Table 24). On the other hand, when 
returns were maximized to land, family labor, management and over­
head, members of family unit IV (retired operator and his spouse) 
obtained the highest returns per hour of labor (Table 25).
A comparison of the number of hours of labor used by family 
unit III when five acres of land are available for vegetable pro­
duction is presented in Table 22. When objective function I wan 
maximized, labor became a restriction in time periods 14 and 16 dur­
ing which all available labor was completely exhausted. When objec­
tive function II was maximized, all available labor in time periods 
07, 14* 16 and 18 were exhausted and the percentage of total labor 
used increased to 34 percent.
Farms with no restrictions on land. In order to determine the 
maximum acreage of vegetable crops that different labor supplies 
were able to sustain, a total of fifty acres of land was made avail­
able for vegetable production.
Net returns to two different objective functions, total labor 
use and enterprise combinations for four different family units are
Table 24. Comparison of optimum enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns 
to land, aanageaent, and overhead, five acres of vegetables, aaong faaily units using 
tractor technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Category Family .. unit III-
Family-, 
unit IV-'
Family,, 
unit
Family . 
unit VI*'
Returns to:
Land, aanageaent and overhead 28,122.05 24,254.01 28,000.25 23.194.48
Land, faaily labor, aanageaent and overhead 11,099.66 28,617.96 32,241.54 25,668.77
Above cash cost 33.897.02 29,294.90 33,140.29 26.407.74
Returns per hour of labor;
Land, aanageaent and overhead 22.60 22.23 12.75 8.00
Land, family labor, aanageaent and overhead 26.60 26.23 14.68 8.85
Above cash cost 27.24 26.85 15.09 9.11
Total hours of labor used 1,241.32 1,090.84 2,194.46 2,898.27
Total acres of land used 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Total acres double cropped 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Enterprises:
Spring cucuabers 5.00 3.74 3.79 1.68
Fall cucuabers - 1.30 - .
Suaaer squash - 0.48 - -
Pall squash 3.52 3.18 2.40 0.55
Mustard greens 0.89 0.29 1.39 0.99
Turnip greens 0.59 0.22 0.90 0.65
Tomatoes - - - -
Bell peppers - 0.77 0.90 0.52
Okra “ 0.29 2.78
1/ Pull time operator, spouse and two children ur.ing tractor technology.
2/ Retired operator and spouse using tractor technology.
y  Part, tiae operator, spouse, three part time workers using tractor technology, 
y  Part tiae operator, three pert tiae workers using tractor technology.
Table 25. Comparison of optiaua enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns 
to land, family labor, management and overhead, five acres of vegetables, among family 
units, using tractor technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Category Faaily - , unit III—'
Family,, 
unit IV—
Family-, 
unit V*1'
Family,, 
unit VIA'
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 25,915.97 23,954.91 27.608.63 23,194.48
Land, faaily labor, management and overhead 34,184.87 28,700.91 32.381.34 25,688.77
Above cash cost 35,043.39 29.377.84 33,293.29 26,407.74
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 12.53 20.18 11.93 8.00
Land, faaily labor, management and overhead 16.53 24.19 14.00 8.85
Above cash cost 16.95 24.76 14.39 9.11
Total hours of labor used 2.067.U 1.186.34 2,312.26 2,898.27
Total acres of land used 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Total acres double cropped 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Enterprise:
Spring cucumbers A.04 3.73 3.79 1.68
Fall cucuabers - 1.30 0.26 -
Summer squash - 0.48 - -
Fall squash 3.52 3.18 2.41 0.55
Mustard greens 0.89 0.29 1.38 0.99
Turnip greens 0.57 0.22 0.90 0.65
Tomatoes 0.95 - - -
Bell peppers - 0.77 1.17 0.52
Okra • 0.02 2.78
1/ Full tiae operator, spouse and two children using tractor technology.
2/ Retired operator and spouse using tractor technology.
2/ Part time operator, spouse, throe part time workers using tractor technology, 
part time operator, three part, time workers using tractor technology.
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presented in Appendix D, Tables 1-3. A comparison of the total 
number of hours of labor used per time period when two different 
objective functions were maximized* is presented in Tables 4-8 of 
Appendix D.
Number of Trios to the Market
The number of trips that a farmer using tractor technology has
to make to the market is presented in Table 26. Due to the small 
size of the pick-up truck (& ton)* farmers have to make an unusually 
large number of trips during time periods 14 and 16. The number of
trips made to the market could be reduced during the high volume
period by using a larger truck.
Marketing Strategies
Two different selling methods may take place at the farmers' 
market. The farmer may stay at the market and sell his produce 
directly to consumers. The farmer has the alternative of leaving 
his produce at the market to be sold by market personnel.
For farmers in both technologies, selection of the marketing 
strategy to use is based primarily on labor availability during a 
particular time period, and on the opportunity cost of an hour of 
labor. As farmers grow more labor intensive crops, less labor is 
available to perform marketing duties. In this case, those crops 
that yield a large volume, i.e., mustard and turnip greens, are 
usually left at the market to be sold by market employees. Farmers 
would get a higher return per hour of labor performing duties other 
than staying at the market and selling the product directly to con­
sumers. On the other hand, when labor is relatively abundant,
Table 26. Comparison of the number of trips made to the market, 1.85 and five acres of vegetables, 
between objective functions, family unit III, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Time period
2/Objective function I— Objective function 1 1 ^
1.85 acres Five acres 1.85 acres Five acres
01
02
03
04
05 6 14 6 11
06 6 14 6 11
07 6 14 16 21
08 15 10
09
10
11
12
13
14 32 32 32 32
15 *
16 32 31 32 31
17 6 8 6 8
18 6 8 6 8
19
20
Total 94 121 119 132
1/ Full time operator, spouse and two children using tractor technology. 
2/ Returns to land, management and overhead.
Returns to land, family labor, management and overhead.
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farmers could utilize some of it in selling the product directly.
In this case* the opportunity cost of an hour of labor is lover 
than in the previous case.
Comparison of Alternatives bv Technology
Table 27 presents a comparison of results for two different 
farm situations. The first situation consists of a farmer using 
tiller technology* two acres of land, and labor available to family 
unit I. The other situation consists of a farmer using tractor 
technology, 1.85 acres of land, and labor available to family unit
III.
In absolute terms, with a given amount of land, small farmers 
using tiller technology are better off than farmers using tractor 
technology when returns are maximized to land, management and over­
head. Net returns for tiller technology farmers are 31 percent 
higher than returns for tractor technology users. A higher percent­
age of total available labor is used by farmers in the tiller tech­
nology group; 2U percent for tiller technology compared to 12 per­
cent for tractor technology. Land is more restrictive for farmers 
using tractor technology than for farmers using tiller technology. 
Returns per hour of labor are higher for farmers in the tractor 
technology group due to the lower percentage of labor used.
When returns are maximized to land, family labor, management 
and overhead, net returns for tiller technology farmers are 29 
percent higher than for tractor technology farmers. Total labor 
used increased to 28 percent for the former and to 26 percent for
Table 27* Comparison of optimum enterprise combinations, total labor requirements and net returns, 
tiller vs. tractor technology, between objective functions and family units, Northeast 
Louisiana, 1981.
Tiller technology^/ Tractor technology*-/
Category Objective . Objective Objective Objective
Function H  Function 11^ ' Function I Function II
— — — — — — — - — — — Dollars-— ----------------
Returns to:
Land, management and overhead 15,536.72 15,197.66 11,836.30 9.703.08
Land, family labor, management and overhead 20.U7.60 20,745.42 14,956.50 16,114.56
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, management and overhead 12.73 10.96 15.17 6.05
Land, family labor, management and overhead 16.73 K.96 19.17 10.05
Total hours of labor used 1,220.12 1,386.63
■Hours--------
779.63 1,602.76
Total acres of land used 2.00 2.00
■Acres--------
1.85 1.85
Total acres double cropped 2.00 2.00 1.85 1.85
Enterprises:
Spring cucumbers 1.33 1.23 1.85 0.42
Fall cucumbers 1.71 1.42 - -
Fall squash - m 0.36 0.36
Mustard greens 0.28 0.30 0.90 0.90
Turnip greens - 0.26 0.59 0.59
Tomatoes 0.66 0.76 - 1.42
1/ Farmers using tiller technolgoy and labor supply available to faaily unit I.
2/ Farmers using tractor technology and labor supply available to family unit III.
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the latter. As a result, returns per hour of labor are significantly 
higher for tiller technology farmers.
The combination of enterprises is basically the same for both 
technologies, perhaps with certain exceptions. Fall cucumbers is 
produced only by farmers using tiller technology, and fall squash 
is produced only by farmers using tractor technology.
CHAPTER V
PRICE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Models with no lend restrictions were implemented in order to 
determine the sensitivity of the different vegetable crops considered 
in the study to changes in product prices.
Price sensitivity refers to the relative sensitivity of a par- 
ticular crop to price changes under a particular resource situation, 
all other vegetable crop prices held constant. The relative sensitivity 
of vegetable crop enterprises has implications for the stability of 
optimum enterprise combinations as well as for expansion possibilities 
for the individual vegetable crops.
The analysis presented here is based on a "trigger" price, which 
is that price at which acreages of different crops change and the least 
cost selling method may be altered. Also, production and selling of any 
crop using a particular selling method is considered as a complete "pro­
duction process" and is Independent of the production of the same crop 
that is sold by any other method.
Price Analyis for Tiller Technology Farms 
Table 28 presents the price sensitivity results by crop for far­
mers with labor supply available to family unit I. The analysis Involves 
two selling methods and two different objective functions. Price levels 
necessary to reduce (Increase) production, base prices, levels to which 
production is decreased (Increased) due to a price change, and original
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levels of production for this particular setting are presented.
- When returns to land, management and overhead (objective func­
tion I) cure maximized, crops reasonably sensitive to price changes 
included spring cucumbers, fall cucumbers, summer squash, fall 
squash, spring snapbeans, okra and tomatoes. Each will be dis­
cussed in turn.
Spring Cucumbers. A change in optimum acreage for spring cucum­
bers was Indicated at a five percent decrease in price. At this 
lower price level, production would drop by 48 percent. The amount 
of produce sold by method 1 (own selling) would be decreased by the 
same percentage. An increase of six percent in the price of spring 
cucumbers would generate a total of 0.61 acres to be sold by method 
2 (selling by market personnel).
Fall Cucumbers. A 30 cents increase in the price of cucumbers 
would bring 0.90 acreB of fall cucumbers into production when all 
other priceb remained constant. If price fell by 30 cents, a reduc­
tion of 18 percent in the production of fall cucumbers to be sold by 
selling method 2 would be indicated.
Summer Squash. A 12 percent increase in the price of a bushel 
of summer squash would bring 0.51 acres of this crop into production. 
This output would be sold by method 1. An 18 percent increase in 
the price of the product would be required to bring the same acreage 
into production to be sold by method 2.
Fall Souash. A three percent decrease in the price of the pro­
duct would force farmers to stop production of fall squash to be
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sold under method 1. On the other hand, a 60 percent Increase in 
the'price would not increase production to be sold under method 2 
significantly.
Spring Snapbeans. With selling method 1, a six percent increase 
in the price of the product would bring 0.23 acres of snapbeans into 
production. With selling method 2, a one percent change in the price 
would bring 0.32 acres of snapbeans into production. This particu­
lar crop becomes extremely sensitive to small price changes.
Okra. An 86 percent increase in price would be necessary to 
bring 0.58 acres of okra into production when the product is sold 
directly by farmers. With selling method 2, a 71 percent increase 
in the price would bring 0.74 acres of land into the production of 
okra.
Tomatoes. This is perhaps the crop most sensitive to price 
changes under selling method 1. A reduction of only two cents in 
the price of a lug of tomatoes would reduce production by 70 percent. 
On the other hand, an increase of 13 percent in the price of the pro­
duct would increase production by 20 percent approximately. When 
selling method 2 was employed, production of tomatoes would be 
stopped if prices dropped by ten percent. Finally, a one cent in­
crease in the price would boost production by 26l percent.
Crops not very sensitive to price changes when this particular 
objective function was maximized included butterbeans, field peas, 
sweet corn, and mustard and turnip greens.
' When family labor was not included as a cost (objective function 
II), price sensitivity patterns described above were followed by
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most crops. Only field peas and turnip greens were added to the 
list of crops that became sensitive to price changes under this 
particular situation.
Price Analysis for Tractor Technology Farms
Price sensitivity information for farmers using tractor tech­
nology and having labor supply available to family unit III is 
summarized in Table 29.
When returns to land, management, and overhead were maximized, 
the group of crops found to be reasonably sensitive to price changes 
included spring cucumbers, fall cucumbers, summer squash, field peas, 
sweet corn, spring snapbeans, okra and bell peppers. Results for 
each are discussed below.
Spring Cucumbers. With selling method 1, a reduction of only 
two cents in the price of a bushel of spring cucumbers would bring 
a 30 percent reduction in the production of this crop. On the other 
hand, with selling method 2, an increase of four cents in the price 
of the product would trigger a 26 percent increase in production.
Fall Cucumbers. A 24 cent reduction in the price of fall cucum­
bers would decrease production by 41 percent. The amount of product 
sold using method 1 would also be reduced by the same percentage.
This particular crop becomes very sensitive to price changes with 
selling method 2. A 23 cent increase in price would generate a 
total of 2.95 acres to be produced and sold under this method.
Summer Sauash. This is, perhaps the crop most sensitive to 
price changes, regardless of the method used to sell the product.
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With selling method 1, an increase of only three cents in price would 
bring 2.4 acres of land into the production of summer squash. If 
the product is left at the market to be sold by others (selling 
method 2), a six percent increase in price would increase production 
by 2.47 acres.
Field Peas. With the product being sold directly by farmers, 
an increase of 11 cents in price would bring one acre into produc­
tion. With selling method 2, a 17 percent reduction in price would 
reduce production by 24 percent.
Sweet Corn. This particular crop became very sensitive to price 
changes when sold using method 2. A seven percent increase in price 
would increase production by 80 percent. On the other hand, a one 
cent reduction in price would decrease production by 74 percent.
Spring Snapbeans. A one percent increase in price would bring
0.83 acres of snapbeans into production when selling method 1 is 
used. On the other hand, a two cent Increase in price would bring 
1 . 0 9 acres into production when selling method 2 was utilized.
Okra. With selling method 1, a 12 percent increase in price 
would generate an Increase of 1.68 acres of okra. When selling 
method 2 is used a change in optimum acreage for okra was indicated 
at a four percent decrease in price. At that price level, production 
would be reduced by 16 percent.
Bell Peppers. This crop becomes sensitive to price changes 
only with selling method 2. A seven percent increase in price would 
bring 2.67 acres of land into the production of bell peppers.
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Crops not very sensitive to price changes when returns to land, 
management and overhead were maximized included butterbeans, field 
peas, fall squash, mustard greens, turnip greens, fall snapbeans 
and tomatoes.
When returns to land, family labor, management and overhead 
were maximized, price sensitivity patterns followed by most crops 
were, in general, as they were when objective function I was 
maximized. Only slight differences in "trigger” price levels 
occurred with this objective function.
Production response to price changes for both technologies was 
consistent throughout when either land or labor was made available 
in greater quantities, even though the absolute price levels might 
have been different. For farmers using tiller technology, the group 
of crops sensitive to price changes consisted mostly of cucumbers, 
squash, snapbeans, tomatoes, mustard greens and field peas. For 
farmers using tractor technology, okra, sweet corn, and turnip 
greens when more land or labor was made available, as more sensitive 
crops. (See Appendix E, Tables 1-4-)
When vegetable crops were sold directly by farmers at the mar­
ket, most crops were very sensitive to price reductions. On the 
other hand, when farmers opted to leave their products at the market 
to be sold, most crops were sensitive to price increases. This re­
flects the fact that price sensitivity information plays an important 
role in deciding, ex-ante, the best combination of enterprises to 
be produced and the most appropriate marketing strategy to use.
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based on labor and land availabilities.
Expansion Possibilities In the Area of Study
Farmers' markets In the area are somewhat geographically 
isolated from major consuming centers. This, along with the "fresh" 
quality of local produce gives farmers in the area an advantage in 
selling limited volumes locally. With any significant increase in 
local output, farmers may have to enter more competitive markets in 
order to dispose of their products. This would likely require local 
small farmers to organize cooperatives or develop private packing 
sheds to facilitate assembling and packing of sufficient volumes to 
meet the requirements of mass buying market wholesalers and chain 
warehouses.
Crops for which market prices are relatively volatile and for 
which optimum acreage is relatively sensitive to changes in price 
would offer less opportunity for expansion. Conversely, other things 
being equal, crops with less volatile market prices and with acreages 
less sensitive to price changes may offer greater possibilities for 
expansion. Demand elasticity coefficients may be helpful in assess­
ing expansion possibilities for different crops. Other things being 
equal, crops with elastic demand curves would be relatively stable 
in price as market supply changed. By the same token, the more in­
elastic the demand, the greater the effect of market supply changes 
on prices with the consequent effect on optimum acreages and profits.
Expansion may take the form of increased acreage per farm, entry 
of new growers, or both. The competitive position of the local
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supply area In local, regional and national markets would further 
define the opportunities for expansion.
In the Northeast section of the state, significant expansion 
of different vegetable crops would not be feasible for existing 
vegetable farmers. Most growers in the area are severely restricted 
by the amount of labor available for vegetable production during 
particular time periods. However, expansion may take the form of an 
increase in the number of growers producing vegetable crops. Other 
farmers in the area may enter vegetable production if they have 
available family labor.
In an attempt to explore the possibilities for expansion of 
some crops in the area, estimates of supply, demand, and clear­
ing market quantities were obtained. If demand in a particular 
market is inelastic, even a moderate increase in normal supply may 
cause price of a given crop to drop to unprofitable levels, there­
fore, disturbing the optimum combination of enterprises that farmers 
should select. The expansion possibilities of different crops depend 
upon the magnitude or level of demand in the study area and the de­
mand elasticity coefficient of the crop being considered.
Estimates of the demand function for a particular crop may be 
obtained with prior knowledge of the demand elasticity coefficient 
and the approximate volume of that crop being consumed on the market 
at a given price. Estimates of quantities demanded of different 
crops at various price levels were derived by solving for in the 
following equationi
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where,
P = season average price received by farmers at the farmers' 
market
Q = estimated volume consumed by the market during the season 
at price P 
A P = price change
e = estimated price elasticity of demand for the product, and 
AQ = change in quantity demanded due to a price change.
Seasonal consumption was estimated on the basis of population 
data, per capita consumption data and demand elasticity estimates 
for individual vegetable crops (see Appendix E, Table 5)» Consump­
tion estimates for the local market were adjusted to a seasonal 
basis . Based on discussions with food retailers In the area, a total 
of 75 percent of the annual consumption of most fresh vegetable 
crops was estimated to occur during the producing season. Consump­
tion estimates are presented in Table 30.
Quantities actually supplied by growers in the area were cal­
culated for the different crops considered in the study. This 
estimate was assumed to be the clearing market quantity on the basis 
that all sellable output is sold in the local area (see Table 31)* 
Most crops are consumed on a local availability basis except cucum­
bers, tomatoes and bell peppers. The latter crops are widely con­
sumed as salad vegetable items, and during the local growing season
Table 30. Per capita consumption and estimated total seasonal consumption of specified vegetable
crops in Northeast Louisiana, 1980.
Crop Per capita consumption Total estimated consumption Equivalent units of product
Butterbeans 0.225 42,067 1,314 bu.
Spring cucumbers 1.610 301,015 6,020 bu.
Fall cucumbers 1.610 301,015 6,020 bu.
Summer squash 0.187 35,056 824 bu.
Fall squash 0.187 35,056 824 bu.
Field peas 0.075 13,022 584 bu.
Mustard greens - - -
Turnip greens - -
Sweet corn 5.400 504,808 42,067 dz.
Spring snapbeans 0.500 98,157 3,271 bu.
Fall snapbeans 0.500 98,157 3,271 bu.
Okra 0.750 140,224 4,674 bu.
Tomatoes 5.000 934,830 46,741 lugs.
Bell peppers 2.700 504,808 5,048 cwt.
1/ Based on a total population of 186,966
Table 31. Comparison of estimated quantities consumed and supplied in Northeast Louisiana, 1981,
1
Crop Estimate of consumption Estimate of supply Estimate of clearing market quantity
Butterbeans 1,314 bu. 2,406.5 bu. 2,406 bu.
Spring cucumbers 6,020 bu. 739.9 bu. 6,020 bu.
Fall cucumbers 6,020 bu. 344.6 bu. 6,020 bu.
Summer squash 824 bu. 1,720.8 bu. 1,708 bu.
Fall squash 824 bu. 979 bu. 979 bu.
Field peas 584 bu. 10,528 bu. 10,528 bu.
Mustard greens - 3,000 dz. 3,000 dz.
Turnip greens - 2,700 dz. 2,700 dz.
Sweet corn 42,067 dz. 41,103 dz. 41,103 dz.
Spring snapbeans 3,271 bu. 2,296 bu. 2,296 bu.
Fall snapbeans 3,271 bu. 1,744 bu. 1,744 bu.
Okra 4,674 bu. 4,170 bu. 4,170 bu.
Tomatoes 46,741 lugs 36,828 lugs 46,741 lugs
Bell peppers 5,048 cwt. 330 cwt. 5,048 cwt.
SOURCE: Survey of 72 vegetable producers in Morehouse, Ouachita and West Carroll parishes,
summer, 1980.
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consumption of those is displaced by local commercial supply and 
home grown production which are extensive* especially in the case of 
tomatoes. In view of these circumstances, local consumption estim­
ates for these three crops were used as market clearing quantities 
rather than estimates of local supplies. An aggregate supply
that all farmers producing a crop within a given technology would 
produce the best combination of enterprises, as determined by means 
of the linear programming model. "Trigger" prices (prices at which 
acreages of a particular crop change and the least cost selling 
method may be altered), break-even prices and going market prices 
were used in determining the different quantities of a particular 
crop that farmers would be willing to offer at those price levels.
Analysis of the expansion possibilities of different crops was 
made only for those crops for which enough information was available. 
The linear programming model selected the best combination of enter­
prises that maximized the objective function subject to a set of 
constraints. Crops that came into the final solution were those 
that had a higher opportunity cost relative to the others, under a
23/ As stated by Kottke, supply functions derived from linear 
programming models are stepped supply functions that have the same 
theoretical basis as the conventional supply functions but differ in 
the combining nature of the relevant variables. "The anatomy of 
stepped supply functions consists basically of two parts. One is 
the marginal cost function which forms the horizontal segments and 
the other is the profit-maximizing supply function which forms the 
vertical segments." Kottke, Marvin, The Anatomy of a Stepped Supply
Function. Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. 49, PP. 107-118, February
T 9S7 .
function estimated under the assumption
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given aet of resource situations. For those crops that were not 
viable in the optimizing model solution, information on "trigger" 
prices and production levels was not available for analysis, there­
fore, making it impossible to analyze them under the present context. 
Local Expansion Possibilities
Crops that came into the optimal solution included spring 
cucumbers, fall cucumbers, summer and fall squash, tomatoes and bell 
peppers. Possibilities for expansion at the local level for each 
of these crops are discussed in turn.
Spring Cucumbers. Aggregate supply and demand curves for spring 
cucumbers are presented in Figure 5- Market equilibrium quantity 
was estimated to be 6,020 bushels at a price of $18.50/bushel, Such 
quantity is being produced by 11 tractor and one tiller technology 
farmers. If all those farmers were to produce the optimum acreage 
of spring cucumbers as determined by the LP model, a total of 
10,969 bushels would be offered at that price. Aggregate supply 
would by far exceed aggregate demand and prices would probably fall. 
Tractor technology farmers by being more sensitive to price varia­
tions would have less possibilities of success. Only six tractor 
technology or 15 tiller technology farmers would be necessary to 
provide the quantity of spring cucumbers being consumed in the local 
market.
Fall Cucumbers. Figure 6 shows aggregate supply and demand 
curves for fall cucumbers. Market equilibrium quantity (6,020 
bushels) is being produced by the same number of farmers as spring 
cucumbers. If all those farmers were to produce optimum quantities
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Figure 5. Aggregate supply and demand curves for spring cucunbers, Northeast 
Louisiana, 1980.
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Figure 6. Aggregate supply and demand curves for fall cucumbers, Northeast 
Louisiana, 1980.
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of fall cucumbers, aggregate supply would again exceed aggregate 
demand and prices would fall. Optimum solutions as determined by 
the LP model indicate that no tiller technology farmers should pro­
duce fall cucumbers at current prices, other things being equal.
Nine farmers using tractor technology would be sufficient to provide 
the total volume being consumed in the local area. It appears as 
if no possibilities for expansion to supply the local market exist 
for this particular crop if optimum acreages are to be planted by 
all producers.
Summer Squash. Aggregate supply and demand curves for summer 
squash are presented in Figure 7. Market equilibrium quantity was 
estimated to be 1,720 bushels. Four tiller and 21 tractor technology 
farmers were producing such amount at the time the interviews were 
conducted. If those farmers were to produce the optimum levels, 
aggregate supply would exceed aggregate demand by 7,192 bushels and 
prices would probably fall. A total of only four tractor technology 
farmers with optimum acreage would be necessary to supply the local 
market.
Fall Sauash. Figure 8 presents aggregate supply and demand 
curves for fall squash in Northeast Louisiana. Four tiller and 21 
tractor technology farmers were producing the market equilibrium 
quantity (979 bushels). If farmers were to produce optimum acreages 
of fall squash, only 677 bushels would be produced and aggregate 
demand would exceed aggregate supply in the area. That means total 
volume actually supplied by fall squash producers is well above the 
optimum. Only six tractor technology farmers producing at optimum
Dollars
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Figure 7. Aggregate supply and demand for simmer squash, Northeast Louisiana, 1980.
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Figure 8. Aggregate supply and demand for fall squash, Northeast Louisiana, 1980.-
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levels would be necessary to supply the total local market.
Tomatoes. Aggregate supply and demand curves for tomatoes in 
Northeast Louisiana are presented in Figure 9. Market equilibrium 
quantity was estimated at 46,741 lugs produced by nine tiller and 43 
tractor technology farmers in the area. Optimum solutions as 
determined by the LP model indicate that unless the price of a lug 
of tomatoes be $16.45* only tiller technology farmers should produce 
tomatoes for the local market within the given resource situation. 
This, along with the low potential demand for the region may be some 
of the factors contributing to the continuous decline in tomato pro­
duction that the region has experienced over the last few years. The 
opportunity cost of producing tomatoes, as assumed in this study, 
is comparatively lower than the opportunity cost of producing some 
other crops considered in the model. If farmers were to produce 
optimum acreages under these circumstances, aggregate supply would 
be reduced considerably and excess demand for tomatoes at the local 
level would take place. The total quantity supplied in that case 
would be only 4*054 lugs compared to 46,741 lugs actually demanded.
A total of 104 tiller technology farmers producing optimum acreages 
would be necessary to supply the market equilibrium quantity at 
current price levels. Tomato production appears not to be a feasible 
enterprise for tractor technology farmers because of the low oppor­
tunity cost that was assumed for this particular enterprise in re­
lation to the other enterprises included in the analysis. In 
reality* tomatoes is the only commodity being produced in sufficient 
volume to allow outshipments.
Dollars 
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Figure 9. Aggregate supply and demand for tomatoes, Northeast Louisiana, 1980.
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Bell Peppers. Figure 10 presents local aggregate supply and 
demand curves for bell peppers- Market equilibrium quantity was 
estimated at 5,048 cwt, produced by three tiller and twelve trac­
tor technology farmers* If these farmers were to produce optimum 
acreages of bell peppers as determined by the LP model, aggregate 
supply would only amount to 2,067 hundredweight. Aggregate demand 
would considerably exceed aggregate supply. A total of 73 tiller 
technology or 24 tractor technology farmers with optimum acreages 
would be required to meet the demand of the local area. This is 
perhaps the crop with best possibilities for expansion in the area. 
Expansion Possibilities for Outside Markets
Tables 32 and 33 provide information which may be useful in 
assessing expansion possibilities for different crops in outside 
market. Table 32 compares total cost and cash cost break-even 
prices (prices at which total and cash costs are covered, respec­
tively) to New Orleans wholesale prices for crops grown using tiller 
technology. If total cost break-even prices were used to measure 
expansion opportunities, all crops with the exception of tomatoes 
appear to have possibilities of competing in the New Orleans market, 
where wholesale prices were significantly above those needed to 
cover total costs. If, on the other hand, cash cost break-even 
prices were used, all crops, tomatoes included, appear to have op­
portunities of competing in the New Orleans wholesale market. Table 
33 compares the break-even and wholesale prices for crops grown 
using tractor technology. Information contained in that table
57
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Igure 10. Aggregate supply and demand curves for bell peppers, Northeast Louisiana, 1980.
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Table 32. Comparison of break-even and New Orleans wholesale prices for different crops grown
using tiller technology In Northeast Louisiana, 1980 season.
Crop Unit Total Cost 
Break-even 
Price
Cash Cost
Break-even
Price
New Orleans
Wholesale
Priced/
Butterbeans bu. $ 11.26 $ 3.21 $ 15.98
Spring Cucumbers bu. 4.48 1.72 9.57
Fall Cucumbers bu. 4.21 1.58 9.57
Summer Squash bu. 4.36 1.71 9.35
Fall Squash bu. 4.22 1.59 9.35
Field Peas bu. 7.62 2.76 8.30
Mustard Greens dz. 1.23 0.26 2.93
Turnip Greens dz. 0.95 0.17 3.69
Sweet Com dz. 1.00 0.40 1.25
Spring Snapbeans bu. 6.99 2.06 9.60
Fall Snapbeans bu. 6.51 1.80 9.60
Okra bu. 7,37 1.67 11.52
Tomatoes lug. 5.44 1.42 4.59
Bell Peppers cwt. 27.26 9.72 29.60
If Prices adjusted for transportation costs.
SOURCE: Survey of 72 small vegetable producers In Morehouse, Ouachita and West Carrol parishes, 
Sumer, 1980.
Table 33. Comparison of break-even and New Orleans wholesale prices for different crops grown
using tractor technology in Northeast Louisiana, 1980 season.
Crop Unit Total Cost 
Break-even 
Price
Cash Cost
Break-even
Price
New Orleans 
Wholesale
Price!'
Butterbeans bu. $ 7.98 $ 2.24 $ 15.98
Spring Cucumbers bu. 3.53 1.33 9.57
Fall Cucumbers bu. 5.19 2-31 9.57
Summer Squash bu. 3.49 1.33 9.35
Fall Squash bu. 4.64 2.04 9.35
Field Peas bu. 5.18 1.91 8.30
Mustard Greens dz. 1.12 0.23 2.93
Turnip Greens dz. 0.94 0.16 3.69
Sweet Corn dz. 0.68 0.30 1.25
Spring Snapbeans bu. 5.63 1.62 9.60
Fall Snapbeans bu. 6.29 1.99 9.60
Okra bu. 6.04 1.35 11.52
Tomatoes lug. 5.54 1.51 4.59
Bell Peppers cwt 26.24 9.78 29.60
If Prices adjusted for transportation costs.
SOURCE: Survey of 72 small vegetable producers in Morehouse, Ouachita and West Carroll 
parishes, summer, 1980.
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indicates that all crops would have excellent opportunities of com­
peting in the New Orleans market since wholesale prices were well 
above total and cash costs.
Small producers in the area would have to organize cooperatives 
or private investors would have to open packing sheds to facilitate 
assembling and packing of sufficient volumes to meet mass buying mar­
ket requirements. On the other hand, to fully analyze the expansion 
possibilities of the different crops considered in the study, it is 
necessary to determine how much of each crop small farmers are will­
ing to produce at the New Orleans price levels. Again, analysis of 
expansion possibilities is made only for those crops for which enough 
information was available.
Spring Cucumbers. The stepped supply function for spring cu­
cumbers depicted in Figure 5 indicates that at a price of $9.57
per bushel, producers in the area would not be willing to produce 
any spring cucumbers for outshipment. The wholesale price at the 
New Orleans market is only about half of what producers could get 
at the farmers' market.
Fall Cucumbers. As was the case for spring cucumbers, whole­
sale price levels would not make production of fall cucumbers for 
outshipment a feasible enterprise, under the conditions specified in 
the present study, as shown in Figure 6.
Summer Squash. Figure 7 indicates that summer squash for out-
shipment would not be produced by farmers in the area if prices were 
at the New Orleans wholesale market level.
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Fall Squash. Under the different resource situations specified 
In the present study, farmers would not be willing to produce any 
fall squash at wholesale price levels, as shown In Figure 8 .
Tomatoes, Wholesale prices for tomatoes at the New Orleans 
market do not even cover total cost for producers using tiller tech­
nology. At price levels such as the wholesale price in New Orleans, 
producers in the area would not be willing to produce tomatoes.
This may very well be an indication of why tomato production in the 
area has been declining over the last few years. Under the condi­
tions specified in the present study, tomato producers appear not 
to be able to compete with producers from other areas.
Bell Peppers. Farmers using both technologies would not be 
willing to produce a substantial amount of bell peppers at wholesale 
price levels, as shown in Figure 10.
In the analytical model pricing considerations, costs and mar­
keting alternatives for all crops except the one being analyzed at 
a given time were assumed to be constant. That is, each crop was 
analyzed under the condition of constant prices for alternative 
crops. Thus, results reflect only the opportunity cost for the 
specified situation and do not include opportunity costs associated 
with other marketing alternatives or relative pricing situations.
The limited availability of hired labor in the area may also 
affect the expansion possibilities of the different crops. However, 
due to the low percentage of farmers actually hiring any labor (see 
Appendix B, Table 7), no resource situations that included hiring 
of labor were presented in the study.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS OP THE STUDY
Summary
The overall objective of this study vaB to develop meaningful 
guidelines for descision making concerning small vegetable producers 
in Northeast Louisiana. Specific objectives of this study were:
1. To ascertain information on resource availability, growing 
conditions, cultural practices, inputs used, and production decision 
criteria typical of growers selected vegetable crops in Northeast 
Louisiana.
2. To develop budgets for selected vegetable crops based upon 
the information obtained under objective 1 .
3. To determine the optimal resource allocation to different 
enterprise combinations for typical levels of technology taking into 
consideration several resource situations by using a linear program­
ming model.
Producers of vegetable crops were personally interviewed during 
the summer of 1980. In addition, grower panel interviews were con­
ducted during 1980 and 1981. An economic profile of vegetable 
growerB was developed. Information obtained included land available 
for vegetable production, family and other labor available, machinery 
and equipment used, basis for decision making, effect of anticipated 
prices on acreage planted, price information and Information on
108
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yields, when available.
Enterprise budgets were developed for selected vegetable crops 
grown with two levels of technology: tiller and tractor technology.
Crops for which budgets were calculated Included sweet corn, butter- 
beans* spring and fall cucumbers, summer and fall squash, mustard 
and turnip greens, field peas, spring and fall snapbeans, tomatoes, 
okra and bell peppers. The Louisiana State University budget 
generator version was used in developing the budgets. Costs were 
calculated on a per acre basis and included costs for hauling and 
selling the product.
A linear programming model was developed to determine the best 
combination of vegetable enterprises for farmers with different 
objectives in growing vegetables, different land and labor resources, 
with tiller and tractor technology, and with different marketing 
strategies. Two different objective functions were maximized. 
Objective function 1 required that each unit of resource be used 
where it made the greatest contribution to net returns to land, man­
agement and overhead. Objective function II required that resources 
be used so as to maximize net returns to land, family labor, manage­
ment and overhead.
Land and labor available for vegetable production were re­
stricted for both technologies. Land was limited to three different 
levels for each technology. For tiller technology, farm sizes of 
one, two and unlimited acres were made available. For tractor tech­
nology farmers, 1.85, five and unlimited were the farm sizes allowed.
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Two different approaches were used in analyzing enterprise combina­
tions for a given acreage level. One approach involved no limits 
on Individual crops up to the amount of land available for vegetable 
production. The other approach involved limiting the absolute 
acreage of individual enterprises below the land available for 
vegetable production.
Labor available was also restricted. In the case of tiller 
technology, labor for vegetable production was restricted to avail­
able family labor, with no hired labor permitted. Farmers using 
tractor technology could only hire labor for harvesting under 
partdcular resource situations. Otherwise, they were restricted to 
available family labor.
Finally, two different selling methodb could take place at the 
farmers' market. The farmer could stay at the market and sell his 
produce directly to consumers.. The farmer had the alternative of 
leaving hip produce at the market to be sold by market personnel.
For both technologies, labor available in specific time periods 
was found to be the most restrictive resource in all situations. 
However, the proportion of annual available labor used was not higher 
than 3 0 percent in any case.
Crops yielding highest net returns per hour of labor were spring 
and fall cucumbers, mustard and turnip greens, and summer and fall 
squash, for both tiller, and tractor technologies. Thus, by this 
measure, these crops offered the greatest economic potential for the 
area.
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When upper limits were placed on acreage of specific vegetable 
crops, net returns, returns per <iOur of labor, and total vegetable 
acreage decreased considerably for all farmers, regardless of the 
technology they used. Also, enterprise combinations changed 
dramatically when individual crop acreage limits were imposed.
In the tiller technology case, as more land for vegetable pro­
duction was made available, net returns Increased considerably but 
returns per hour of labor remained almost unchanged. For tractor 
technology users, as hired labor was made available, net returns for 
farm units with 1.85 acres of vegetables increased. As more land was 
made available, access to hired labor did not increase net returns 
significantly.
Net returns per acre to land, management and overhead for farmers 
using tiller technology were higher than for tractor technology users 
when family labor was considered a cost rather than a residual claim­
ant. Tiller technology farmers used more of the total labor 
available, but obtained a lower return per hour of labor. Tractor 
technology users made more efficient use of the labor resource. On 
the other hand, when returns were maximized to land, family labor, 
management and overhead, tiller technology farmers obtained a higher 
return per hour of labor* that is, labor was used more efficiently.
Spring and fall cucumbers, summer and fall squash, spring snap­
beans, okra and tomatoes were found to be reasonably sensitive to 
price changes for the tiller technology group. For the tractor tech­
nology group the above crops plus field peas, sweet c o m  and bell 
peppers were found to be sensitive to price changes.
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Expansion possibilities for both local and outside markets were 
analysed. The nature of the linear programming model and the informa­
tion it provides only permitted analysis of those vegetable crops 
which entered the optimum solution. Those were spring cucumbers, 
fall cucumbers, summer and fall squash, tomatoes and bell peppers.
On the assumption that small farmers in the area would produce 
optimum acreages as determined by the LP model and with the use of 
demand elasticity coefficients for individual crops, it was deter­
mined that fall squash, tomatoes and bell peppers may have some 
possibilities for expansion at the local level. As for expansion 
possibilities for outside.markets, wholesale prices at the New 
Orleans market ere well below those price levels at which production 
of different crops in the study area would be either substantially 
reduced or even stopped.
Conclusions
Vegetable crop production in Morehouse, Ouachita and West 
Carroll parishes takes place in a somewhat isolated marketing area. 
There is little competition from outside supply sources, due mainly 
to the relatively small size of the local markets to be supplied. 
Vegetable production in this area of the state is labor intensive.
The lack of available labor beyond that supplied by the family, 
especially for harvesting, makes this by far the most restrictive 
resource for vegetable producers.
Producers in the area can be characterized into two groups.
One group consists of producers with small plots, no more than one 
acre of vegetable crops and no machinery other than a hand tiller.
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The profit incentive does net appear to be their primary objective 
in farming. Production is directed to satisfaction of personal con­
sumption needs. Any surplus of vegetables that may occur is taken 
to the farmers' market to be sold to provide some extra income to 
the family unit. Most members of this group were retired operators 
who did not have the willingness and in some cases the physical 
ability* to put more hours than those required to keep a small plot 
of land in production.
The second group consists of commercially oriented producers 
with one to five acres of vegetable crops. Generally, they own at 
least one tractor with the basic implements. Members of this group 
included full time operators who tried to make a living out of vege­
table production, part time operators who held a full time job off 
the farm and hired some labor for harvesting operations, and finally 
some retired people who produced vegetables for sale at the farmers' 
market in addition to supplying personal consumption needs.
Most producers In both technology groups were heavily dependent 
upon family members as the source of labor for vegetable production. 
In the absence of more complete mechanisation, the lack of available 
hired labor limits the opportunities for vegetable production largely 
to growers with available, family labor. Acreages for vegetable 
crops must be geared to available labor and thus would remain rela­
tively small on. individual. farms.
Net returns per acre to land, management and overhead were 
lower for farmers using tractor technology than In the case of tiller 
technology. This was due mainly to yield differentials. Yet,
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returns per hour of labor with tractor technology were higher than 
with tiller technology on farms of approximately the same size. 
However, when family labor.was considered a residual claimant rather 
than a cost, tiller technology farmers obtained higher returns per 
hour of labor as more land was made available. Growers in the area 
tended to view family labor as a residual claimant rather than a 
cost of production and therefore tended to concentrate on more labor 
intensive crops. Tractor technology farmers obtained lower returns 
per hour of labor due, in part, to yield differences and high fuel 
costs.
High fuel and energy costs have strong implications for vegeta­
ble production. First, as these costs increase, the competitive 
position of producers within the area is enhanced. Products coming 
from other areas (California, Mexico, Florida) become more expensive 
due to the increase in transportation costs. The more distant supply 
areas are experiencing a greater impact relative to those areas 
closer to the market. Second, the costs of producing and transport­
ing vegetable crops with tractor technology have increased enormously. 
The impact of higher energy costs on production with tiller technology 
has been less than for more highly mechanized farmers because of the 
vast difference in the amount of fuel utilized. However, the dif­
ference in the impact may be narrowed to some degree by the large 
input of hand labor coupled with increasing wage opportunity costs.
Small vegetable producers which exist and predominate in the 
study area have very limited access to markets except on a local
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basis. Their output Is Insufficient to meet the volume and quality 
specifications required by mass buyers. Thus, the existence of 
farmers' retail markets in the area is essential to their b u c c b s s . 
Located in a somewhat isolated market environment, farmers' markets 
provide an opportunity for local vegetable growers to obtain rela­
tively high prices. These markets also seem to be successful in 
offering local consumers fresh quality products at reasonable prices.
Expansion possibilities at the local level for the different 
crops considered in the analysis do not seem very promising. First, 
the low potential demand for vegetables in the area along with the 
inelastic nature of the demand curve for most vegetable crops does 
not allow significant increases in production without affecting 
prices a great deal. Second, labor restrictions faced by most 
farmers in the area limit probabilities for expansion on existing 
family units. Certain crops such as vine ripe tomatoes and fresh 
sweet corn have a quality advantage over the same products shipped 
in from distant supply areas. Such products offer some opportunities 
for expansion in the area. However, the sensitivity of quality fac­
tors to long distance shipping would limit opportunities to local 
and regional markets.
Possibilities for expansion for sale of vegetables to larger 
markets outside the area are not very promising either. A com­
parison of wholesale prices in the New Orleans market and two dif­
ferent break-even prices indicate that, in general, most crops would 
have some possibilities for expansion. However, at price levels
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such as those, producers in the area would not be willing to offer 
a substantial amount of produce to be shipped out.
The objective functions utilized in this study were based upon 
the principle of maximizing net monetary revenue from vegetable pro­
duction for typical resource situations found in the study area. The 
results should be useful in areas of the state having similar re­
source situations and market opportunities. Criteria used by some 
vegetable growers include restrictions on resource use, such as 
reserving a portion of one’s normally available work time for leisure. 
When such individual restrictions are known they may be incorporated 
into optimizing solutions.
Other decision criteria used by some vegetable growers (such as 
custom habits, and maintaining a way of life) are based upon subjec­
tive values of the individual and thus are not amenable to quantifi­
cation and generalization. Solutions provided in the present study 
at best may be used as benchmarks for comparison by such growers. 
Limitations of the Study
The results obtained in the study rest on the assumptions made 
and the accuracy of the data used in the analysis.
Cultural practices generally followed those recommended by 
specialists and appear to be relatively uniform among growers in the 
area. Information obtained on production practices is highly 
reliable. Yield estimates, however, showed relatively more variabili­
ty among growers and are somewhat less reliable. Farmers tend to 
recall last season yields rather than typical yields in the area.
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It was not possible to distinguish the proportion of variability 
attributable to error of grower recall from that attributable to 
real differences among growers.
In the analytical model, pricing considerations, costs and 
marketing alternatives for all crops except the one being analyzed 
at a given time were assumed to be constant. That is, each crop 
was analyzed under the condition of constant prices for alternative 
crops. "Trigger" price levels obtained for a particular crop thus 
reflect only the opportunity cost for the specified situation and do 
not include opportunity costs associated with other marketing al­
ternatives or relative pricing situations. Analysis of optimum 
enterprise combinations, production levelB and expansion possibilities 
are limited by this fact. Results are applicable only within the 
context of the particular restrictions under which the analysis was 
made.
The present study provides a base from which further analysis 
may be made. A model involving a series of sequential price analyses 
may be developed to obtain conclusions under less restrictive assump­
tions. Thus, it would be possible to deal with real pricing con­
siderations, costs and marketing strategies for all crops in the 
optimizing solution.
Finally, since partial equilibrium analysis was used in the 
study, no general welfare considerations were taken into account 
as part of the study.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
FIRST ORDER CONDITIONS FOR INCOME-LEISURE DECISION MODEL
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Assume an individual has a utility function given by: 
M - a l n L + b l n Y  
where: a, b ^  0
L = Leisure time
Y = Total income
If the individual worked all the time, his total income would
be:
y = (TW + Mo) (1-t) 
where:
T = Time 
W = Wage rate 
Mo = Exogeneous income 
T = Tax rate
When the individual decides to have some leisure time his total 
income would be given by:
Y = ((T-L) W + Mo) (1-t)
or:
Y + LW(l-T) = (TW + Mo)(1-t)
This becomes the constraint that an individual faces.
When the individual wants to maximize his utility subject to 
his constraint( it would be:
A * a In L + b In Y + ^ ( Y  + LW(l-t) - TW(l-t) - Mo(l-t))
First order conditions would be:
- - a -  ♦ X w(i-t) = o ©
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\ y = -T ♦ * - 0 ©
= Y + LW(l-t) - TW(l-t) - Mo(l- 
From ©  we get:
~ >  W(l-T) ©
From ©  we get:
I-- * ©
Taking the ratio between ©  and ©  ■
s| = W(l-T)
y ■ wu-ji-a ©
Replacing Y in ©  »
W(l-T) + LW(l-T) - TW(l-T) - Mo(l-T) = 0 
a
Factorizing (1-T):
—  + LW - TW - Mo * 0 a
LW (7 + 1) = TW + MoB.
Y _ Ta , Moa This is the optimum quantity of leisure
a+b W(a+b) that an individual will demand.
Replacing L into ©  :
Y - W(l-t)b (Jgg + Jgfijy,
_ _ (l-T)b z™. . M \ This is the optimum amount of income
Y ~ a+b that an individual will demand.
APPENDIX B
LABOR AVAILABILITIES PER FAMILY UNIT 
AND PROPORTION OF FARMERS HIRING LABOR
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Appendix B, Table 1. Supply of machine operator labor and other
family labor available for vegetable produc­
tion, by time periods, for typical family unit 
I using tiller technology, Northeast Louisiana, 
1981.
Period Dates Machine . , Operator Labor—'
Other 
Family Labor-
Total Family 
Labor Available
1 03/01-03/14 19 161 180
2 03/15-03/28 32 148 180
3 03/29-04/11 40 140 180
4 04/12-04/25 54 126 180
5 04/26-05/09 67 113 180
6 05/10-05/23 72 108 180
7 05/24-06/06 72 153 225
8 06/07-06/20 73 152 225
9 06/21-07/04 92 133 225
10 07/05-07/18 71 154 225
11 07/19-08/01 66 159 225
12 08/02-08/15 92 133 225
13 08/16-08/29 85 117.5 202.5
14 08/30-09/12 95 85 180
15 09/13-09/26 94 86 180
16 09/27-10/10 90 90 180
17 10/11-10/24 84 96 180
18 10/25-11/07 69 121 180
19 11/08-11/21 32 148 180
20 11/22-02/28 104 1156 1260
1/ Operator’s labor during days suitable for field vork.
2/ Remaining of operator’s labor, spouse and one child.
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Appendix B, Table 2. Supply of machine operator labor and other
family labor available for vegetable produc­
tion, by time periods, for typical family unit 
II using tiller technology, Northeast Louisiana, 
1981.
Period Dates Machine Operator Labor-
Other 
Family Labor—'
Total Family 
Labor Available
1 03/01-03/14 19 81 100
2 03/15-03/28 32 68 100
3 03/29-04/11 40 60 100
4 04/12-04/25 54 46 100
5 04/25-05/09 67 33 100
6 05/10-05/23 72 28 100
7 05/24-06/06 72 28 100
8 06/07-06/20 73 27 100
9 06/21-07/04 92 8 100
10 07/05-07/18 71 29 100
11 07/19-08/01 66 34 100
12 08/02-08/15 92 8 100
13 08/16-08/29 85 15 100
14 08/30-09/12 95 5 100
15 09/13-09/26 94 6 100
16 09/27-10/10 90 10 100
17 10/11-10/24 84 16 100
18 10/25-11/07 69 31 100
19 11/08-11/21 32 68 100
20 11/22-02/28 104 596 700
1/ Operator's labor during days suitable for field work.
2/ Remaining of operator's labor plus spouse.
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Appendix B, Table 3. Supply of machine operator labor and other
family labor available for vegetable produc­
tion, by time periods, for typical family 
unit III using tractor technology. Northeast 
Louisiana, 1981.
Period Dates Machine , Operator Labor-
Other 
Family Labor-
Total Family 
Labor Available
1 03/01-03/14 19 191 210
2 03/15-03/28 32 178 210
3 03/29-04/11 40 170 210
4 04/12-04/25 54 156 210
5 04/26-05/09 67 143 210
6 05/10-05/23 72 138 210
7 05/24-06/06 72 228 300
8 06/07-06/20 73 227 300
9 06/21-07/04 92 208 3 0 0
10 07/05-07/18 71 229 300
11 07/19-08/01 66 234 3 0 0
12 08/02-08/15 92 208 3 0 0
13 08/16-08/29 85 170 255
14 08/30-09/12 95 115 210
15 09/13-09/26 94 116 210
16 09/27-10/10 90 120 210
17 10/11-10/24 84 126 210
18 10/25-11/07 69 141 210
19 11/08-11/21 32 178 210
20 11/22-02/28 104 1366 1470
1/ Operator's labor during days suitable for field work.
2/ Remaining of operator's labor, plus spouse and two children.
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Appendix B, Table 4- Supply of machine operator labor and other
family labor available for vegetable produc­
tion, by time periods, for typical family 
unit IV using tiller technology, Northeast 
Louisiana, 1981.
Period Dates
Machine . , 
Operator Labor-
Other 
Family Labor-
Total Family 
Labor Available
1 03/01-03/14 19 81 100
2 03/15-03/28 32 68 100
3 03/29-04/11 40 60 100
4 04/12-04/25 54 46 100
5 04/26-05/09 67 33 100
6 05/10-05/23 72 28 100
7 05/24-06/06 72 28 100
8 06/07-06/20 73 27 100
9 06/21-07/04 92 8 100
10 07/05-07/18 71 29 100
11 07/19-08/01 66 34 100
12 08/02-08/15 92 8 100
13 08/16-08/29 85 15 100
14 08/30-09/12 95 5 100
15 09/13-09/26 94 6 100
16 09/27-10/10 90 10 100
17 10/11-10/24 84 16 100
18 10/25-11/07 69 31 100
19 11/08-11/21 32 68 100
20 11/22-02/28 104 596 700
1/ Operator's labor during days suitable for field work.
2/ Remaining of operator's labor plus spouse's labor.
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Appendix B, Table 5. Supply of machine operator labor and other
family labor available for vegetable produc­
tion, by time periods, for typical family unit 
V using tractor technology, Northeast 
Louisiana, 1961.1/
Period Dates Machine 2 , Operator Labor-
Other 
Family Labor‘d
Total Family 
Labor Available
1 03/01-03/14 19 71 90
2 03/14-03/28 32 58 90
3 03/29-04/11 40 50 90
4 04/12-04/25 40 50 90
5 04/26-05/09 40 50 90
6 05/10-05/23 40 50 90
7 05/24-06/06 40 50 90
8 06/07-06/20 40 50 90
9 06/21-07/04 40 50 90
10 07/05-07/18 40 50 90
11 07/19-08/01 40 50 90
12 08/02-08/15 40 50 90
13 08/17-08/29 40 50 90
14 08/30-09/12 40 50 90
15 09/13-09/26 40 50 90
16 09/27-10/10 40 50 90
17 10/11-10/24 40 50 90
18 10/25-11/07 40 50 90
19 11/08-11/21 32 58 90
20 11/22-02/28 104 526 630
1/ This family unit has the option of hiring up to three people for 
harvesting.
2/ Maximum operator's labor available during days suitable for field 
work.
2/ Remaining of operator's labor plus spouse.
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Appendix B, Table 6. Supply of machine operator labor and other
family labor available for vegetable produc­
tion* by time periods* for typical family 
unit VI using tractor technology, Northeast 
Loui siana, 1981 .^/
Period Dates Machine Operator Labor—
Other ,, 
Family Labor^
Total Family 
Labor Available
1 03/01-03/14 19 21 40
2 03/15-03/28 32 8 40
3 03/29-04/11 40 - 40
4 04/12-04/25 40 - 40
5 04/25-05/09 40 - 40
6 05/10-05/23 40 - 40
7 05/24-06/06 40 - 40
S 06/07-06/20 40 — 40
9 06/21-07/04 40 - 40
10 07/05-07/18 40 - 40
11 07/19-08/01 40 - 40
12 08/02-08/15 40 - 40
13 08/16-08/29 40 - 40
14 08/30-09/12 40 - 40
15 09/13-09/26 40 - 40
16 09/27-10/10 40 - 40
17 10/11-10/24 40 - 40
18 10/25-11/07 40 - 40
19 11/08-11/21 32 8 40
20 11/22-02/28 104 176 280
1/ This family unit has the option of hiring up to three people for 
harvesting.
2/ Maximum operator's labor available during days suitable for field 
work.
Remaining of operator's labor.
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Appendix B, Table 7. Hiring of labor, small vegetable producers.
Northeast Louisiana, 1980.
Number of 
people hired Number
Growers
Percent
0 52 72,22
1-5 13 18.05
6-10 3 4.16
10-more A 5.55
SOURCE: Survey of 72 small vegetable producers in Morehouse,
Ouachita, and West Carroll parishes, 1980.
APPENDIX C
ENTERPRISE BUDGETS
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TA B L E  1 .ESTIMATED COSTS ARD BSTORES PER ACRE, AVERAGE YIELD,
a m E R B E A R S  1, TILLER TECBE0LO6Y, RORTMEAST LOOISIARA, 19R1.
ITER
CROSS RECEIPTS PROS PRODDCTIOE 
TECETADLES 
TOTAL
TARXABLS C0ST5 
FIEHARVIST
TBSSTABLE SEED 
10-20-10 PERT 
BERBICIDE 
IRSECTICIDE 
LIRESTORE  
S A R D E R  ROSE 
C03TOR B**BAKXRG 
LABOR (PLART)
LABOR (XBBXOAT)
LABOR (PERTLSEP)
LABOR (RERBC1DE)
LABOR (XRSTCIDE)
LABOR {LIRE)
HACRXRER1 POBL LOBE S REPAIR 
L ABOR(TRACTOR S RACHXRERY) 
IRTEREST OR OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PREHAIPEST
RARTEST COSTS 
BDCRETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (BARTEST)
LABOR (ORLOAD)
LABOR (SELLIRO)
RA CHXRERY POEL LOBE S REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR S SACHXRERT) 
SOBTOTAL, RARTEST
TOTAL SPECIFIED T A RXABIS COSTS
XRCOHE ABOTE TARXABLE COSTS
FIXED COSTS 
■ACHXRER1 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECXPXED PX X E D  COSTS
T O T A L  SPB C X F 1 B 0  COSTS
RET RETORRS T O  LABD. HARAOERERT,
PRICE OR T A L O E  OR
OB I T C O S T / O E X T  OOARTITT COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
BO. 17.00 125.00 2124*22
2125.00
LBS. 1.00 30.00 30.00
COT. 10.20 3. 00 30.60
FT. 3.87 1.25 A.OA
LBS. 1.85 5.00 5.25
TORS 100.00 0.68 66.00
FEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. 16.18 1.00 10.16
BR. A. 00 15.00 60.00
BR. A. 00 16.00 6A.00
BR. A . 00 2.50 10.00
BR. A. 00 1.00 A. 00
HR. A. 00 2.00 0. 0 0
BR. A . 00 2.50 10.00
ACRE 3A.78 1.00 3A.70
BOOR A. 00 A1.0S 167.39
DOL. 0.13 1A5.79
s M
SACO 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
BR. A.00 125.00 500.00
RR. A . 00 5.00 20. 00
MR. A . 00 23.70 9A.00
ACRE 5A.6B 1.00 5A.60
BOOR A. 00 16.00 _ & 2 * 2 2
7*3.93
1331.89
793.11
ACRE 75.MR 1.00 75.00
ACRE 0.0 1.00
T O
1907.78
RISK, AR D  OTERRBAD 717.22
BOSIIL* 32 LBS
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T A B L E  S . E S T I M A T E D  COSTS A B D  BET0BB5 FEB ACTS# AVEBA6E XZELD,
BOTTEIBEABS 2, TILLED T E C B B O L O S T , BOBTBEAST L O D 1 S 1 A B A , IBS 1•
I TEH
OBOSS BECEXPTS FBOS PBODOCTXON 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
TABIABLE COSTS 
PREHARTEST
v e g e t a b l e  s e e d
10-20-10 BE R T
BEBBXCXDE
IBSECTICXDE
LIBESTOBE
GABDEB BOSE
CDS TO ■ BBEAKIBC
LABOB (BLAST)
LABOB (IBBX6AT)
LABOB (TEBTLXEB)
LABOB (HEBBCIDE)
LABOR (XBSTCZDE)
LABOB (LIRE)
HACBIBEBT BDEL LOBE S BEBAXB 
LABOB(TBACTOB S BACHXBSBT) 
1BTEBEST OB OB. CAB.
SOBTOTAL, BBSBABVEST
BBXCE OB V A L O E  OB
OBIT COST/OBIT
(DOLLARS)
QOABTXTI COST
(DOLLARS)
BO. 17.00 125.00 2125.00
2125.00
LBS. 1.00 30.00 30.00
CRT. 10.20 3.00 30.60
FT. J.S7 1.25 4. 04
LBS. 1.B5 5.00 9.25
TO R S 100.00 0.66 66 . 0 0
FEET 0.52 100.00 52 . 0 0
DOL. IB. 16 1.00 18. 16
HR. *.00 15.00 60.00
RB. *.00 16.00 64 . 0 0
HB. *.00 2.50 10.00
HR. *.00 1.00 4.00
HB. 4.00 2.00 a. oo
HB. *.00 2.50 10.00
A CEE 3*.70 1.00 34.78
BOOB 4.00 • 1.05 167.39
DOL. 0. 13 1*0.46
BABTEST COSTS 
SOCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOB (HARVEST)
LABOB (OBLOAD)
LABOB (SELLXBG)
BACBIBEBT BOEL LOBE S BEBAXB 
LABOB(TBACTOB S BACBIBEBT)
SOBTOTAL, HARVEST
T O T A L  SP E C I F I E D  VAR I A B L E  COSTS
XB C O H B  ABOVE VAB X A B L E  COSTS
FI X E D  COSTS 
HACBIBEBT 
TRACTORS 
T O T A L  SBSCirXED FI X E D  COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED CO S T S  1*07.00
B B T  RETBBSS TO LABD, BABAOEBIBT, RISK, A R D  OV B B B B A D  717.92
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACB 1.20 5. 00 6.00
HB. 4.00 125.00 500.00
HR. 4.00 5.00 20.00
HB. 4.00 23.70 94.80
ACRE 54.68 1.00 54.68
BOOS 4.00 16.80 l?.29
743.93
1331.20
793.80
ACRE 75.88 1.00 7 5 . BS
ACRE 0.0 1.00
BDSHEL- 12 LBS.
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T A B L E  9 .E S T X B A T E D  COSTS ABD BETURRS BED ACRE, ATEBAQE YIELD,
SPIXRG COCUHBEBS, FRESH BASKET, TZLLES TECHNOLOGY, BOSTBEAST 
L O U I S Z A B A , I B B  I.
ITER
Cl OSS B SCSI STS n O R  PRODUCT IOB 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VAPIABLE COSTS  
TBEBAIVSST
VEG E T A B L E  S E E D  
10-20-10 T E S T  
BEBBXCIDZ 
L I H E5T0RI  
8 ASDEB BOSE 
CUSTOM B S S A K I R G  
LABOB (PLAIT)
LABOB (BOBIBG)
LABOB (IB1 1 8 AT)
LABOB (PERT IS EP)
LABOB (BBSBCIDE)
LABOB (LZBE)
BACBIBEBT FUEL LO B E  8 BZPAIK 
LAB O B ( T B A C T O B  S BACBIBEBT) 
IB T E B B S T  OB OP. CAP.
SUBTOTAL, P B E B ABVEST
BAR V E S T  COSTS  
BUCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOB (BA9VEST)
LABOB (GRADE)
, LA^OB (UPLOAD)
LABOB (SELLXRG)
HAC H X R E R T  PUEL L U B E  C BEPAIB 
L A B O R ( T B A C T O B  t BACBIBEBT) 
SOBTOTAL, HARVEST
T O T A L  S P E C Z P I E D  VABXABLE COSTS
I K C O B E  ABOVE V A R I A B L E  COSTS
P i B E D  COSTS 
BACRXBEBT 
TBACTOBS 
SO T A L  S P E C I F I E D  F I X E D  COSTS
T O T A L  S P E C I F I E D  COSTS
B E T  BE T O B B S  TO LABD, HARAQBHEBT,
B USHEL* SO LBS.
UBIT
PRICE OB
COS T / U B X T
(DOLLARS)
OUABTXTT
VALUE OR 
COST 
(DOLLARS)
BO. 16.50 20?.00 5217.00
5217.00
LBS. 13.60 1.00 13.60
CRT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
FT. 3.87 1.25 «.0«
TORS 100.00 0.66 66.00
FEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. 18.16 1.00 10.16
HR. *.00 7.50 30.00
HP . 0.00 23.00 92.00
HB. *.00 *.00 16.00
HB. *.00 2. 5 0 10.00
as. *.00 1.00 *.00
HP. *.00 2.50 10.00
ACRE 29.01 1.00 29.81
BOOR *.00 35.07 1*3. *8
DOL. 0.13 87.3* 11.35
562.**
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
HR. *.00 1*. 10 56. *0
BR. *.00 5.00 20. 00
HB. *.00 10.50 . *2.00
BR. *.00 *53. 50 21*.00
ACRE 11*.02 1.00 11*.02
BOOR *.00 35.20 -BWi
1156.03
*050.97
ACRE 107.60 1.00 107.66
ACRE 0.0 1.00 0.0
107.60
1265.70
BXSK, A B D  O V B B 1 E A D  3*51.30
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TA B L E  4 • ESTIMATED COSTS AED BSTOBBS PEE ACEE, ATE E A C E  TXELO,
PALL COCOHBEBS, PBESH BASKET, T1LLEE TECHEOLOGT, BOBTBEAST 
L O O X S 1 A E A , IBS 1.
PEICE OE TALOB OE
ITEM
GBOSS EECEXPTS PEOB PEOOOCTXOE 
TE6ETA8LES 
TOTAL
TAEXABLE COSTS 
PIBHABTEST
ISC STABLE SE E D 
10-20-10 P E E T  
B1KBXCXDE 
X E S E C T 1 C X D E  
U B E S T O E B  
GABDEE BOSE 
COSTOH B B EAKIBQ  
LABOB (FLABT)
LA BOB (BOE1BQ)
LABOB fXBSlGAT)
LABOB (PBBTLZBB)
LABOE (BEBBCXDEI 
LABOB (XBSTCXDE)
LABOB (LXHE)
BACRXBEBI POEL L O B E  C BEPAXB 
LABOE(TBACTOB 6 BACB1BEBT1 
XBTEBE5T O B  OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, P B E BAETEST
BABTEST COSTS 
BOCKETS 
BASSETS
LABOE (BABTEST)
LABOE (GBADE)
LfcBOB (OBLOAD)
LABOB (SELLXBG)
HACBXBERT POEL LOBE S BEPAXB 
LABOEfTBACTOB S BACBXBSBX) 
SOBTOTAL, B ABTEST
TOTAL SPBCXPXED T A E X A B L E  CO S T S
XBCOHE ABOTE T A K I A S L E  COSTS
PXXED COSTS 
SACBXBBBT 
TBACTOBS 
TOTAL S P E C X P X E D  P X X S D  COSTS
T O T A L  S P B C X P X E D  COSTS
BET BETOSBS T O  LAUD, BABAGESBBT*
OBIT COS T / O B I T  QOAETXTT COST
(DOLLABS) (DOLLABS)
BO. 18. SO 282.00 U 1242
3211.00
LBS. 13.80 1.00 13.60
COT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
PT. 3.87 1.2S 4.84
LBS. 1.BS 10.00 18.50
TOBS 100.00 0.33 33.00
PEET 0 . 3 2 100.00 52.00
DOL. 18. 16 1.00 18.16
SB. B.00 7 . 5 0 30.00
SB. 4.00 23.00 82.00
BE. 4.00 4.00 16.00
BE. 4. 0 0 2.50 10.00
BE. 4.00 1.00 4.00
BB. 4.00 4.00 16.00
BE. 4.00 1.25 5.00
ACES 18.87 1.00 18.81
BOOB 4.00 23.81 85.65
DOL. 0. 13 53. 18 6.81
486.73
EACS 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
BB. 4.00 14. 10 56.40
BE. 4. 0 0 5.00 20.00
BE. 4 . 0 0 10.30 42.00
BE. 4.00 53.50 2 14.00
ACEE 114.82 1.00 114.02
BOOB 4 . 0 0 35. 28
1082.33
4124.67
ACEE 85.78 1.00 85 78
ACEE 0.0 1.00
■■■•Mi
1188.12
BXSR, AB D  O T B B B E A D  4028.00
BOSHEL- SO LBS.
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TABLE $ . BSTXMTED COSTS HID RETRRRS PEE SCSI, IYERAGE YIELD,
SOURER SQDASB, TILLER TSCRROLOCY, RORTBEIST LOOISIISA,1901.
XTSn
OIOSS RECEIPTS PROS PRODOCTXOR 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
TIRXIBLE COSTS 
PRERiBTBST
TECSTIBLB SE E D 
10-20-10 PERT 
BERBXCXDE 
LIHSSTORE 
GIRDER BOSE 
COSTOB B B BIKXBG 
LIBOR (PLIBT)
LIBOR (R0EXR6)
LIBOR (IRRXGIT)
LIBOR (rBETLXER)
LIBOR (BBS DCIDE)
LIBOR (LXflE)
m C B J R B R T  POEL LOBE S BEPIXR 
LIBOR (TRACTOR B BICBXRERY) 
XRTBRBST OR OP. CIP.
SOBTOTIL, P B E BIBREST
RIBTEST COSTS 
BOCRETS 
RISKITS
LIBOR (BABTEST)
LIBOR (RISBXHG)
LIBOR (RELOAD)
LIBOR (SELLXEG)
BICBXRERY P O E L  LO B E  S BEPIXB 
L IBOR(TRICTOR S BICBXRERY) 
SOBTOTIL, BIRYEST
TOTIL SPBCXPXBD YARXIBLE CO S T S
XRCOBE IBOTE T I R X A B L E  COSTS
PRICE OR TILDE OR
OBIT [ COST
(DOLLIES) (DOLLIES)
BO. 16.10 2BB.00
6723.20
LBS. 5.00 6.00 20.00
CRT. 10.20 I. 00 11.20
PT. 3.S7 1.25 6.S6
TORS 100.00 O.II • I. 00
PBRT 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. IS. 16 1.00 IS. 11
BB. 6.00 5.00 20.00
BE. 6.00 23.00 92.00
BE. 6.00 6.00 11.00
■R. 6.00 2 . 5 0 10.00
BE. 6.00 1.00 6.00
SR. 6.00 2.50 10.00
ACRE 29.B1 1.00 29.01
BOOR 6.00 35. S7 163.6B
DOL. 0.13 SI . 76
- r f H f
EICR 1.25 1.00 1.25
SICB 1.20 5.00 I. 00
BE. 6.00 12.10 60.60
BR. 6.00 6.50 10.00
BE. 6.00, 10.50 62.00
BR. 6.00 56.70 210.00
ACRE 116.02 1.00 116.02
BOOR 6.00 35. 20
500.39
1109.15 
3576.01
FIXED COSTS
BICBXRERY I CRB 107.SB 1.00 107.IS
TSICTOBS ICR E 0.0 1.00
TOTIL SPBCXPXED FI X E D  COSTS
TOTIL S P BCXPXED C O S T S  1251.S3
B E T  RBTQRRS BO LIRD, BIBIGEBBRT, BXSE, I B D  OTB R R E I D  31I I . 37
BDSBEL* 12 LBS.
n m  6 .ESTIMATED CO S T S  ARD BBTORBS PCS ACPE, ATRRAGB TXELD,
FALL SQDASB, TILLER TICKS0L06T, BORTBBAST L O O I S I A R A , 1901.
ZTBS
GROSS B5CCZPTS PROD PRODDCTXOR 
TECETABLES 
TOTAL
TARXABLB COSTS 
PR M A R  TEST
TEGSTABLE SE E D  
10-20-10 FSBT 
m a z c z D C
ZHSSCTXCXDE 
LXHSSTOBE 
GABDBS BOSS 
C03T0R BREAKISO 
LABOR (PLATT)
LABOR (BOEXRG)
LABOR (ZBBIGAT)
LABOB ( P E R T U R B )
LABOB (RBBBCIBE)
LABOR (1BSTCIDB)
LABOR (LZHB)
RACRZBBRT POEL L O B B  S REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR S RACRZBBRT) 
ZBTBRBST OB OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, P A B RABTBST
BABTEST COSTS 
SOCBBTS 
BASKETS
LABOR (BABTEST)
LABOR (BASBIBO)
LABOR (DRLOAD)
LABOR (SBLLZBG)
HACB1BBRT POEL L O B B  S B B P A X R  
LABOR(TRACTOR S BACRIRRRT) 
SOBTOTAL, B ABTEST
TO T A L  SPBCZPZBD TA B I A B L B  CO S T S
X B C O R E  A BOTE T A B l l B L B  COSTS
F Z I E D  COSTS 
RACRZBBRT 
TRACTORS 
TO T A L  SPBCXPIBD P I I S O  COSTS
TOTAL SPBCZPZBD C O S T S
B B T  BRIBERS TO  U S D ,  BA BA GIBBS'
PRXCB OR TRLOE OB
DBIT COST/OBZT QOABTZTT COST
(DOLLABS) (DOLLABS)
BD. 16.*0 208.00
LBS. 9.00 *.00 20.00
CRT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
FT. 3.07 1.25 4.0*
LBS. 1.09 10.00 IB. 50
TOES 100.00 0.33 33.00
PEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. 10.16 1.00 IB. 16
BR. *.00 5.00 20.00
■B. *.00 23.00 92.00
IB. *.00 12.00 4S.00
■B. *.00 2.50 10.00
■R. *.00 1.00 4.00
BR. *.00 *.00 16.00
■R. *.00 1.25 5.00
ACER 10.07 1.00 19.07
BOOR *.00 23.91 95.65
DOL. 0.13 90. 2S — 11*71 
529.96
SACB 1.2S 1.00 1.25
BACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
HR. *.00 12. 10 •s.*o
BR. *.00 4.50 10.00
BB. *.00 10.50 *2.00
BB. *.00 54.70 210.00
ACRE 1l«.«2 ■ 1.00 114.02
BOOR *.00 35.2*
- f t W i
1120.35
3 602.05
ACEE 05.79 1.00 95.79
ACRE 0.0 1.00
“ » W *
121S.1B
3507.05
BOSBBL- *2 LBS.
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TA B L E  7 •1STISATED COSTS AMD BBTORBS TER ACRE, AVERAGE TXELD,
FIELD TEAS 1, TILLER TECBROLOGT, RORTHEAST L O O X S X A K A , 1981.
ITER
GROSS RBCEXTTS PROS FR0D0CT10R 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PSBNARVB3T
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-20-10 PERT 
■SRBXCXDE 
XRSECTXCXDB 
LXBSSTORE 
SARDER BOSE 
COSTOfl BREAK!RG 
LABOR (PLART)
LABOR (IRRXGAT)
LABOR (FERTLSER)
LABOR (BERBCXDE)
LABOR (XR3TCXDS)
LABOR (LISE)
RACRXRERT POEL LOBB S REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR S RACBXRERT) 
1S T BREST OR OF. CAT.
SOBTOTAL, PREBARTSST
RAR V E S T  COSTS 
ROCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (BABTEST)
LABOR (BASBIRG)
LABOR (ORLOAD)
LABOR (SBLLXRG)
B A C M  BERT POEL LOBE t REPAIR 
LABOR (TRACTOR S RACBXRERT) 
SOBTOTAL, BABTEST
TO T A L  SPBCXPXED VABXABLE CO S T S
XR C O B B  ABOVE V A B X A B L E  COSTS
FIXED COSTS 
BACRXBERT 
TRACTORS 
TO T A L  SPBCXPXED PXEED COSTS
TOTAL SPBCXPXED COSTS
BE T  .BBTORBS T O  LARD, BARAGEBXR
PRICE OR V A L O B  OR
BRIT COST/ORXT OOARTXTT C O S T
(DOLLARS) . (DOLLARS)
BO. S . A O  IRA.00 921.60
921.60
LB5. 1. 15 20.00 23.00
CRT. 10.20 3.00 30.60
FT. 3.87 1.25 A.8A
LBS. 1.S5 5.00 9.25
TORS 100.00 O.SS 66.00
PEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. 18.16 1.00 18.16
BR. A. 00 15.00 60.00
HR. A.00 A. 00 16.00
BR. A. 00 2. 5 0 10.00
BE. A . 00 1.00 A. 00
BR. A . 00 A. 00 16.00
BR. A . 00 2.50 10.00
ACRE 3A.7B 1.00 3A.78
BOOR A.00 A1.85 167.39
DOL. 0.13 97.85 ___12.72
S3A.7A
BACB 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACB 1.20 5.00 6.00
BR. A . 00 A8.00 192.00
BR. A . 00 . A . 80 19.20
BR. A.00 5.50 22.00
BR. A.00 27.30 109.20
ACRE SO. 1A 1.00 60. 1A
BOOR A . 00 18.A8
1018.A5 
- 9 6 . 8 5
ACRE 79.31 1.00 79.31
ACRE 0.0 1.00
1097.76 
READ - ITS.IS
ROIBEL- 2« LBS.
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TABLE • .ESTIIUTBD COSTS ADD BETDRIIS DBA ACRE, AVERAGE HELD,
FIELD TEAS 3. TILLER TECHROLOGT. RORTREA5T LOSXSIARA, ItBI.
PR I C E  OR V A L E S  OR
ITER
GROSS RECEIPTS FROH PRODOCTXOK 
VEGETABLES 
TO T A L
V A R I A B L E  COSTS 
P E B EARVEST
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-30-10 FE E T  
■ERBICXDB 
IBS ECTZCXDE 
LIEESTOPE 
GA R D E S  BOSE 
C0STC1 BBRAK1RG 
LABOR (PLART)
LABOB U B R I G A T )
LABOE (FERTLSER!
LABOR (RBEBCIDE)
LABOE (ZRSTCIDE)
LABOB (IX EE)
BACSIBERT FOEL L O B E  I REFAIE 
LABOR(TRACTOR S EACHIBERT)
IVTBREST OR OR. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, P R B BARVEST
HARVEST COSTS 
SOCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (HARVEST)
LABOR (RASHIRG)
LABOR -(UPLOAD)
LABOR (SELLIRG)
RACRXRERT FOEL L O B E  S REPAIR 
LABOR (TRACTOR S RACRXRERT) 
SOBTOTAL, HARVEST
T O T A L  SPB C X P X E D  VARIABLE COSTS
X S C O R E  ABOVE VA R I A B L E  COSTS
F I Z R D  COSTS 
BACRXRERT 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL' S P E CIFIED F I X E D  COSTS
TOTAL S P BCXPXED C O S T S
B E T  RETRIES T O  LARD. BARAGBHERT,
ORXT C O S T/OBIT
(DOLLARS)
QQAPTXTI COST
(DOLLARS)
BO. 4.40 144.00
931.40
LBS. 1. 15 30.00 33.00
CRT. 10.30 3.00 30.40
FT. 3.07 1.35 a.oa
LBS. 1.85 5.00 9.35
TORS 100.00 0.44 44.00
FEET 0.53 100. 00 52.00
DOL. 10.14 1.00 10.14
HR. a.oo 15.00 40.00
HR. a.oo a.oo 14.00
BR. a.oo 3.50 10.00
HR. a.oo 1.00 a.oo
RR. a.oo a. oo 14.00
HR. a.oo 3.50 10.00
ACRE 34.70 1.00 34.70
BOOR a.oo 41.05 147.39
DOL. 0.13 94.53
EACH 1.35 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.30 5.00 4.00
BB. a.oo 40.00 192.00
RE. a.oo -a. 00 19.20
IB. a.oo 5.50 32.00
RR. a.oo 37.30 109.20
ACRE 40. 14 1.00 40. 14
BOOR a.oo IB.40
- s H #
1010.20
-94.40
ACRE 79.31 1.00 79.31
ACRE 0.0 1.00 .
- t H t
1097.59
RISK, R O D  O V ERHEAD -175.99
BOSHXL- 3* LBS.
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TABLE 9 .ESTXHATED COSTS ADD BBTORBS PER ACRE, ATBBA6C TXELD,
FIELD PBAS 3, TILLER TXCHROLOGT, BOBTSEAST LOOXSXARA,1981.
ITER
C R O S S  RECEIPTS FBOR PRODDCTXOR 
VEGETABLES 
T O T A L
V A R I A B L E  COSTS 
P B E H ABVEST
VEG E T A B L E  SEED 
10-20-10 PERT 
■E R BICIDE 
ZBSECT1CXDE 
L I R E S T O B E  
CAR D E R  BOSE 
C O S T O R  BREARXBG 
LABOR (PLAHT)
LABOR (IBR1CAT)
LABOR (FERSLXEB)
LABOB (BERBCIDE)
LABOR (IBSTCIDE)
LABOR (LIRE)
RACRXRERT POEL LOBE S BEPAXB 
L ABOR(TRACTOR S RACBXRERT)
IBTBREST OB OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, P R E BABVEST
PRICE OR VALOE OR
OB I T  COST/OBIT QOABTITT COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
BO. 8.40 144.00
921.40
LBS. 1. is 20.00 23.00
COT. 10.20 3.00 30.80
PT. 3.87 1.2S 4.84
LBS. 1.B5 10.00 18.50
TORS 100.00 0.88 88.00
PEET 0.52 100.00 52. 00
DOL. 18. IS 1.00 18.18
RR. A. 00 IS. 00 80.00
HR. A. 00 8.00 32.00
RR. 4.00 2 . SO 10.00
■R. 4.00 1.00 4.00
RR. 4.00 4.00 18.00
RR. 4.00 2 . SO 10.00
A C R E 24.78 1.00 34.78
HOOR 4.00 41 . BS 187.39
DOL. 0.13 111.SI -sitfS
H A R V E S T  COSTS
SOCKETS EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
BASKETS EACH 1.20 S . 00 8.00
LABOR (HARVEST) BR. 4.00 48.00 192.00
LABOR . (BASHIBC) HR. 4.00 .4.80 19. 20
LABOR i (0BLOAD) RR. 4.00 5.50 22.00
LABOR i(SELLXRG) BR. 4.00 27.30 109.20
RACRXRERT POEL L O B E  8 REPAIR ACRE 80. 14 1.00 80.14
LABOR(TRACTOR t RACRXRERT) 
SOBTOTAL, HARVEST
T O T A L  SPB C X P X E D  V A R I A B L E  COSTS
X S C O R E  ABOVE V A R I A B L E  COSTS
P X X B D  COSTS
HOOR 4.00 18.48
1045.47
-123.87
R A CRXRERT ACRE 79. 31 1.00 79.31
T R ACTORS 
T O T A L  SPBCXPISO F I X E D  COSTS
T O T A L  SPB C X F X S D  C O S T S
ACRE 0.0 1.00 _ _  fi.fi,. 
79.31
1124.79
R E T  BE T O R R S  To! LARD, HABACEREBT, 
B OSHEL* 24 LBS.
BISK, A B D  O V ERHEAD -203.19
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TA B L E  10 . E S T X H A T S D  COSTS ABD RSTORRS TEE ACEE, AVERAGE IXELD,
H O S T A R D  GREEKS, TXLLEB TBCBROLOCI, BOBTBEAST LOD1SXABA.1VB1.
ITER
SBOSS RE C E I R T S  FFOB BBODOCTXOR 
V EGETABLES 
TO T A L
VAB X A B L E  CO S T S  
PBBRARVSST
V EG E T A B L E  SEED 
10-20-10 FE E T  
BXTBOSEB 
L I H E S T O R E  
SABDEB BOSE 
COSTOE B BBARIB6 
LABOB (BLAST)
LABOR (FERTLSER)
LA B O B  (BXTBOSB)
LABOB (LIRE)
LABOR (XRRXGAT)
LABOB (ROBXBB)
RAC B I R E B T  FTISL LOBE S BEFAXB 
LABO E ( T R A C T O R  S RACBXRERT)
XBTBREST OS OF. CAF.
SOBTOTAL, FREHAEVBST
HARVEST COSTS 
LABOR (HARVEST)
LABOR (0ASRXR6)
LABOR (ORLOAD)
LABOE (SBLLXRO)
R AC H X S E B T  FOEL L O B E  • BEFAXE 
LAB O E ( T R A C T O R  C RACRXRERT) 
SOBTOTAL, BABTEST
T O T A L  S F B C X F X E D  T A E X A B L E  COSTS
XSCOBE ABOVE TA E X A B L E  COSTS
FXEBD COSTS 
R A CBXSERT 
TRACTORS 
T O T A L  S P E C I F I E D  F I X E D  COSTS
T O T A L  S P E C I F I E D  CO S T S
RET BST O R E S  T O  LABD, RASASSRERT,
PRICE OR TALOE OR
OSXT C O S T / O R X T  OOARTXTT COST
(DOLLABS) (DOLLARS)
DZ. 5.00 1200.00 6000.00
6000.00
LBS. 2. 50 3.00 7.50
CRT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
CRT. 9.90 0.B5 0.41
TORS 100.00 0.33 33.00
FEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. IB. 16 1.00 IB. 16
BE. E.OO 0.33 1.32
BE. 4.00 2.50 10.00
RR. 4.00 1.20 4. SO
BR. 4.00 1.25 5.00
BR. 4.00 12.00 40.00
RR. 4.00 23. 00 92.00
ACRE 19.07 1.00 19.07
HOUR 4.00 23.91 95.65
DOL. 0. 13 65.42 S.5D
465.42
RR. 4.00 150.00 600.00
RR. 4.00 36.00 144.00
RR. 4.00 4.50 10.00
RR. 4.00 22. BO 91.20
ACRE *9.21 1.00 49.21
HOOR 4.00 15. 12 .ftiLai
942.09
1*20.31
4571.60
ACRE 54.63 1.00 54.63
ACRE 0.0 1.00
54.63
1ER2.9S
RISK, R O D  O T E B B B A D  *517.05
T I M  11.B8TXHATED COSTS IRD RET0RR3 PBS I CRB, AT BRICE HELD,
TDIRIP GREERS, TILLER TECEHOLOGT, R0RT8EAST LOD1S1ARI,1961.
PRICE OR TILDE i
ITER OBIT C O S T/OBIT
(DOLLARS)
QDIRTITT COST
(DOLLI1
CROSS R E CEIPTS PROD PRODOCTJOI
TEGETIBLBS
TOTAL
DZ. s.oo 1600.00 9000.00
9000.00
TARIABLB COSTS 
P RBRARTB3T
TEGSTABLE SBBO LBS. 2 . SO 3.00 7.50
10-20-10 PB B T COT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
RITROBBR COT. E.90 0.S5 0.41
LI RESTORE TORS 100.00 0. 33 33.00
G IRDER BOSE FEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
CDSTOH BRBARIRG FEET IS.16 1.00 1R.16
LABOR (PLART) RR. 1.00 0.33 1.32
LABOR (PERTLZER) BR. 0.00 2.50 10.00
LIBOR (R1TROGR) RR. *.00 1.20 4.SO
LIBOR (LIRE) HR. *.00 1.25 5.00
LIBOR (XRRXGIT) RR. *.00 4.00 16.00
IRTEREST OR OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, P R E HIRTEST
DOL. 0.13 22.94 2.K
220.36
RIRTBST COSTS
LIBOR (HAETEST) HR. 4.00 225.00 900.00
LABOB (■ASRISC) RR. 4.00 54.00 216.00
LIBOR (TIHLOAD) RR. 4.00 7.00 26.00
LABOB (SBLL14C) RR. 4.00 34.20 136.60
RACRIREBT POEL LOBE 6 REPAIR ACRE 76.55 1.00 76.55
LIBOR(TBACTOR 1 BICRIREBT) 
SOBTOTAL. BAB T E S T
TOTAL SPS C I P I B D  T A R I A B L B  COSTS
IRCORE ABOTE T A R I A B L B  COSTS
BOOR 4.00 23.52
14^1.43 
1671.BO 
7328.20
PXIED COSTS
RACRIREBT ACRE 44.02 1.00 *8.02
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPE C I F I E D  F I X E D  COSTS
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  COSTS
ACRE 0.0 1.00
1719.83
BBT RETOBRS T O  LARD, HASAGESERT, RISE, A I D  O T E R H E A D 7280.17
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TABLE 12 .ESTIMATED COSTS ABO BBTORBS H R  ACRE, AVERAGE TXELD,
SVEET COBB 1, TILLER TSCBROLOGT, BORTBEAST LOOXS1ABA,1901.
XTEfl
GROSS RECEIPTS PROS FRODOCTXOR 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PREnARVEST
VEGETABLE SEED  
10-20-10 PERT 
EBRBICXDB 
BITROGEB 
LI RESTORE 
GARDEB BOSE 
COSTOS B REABIBG 
LABOR (PLABT)
LABOR (IRRIQAT)
LABOB (PEBTLZER)
LABOR (BBRBCIDE)
LABOR (BXTROGR)
LABOR (LIRE)
RACRXRERT POEL L O B E  t BEPAIR 
LABOR(TBACTOB 6 RACRXRERT) 
IBTEREST OB OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PBEBABVSST
BABVEST COSTS 
BOCRETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (BABTEST)
LABOR (OBLOAD)
LABOR (SELLXRG)
RACBXRERT POEL L O B E  S BEPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR B RACBIBBRT) 
SOBTOTAL, BABTEST
TOTAL SPE C X P I E D  VA R I A B L E  COSTS
XSCORE ABOVE V A B X A B L E  COSTS
PXXED COSTS 
RACRXRERT 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECXPIED PX X E D  COSTS
TOTAL SP B C X P X E D  COSTS
BET B BTORBS TO LABD, BABAGERES'
OBIT
PRICE OR 
COST/OBIT 
(DOLLARS)
QOARTXTT
TALOB OR 
COST 
(DOLLARS)
DZ. 1. 20 1000.00 H'feiOQ
1296.00
LBS. 3.50 12.00 • 2.00
CRT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
PT. 3.G1 1.25 4.0*
CRT. 9.90 0.05 0.41
TORS 100.00 0.66 66.00
PEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. 10. 16 1.00 10. 16
BR. *.00 15.00 60.00
RR. *.00 0.00 32.00
BR. *.00 2.50 10. 00
BR. *.00 1.00 4.00
BR. 4.00 1.20 4.00
BB. *.00 2. 50 10. 00
ACRE 29.01 1.00 29.01
BOOB 4.00 35.01 14 3. 40
DOL. 0. 13 122.36
EACR 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
RR. 4.00 •3.20 112.00
BR. a.oo 5.50 22.00
BR. *.00 21.30 109.20
ACRE 60.1* 1.00 ‘ 60.14
BOOR 4.00 1S.4B . 7 3 . 1 2
**5.31
1001.92
2SS.08
ACRE 13.21 1.00 1J.3T
ACRE 0.0 1.00 _ .0.0.
I0S1.29
RISK, A B D  O T E B S R A O  21*.11
CRATE* *5 LBS - GO BARS.
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TABLE IS . E S T I H A T E D  COSTS ABO RET0RN5 PER ACRE* ATEEACE YIELD,
SBBET C O B B  2* TILLER TECHNOLOGY* NORTHEAST L O U I S I A N A , 19*1.
TTEH
CROSS RECEIPTS PROS VRODOCTIOB 
TEQETABLE5 
TOTAL
TARIABLB COSTS 
P R Z M B T E S T
TEC STABLE SEED 
IB-30-10 PERT 
BBRBICIDE 
RITR06ZB 
LIRESTORE 
CARDER BOSE 
COSTOfl B R EARIBC 
LABOB (PLANT)
LABOR (IRRXCAT)
LABOR (FERTLSER)
LABOB (BERBCIOE)
LABOR (RITROCB)
LABOB (LISE)
RACBIREBT POEL L O B B  S BEPAIR 
LABOB(TRACTOR S SACBIBBRT) 
IRTBREST OR OP. CAP.
SUBTOTAL* PBItBABTEST
RARTEST COSTS 
BOCRETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (RARTEST)
LABOR (ONLOAD)
LABOR (SELLING)
RACRXRERT POEL L O D E  6 REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR B RACRIREBT) 
SOBTOTAL* BA B T E S T
TOTAL SPECIFIED T A R I A B L B  COSTS
I SCORE ABOTE T A R I A B L B  COSTS
PIBED COSTS 
■ACKINSRY 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED. F I X E D  COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED C O S T S
B E T  RETORRS TO LAND* BARACSBER'
CRATE- RS LBS > BO EARS.
PRICE OR TALOS OR
DHIT COST/OBIT OR AITITT COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
DZ. 1.20 1090.00
1296.00
LBS. 3. SO 12.00 *2.00
COT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
PT. J.B7 1.25 «.B«
CRT. 9.90 O.BS S.41
TORS 100.00 0.66 66.00
PEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. 10.16 1.00 IB. 16
HR. A. 00 15.00 60.00
BR. *.00 12.00 4B.00
BR. *.00 2.50 10.00
RR. 0.00 1.00 4.00
BR. *.00 1.20 4.B0
BR. *.00 2.50 10.00
ACRE 29. HI 1.00 29.81
HOOR 4.00 35. 87 1*3.*B
DOL. 0.13 137.21
-ifcH
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACB 1.20 5.00 6. 00
RR. *.00 *3.20 172.BO
BR. *.00 5. 50 22.00
HR. *.00 '27.30 109.20
ACRE 60.1* 1.00 60. 1*'
HODP 4.00 1B.4B . .li*U 
4*5.31
1025.85
270.15
ACRE 73.37 1.00 T3.37
tACRE 0.0 1.00
10BB.22
D 19R.TR
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TA B L E  14.ESTIMATED COSTS ADD RETORTS PER ACRE* ATERA6E YIELD,
SREET C O P S  3, TILLER TECS SOLOS I # TORTBEAST L O O I S I A R A , 1981.
SSZCZ OS T I L D E  OS
XTEH
CROSS RECEIPTS P R O S  PSODOCTIOH 
TEGSTABLES 
TO T A L
TABIABLS COSTS 
PRTHARVEST
TE3ETABLB SEED 
10-20-10 PE R T  
IESBICIDE 
IRSECTZCXDE 
SITR06ES 
LX RESTORE 
CARDER ROSE 
COSTOR BREAKING 
LABOR (PLATT)
LABOR (IRRIOAT)
LABOR (PERTLSER)
LABOR (BERBCXDE)
LABOR (TXTROGK)
LABOR (XRSTCXDE)
LABOR (LIRE)
RACRIREBT PDSL L O B E  S REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR S RACBXRERT) 
XRTEREST OR OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, P R E BARTEST
RARTEST COSTS 
SOCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (RARTEST)
LABOR (CLEAR)
LABOR (ORLOAD)
LABOB (SBLLXHC)
RACBXRERT PDSL LOBE S REPAIR  
LABOR(TRACTOR S BACRXRERT) 
SOBTOTAL, RAR T E S T
TOTAL SPECIFIED T A R I A B L B  C O S T S
XRCOHR ABOTB TA R I A B L P  COSTS
PIEED COSTS 
BACRIHSRT 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECXPIED F I X E D  COSTS
T O T A L  S P E C I F I E D  COSTS
RET BETQRES T O  LARD, HARASESBRT,
OBIT COS T / O K I T  OOARTITT 
(DOLLARS)
C O S T
(DOLLARS)
DZ. 1.20 1080.00 1296.00
1296.00
LBS. 3.50 12.00 A2.00
CRT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
FT. 3.67 1.25 A.DA
FT. 1.85 15.00 27.75
CRT. S . 80 0.85 S.A1
TORS 100.00 0.66 66.00
*BET 0.52 100.00 5 2 . 0 0
DOL. 18.16 1.00 18.16
BR. A.00 15.00 60.00
RR. A.00 16.00 6A.00
RR. A.00 2.50 10.00
RR. A . 00 1.00 A. 00
RR. A.00 1.20 A . 80
RR. A . 00 6.00 2 A. 00
HR. A.00 2. 50 10.00
ACRE 29.81 1.00 29.81
BOOR A.00 35.87 1A3.A8
DOL. 0.13 162.01
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
HR. A.00 6*3.20 172.00
RR. A. 00 21.60 86.*0
RR. A. 00 5.50 22.00
SR. A.00 27.30 109.20
ACRE 60.1 A 1.00 60.1A
HOOR A.00 18. A8 — 2 3 4 2
531.71 
1183.22 
112.78
ACRE 73.37 1.00 73.37
ACRE 0.0 1.00
1256.*0
RISK, A H D  OTE R H E A D  SR.AO
CRATE- AS LBS - SO BARS
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T A B L E  15 .ESTXBATED COSTS ABD BBTORBS BER ACRE, ATEFACB TXELD,
S PRIRG SBAPBEARS, TILLER TECBROLOGT, BORTHEAST LOOISIARA, 
1981.
ITER OBIT
CROSS R E CEIPTS FPOH PRODOCTXOB
TEGETABLES BO.
TOTAL
T AR I A B L B  COSTS 
PRSHARPEST
BR I C E  OR
COST/OBIT QOARTXTY 
(DOLLARS)
VALOE OR
COST
(DOLLARS)
7. 10 2*0.00
BABTEST COSTS 
SOCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOB (BABTEST)
LABOR (OBLOAD)
LABOR (SELLIB6)
BACBIBBR1 POEL LOBE A BEPAIR 
LABOR(TBACTOR S BACBIRERT)
SOBTOTAL, BABTEST
TOTAL SPECIFIED T A RXABIE CO S T S
XRCOBB ADOTE TARIABLB COSTS
FIXED COSTS 
SACBXRERI 
TRACTORS 
T O T A L  SPECIFIED FIXED COSTS
T O T A L  S P B C X P X E D  COSTS
BET BBTOBBS TO LARD, HABASEREBT, BISK, A B D  O T E R R B A D
170*.00 
170*.00
TB6BTABLE SEED LRS. 1. *5 40.00 58.00
10-20-10 FERT CRT. 10.20 3.00 30.60
BERBICXDE PT. 3. 07 1.25 4. B«
XRSBCTXC1DE LRS. 1.05 5.00 9.25
HITBOCBB CRT. 9.90 0. 95 a.4i
LIRESTORE TORS 100.00 0.66 66.00
CARDEB HOSE FEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
CDSTOR BREARXBG DOL. IB. 16 1.00 IB. 16
LABOR (PLABT) RR. 4.00 15.00 60.00
LABOB (BOBIRC) HR. 4.00 23.00 92.00
LABOB (XRBXSAT) RR. 4.00 B. 00 32.00
LABOB (FERTLSER) BR. 4.00 2.50 10. 00
LABOB (BERBCXDE) RR. 4.00 1.00 4.00
LABOB (XRSTCXDE) RR. 4.00 2.00 S . 00
LABOR (BITROOB) BR. 4.00 1.20 4.00
LABOR (LIRE) Rl. 4.00 2.50 10.00
RACRXRERT FDEL LOBE 6 BEPAXB ACRE 29.B1 1.00 29. 81
LABOR(TRACTOR C RACRXRERT) BOOB 4.00 35. B7 143.48
XRTEABST OB OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PRERABTEST
DOL. 0.13 110.2S
EACH 1.25 . 1 . 0 0 1.25
EACB 1.20 5.00 6.00
BB. 4.00 120.00 480.00
BR. 4.00 9.00 36. 00
HR. *.00 *5.60 182.40
ACRE 98.42 1.00 98.42
HOOR 4.00 30.2*
925.03 
1580.71 
123. 29
ACRE 97.38 1.00 97.38
ACRE 0.0 1.00
- * W «
1 6 7 a . 10 
25.90
BOSBEL- 30 LBS.
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TABLE I*.ESTIMATED COSTS AND BSTDBB3 EBB AC*I, ATE*ACS YIELD,
TALL SBAFBEABS, TILLEB TBCBMOLOCY, MOBTBEAST LOQ1SIABA.1*81.
ITEI)
M ICE O* VALOE OB
OBIT COST/OBIT QOABTITY COST
(DOLLABS) (DOLLABS)
OIOSS BECHETS EBON EBODOCTIOB
TESETABLE5
TOTAL
BO. 7. 10 2AO.OO 17QA.00
170A.00
TABIABLE COSTS 
EBBHABTBST
T SC STABLE SEED LBS. 1.A5 AO. 00 50.00
10-20-10 fBBT COT. 10.20 9.00 30.60
BBBBICXDE FT- S. 07 1.25 A.BA
IBSECTIC1DE LBS. 1.05 5.00 9.25
BXTIOCBB COT. 0.90 0.05 0. A1
LXMBSTOBE TOMS 100.00 0.33 33.00
CABDEB rOSE FEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
COSTOB BIEABIBC DOL. IB. 16 1.00 10. 16
LABOB (ELABT) BB. A. 00 15.00 60.00
LABOB (BOEZBC) a*. A. 00 23.00 92.00
LABOB (IBIXOAT) BB. A.00 0.00 32. 00
LABOB (EESTLSEB) BB. A.00 2. 50 10.00
LABOB (BEBBCXDE) BB. A. 00 1.00 A.00
LABOB (XBSTCXDE) BB. A.00 2.00 0.00
LABOB (BITBOCB) BB. A.00 1.20 A.00
LABOB (LXBE) BB. A.00 1.25 5.00
BACBXBEBT FOIL LOBE S BEEAIB ACBS 19.07 1.00 19.07
LABOB(TBACTOB S BACBXBEBT) BOOB A.00 23.91 95.65
XBTEIBST 01 OE. CAE.
SOBTOTAL, EBEHAETEST
DOL. 0.13 63.60
t j H I
BABTEST COSTS
SOCKETS EACM 1.25 1.00 1.25
BASKETS EACB 1.20 5.00 6.00
LABOB (BABTEST) BB. A.00 120.00 ABO.00
LABOB (OBLOAD) BB. A.00 9.00 36.00
LABOB (SELLXB6) BB. A. 00 AS.60 102.AO
BACIXBESY FOEL LOBE S BSFAIB ACBE 90.*2 1.00 90. A2
LABOB(TBACTOB C BACBXBEBT) 
SOBTOTAL, BABTEST
TOTAL SEECIFXED TABIABLE COSTS
XBCOBE ABOYB TABIABLE COSTS
FXIED COSTS
BOOB A.00 30. 2A . J2 JL2t
925.03
1A70.09
225.11
BACBXBEBT ACEE 05.50 1.00 05.50
TSACTOIS ACBE 0.0 1.00
- i f *
1S6A.A0
TOTAL SEECXFXED FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL SFECXFXED COSTS
...-  *
BET BETOBBS TO LAID, BABABEBEBT,
.....i. m
BISK, ABD OTSBBEAD 139.60
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SSTXBATBD COSTS ISO tS T U B S #  BBS ACBE, A TERAQE TITLD,
OEBA. rasss HASBBT. T I L L E R  TECBROLOGT. BOBTSrAST LOOXSXARA
19B1.
TTEB
CBOSS RECEIPTS POOR PRODOCTIOB 
TE6ETABLES 
TO T A L
TAR I A B L B  COSTS 
PEERARTE3T
TBG E T A B L E  SBEO 
10-20-10 PERT 
B B B B X C X O B  
B X TBOOBS 
L I B E S T O S B  
OA R D E B  B O S E  
COST Oil BBEARXS6 
LABOB (BLAST)
LA B O B  (TSXSXBG)
LA B O B  (XRRXGAT)
LABOB (BEETLEBB)
LA B O B  (BERBCXDE)
LABOB (BXTBOaS)
LABOR (LIRE)
BACBXBEBT PBBL L O B E  S BEPAXB 
LABO R ( T R A C T O R  S BACBXBEBT) 
X B T B R E S T  OS OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL. PBBBABTBST
B A B T E S T  COSTS 
BOCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (BABTEST)
LABOB (OBLOAD)
LABOR (SBLLXB6)
B AC B X B E B T  POEL L O B E  S REPAIR 
LABO B ( T R A C T O R  C BACBXBBRT) 
SOBTOTAL# BA B T E S T
TOTAL SPBCXPXED TARIABLB COSTS
XBCOBS ABOTE TARIABLB COSTS
PXXED COSTS 
BACBXBBIT 
TRACTORS 
T O T A L  SPBCXPXED PX S B D  COSTS
T O T A L  S P B C X P X E D  COSTS
BBT BST O R E S  T O  U S D #  BAHAQBRES'
PRICE OB TALOE OB
O S X T  C O S T / O B I T 0 0 ASTITT COST
(DOLLABS) (DOLLARS)
BD. 17.70 3*0.00 6 212*15
6017.99
LBS. 2. 25 7.00 15.75
CRT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
PT. 3. 97 1.50 5.00
CRT. 9.90 1.70 16.03
TOSS 100.00 0.66 66.00
PEET 0.52 100.00 52.00
DOL. 10. 16 1.00 10.16
BB. S . 00 15.00 60.00
BB. 6.00 3*. 00 136.00
BB. «. oo 36.00 1«*.00
BB. B.00 2.50 10.00
BR. *.00 1.00 4.00
BR. *.00 2. *0 9.60
BE. *.00 2.50 10.00
ACRE 3«.7B 1.00 30.70
BOOB *.00 *1.05 167.39
DOL. 0. 13 153.59 — 12*17
031.40
BACB 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
BR. *.00 220.00 912.00
BB. *.00 13.00 52.00
BP. *.00 6*. 60 250.*0
ACRE 1*2.16 1.00 1*2.16
BOOR *.00 • 3. 60
2370.01
3639.90
ACRE 130.77 1.00 130.77
ACRE 0.0 1.00
2500.77
3509.22
BBSSEL* 30 LBS.
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TABLE I B - E S T I M A T E D  C 0 5 TS  AND BETOP A5 PEA ACBE. AVERAGE Y I E L D ,
TOMATOES, T I L L E B  TECHNOLOGY, NORTHEAST L O D I S I A R A , 1 9 8 1 .
P R I C E  OF VALUE OF
I T F *  O B IT  C O S T / D N I T  QUANTITY COST
(DOLLABS) (DOLLARS)
GROSS R EC EIP TS EROS PRODUCTION
TEG STABLES
T n TAL
LUGE 9 .  BO 7 2 0 . 0 0 7 0 5 t , o ;  
7 0 5 1 . D’
FA F U E L S  COSTS 
PR ESA R TEST
FESSTABLE SEED 0 2 . 2 . 2 5 2 . 0 0 4 .  50
1 0 - 2 0 - 1 0  F EF T C UT . 1 0 .  20 6 . 0 0 6 1 . 2 0
NITROGEN CRT. 9 . 9 0 1 . 0 0 9 .  90
H E R B I C I D E P T .  . 3 . 8 7 1.  25 4 . 8 4
I B S  5 C 7 IC X D E L B S . 1 . 8 5 7 . 0 0 1 2 . 4 5
L I E  ESTONE TONS 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 6 6 6 6 . 0 0
STASES 1 0 0 1 5 . 0 0 8 . 0 0 1 2 0 . 0 0
T B I B E EACH 3 . 7 5 3 5 . 0 0 1 3 1 . 2 5
GREER HOPSE S Q - T 0 . 1 0 7 0 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 7
PEAT POTS (CASE) EACH 6 6 . 0 0 1 . 6 6 1 0 9 . 5 6
GAFDEH HOSE FEET 0 . 5 2 1 0 0 . 0 0 5 2 . 0 0
CUSTOM BREAKING DOL. 1 8 .  1b 1 .  00 I F .  16
LABOR (HOT RED) HR. 4 . 0 0 6 .  25 2 5 . 0 0
LABOR (TRABSPL) HR. 4 . 0 0 7 5 . 0 0 30  0 . 0 0
LABOR (HOT CAP) RR. « . O 0 4 5 . 0 0 1 8 0 . 0 0
LASOP (START RG) H F . 4 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 9
LABOR ( T I E  PROB) HR. 4 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 2 4 0 .  00
LABOR (BOEING) HR. 4 . 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 1 8 4 . 0 0
LABOT ( IRF.1GAT) HR. 4 . 0 0 8 . 0 0 3 2 . 0 0
LABOF (F E R TLZE F) HR. 4 .  00 2 . 5 0 1 0 . 0 0
LAbOF (HE RB CI DF ) HR. 4 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 4 . 0 0
LABOR ( L I S E ) HR. 4 . 0 0 2 . 5 0 1 0 . 0 0
LABOR (XB STC ID E) HR. 4 . 0 0 1 4 .  00 5 6 . 0 0
LABOF (BXTFOGB) HR. 4 . 0 0 1 . 5 0 6 .  00
HACHISERE p n * L  LURE 6 REPAIR ACRF 2 4 . 8 4 1 . 0 0 2 4 . 8 4
LABOR (TRACTOR 6  MACHINERY) HOTtF 4 .  00 2 9 . 8 9 1 1 9 . 5 7
I B T E F S S T  OB O P .  CAP.
SUBTOTAL, PREHAPFEST
HARVEST COSTS
DOL. 0 .  13 3 8 2 . 3 5 _ 9 9 ^ 7 1  
1 9 4 1 . 4 7
LUGS EACH 0 . 7 2 1 9 0 . 0 0 1 2 9 . 6 0
BUCKETS EACH 1 . 2 5 1 . 0 0 1 . 2 5
BASKETS EACH 1 . 2 0 5 . 0 0 6 . 0 0
LABOR (HARVEST) HR. 4 . 0 0 9 5 . 0 3 3 R 0 . 0 0
LABOR (NASHSRAD) HF . 4 . 0 0 1 4 4 . 0 0 5 7 6 . 0 0
LABOR (UNLOAD) HR. 4 . 0 0 7 . 0 0 2 8 . 0 0
LABOF (EES STAB) HR. 4 . 0 0 00 6 4 .  00
LABOR ( S E L L I N G ) HF . 4 . 0 0 1 3 6 . 8 0 5 4 7 . 2 0
MACHINERY PUSL LUBF C REPATF ACRE 7 b .  5 5 1 . 0 0 7 6 . 5 5
LABOR (TRACTOR t  HACRIBSRY.) 
SOBTOTAL. BARVEST
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  VAR IAB LE  COSTS
IBCOEE ABOVE VAR IA BL E COSTS
Hour. 4 . 0 0 2 3 . 5 2 9 4 ,  08  
7502768
3 8 4 4 . 1 4  
321 1 . 8 6
F I X E D  COSTS
MACHINERY ACRE 7 7 . 7 2 1 . 0 0 7 7 . 7 2
TRACTORS 
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  F I X E D  COSTS
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  COSTS
ACRE 0 . 0 1 . 0 0
- r f *
3 9 2 1 . 8 7
RET RETORRS TO L a A ,  MANAGEMENT, F I S K , AND OVERHEAD 3 1 3 4 . 1 3
TRANSPLANT LABOR INCLUDES 2 5  HRS. FOB POTTING AND 5 0  HRS. FOR
TFA N SP LAN TIN G.
LOG- 2 0  LBS .  CASS-  3 0 0 0  PEAT POTS
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TABLE 19 . S S T I N A B T D  CCSTS UK3 RETUFNS PER ACRE, AVERAGE Y I E L D ,
BELL PEPPERS,  T I L L E D  TECHNOLOGY, NORTHEAST L O O I S I  ANA, 1 9 * 1  -
PRICE OF VALDF (
itf* UNIT COST/UNIT OOANTITf COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLL A'
GROSS RECEIPTS *RO* PPGDOTTIOF
izzrr* Birr- CRT. SO. OP 90. 00
TOTAL as 30.03
VARIABLE COSTS
PREHARVEST
VEGETABLE SERO OZ. 1. SO 6 . 0 0 10.BO
10-2A-10 REFT CRT. 10 .20 6 . 0 0 6 1.2*)
HERBICIDE PT. - 3.87 1.25 a. 6a
Lir.ESTONE TONS 10 0 .00 0 . 6 6 *6 . OP
NITROGEN err. 9.90 0.85 E.ai
INSECTICIDE LBS. 1.BS a.oo 7.90
GREEN HOD5E SOFT 0 . 10 790.00 70.00
PEAT POTS (CASE) EACH 6 6 . 0 0 2 . 1 0 151.80
GAS DVR nos* FEFT 0.52 100 .00 52.00
CUSTON SHEARING DOL. 18.16 1 .0 0 18. 16
LADOS (HOT BED) HR. A . 00 6.25 25.00
LABOR (TRANS*!) HR. a. 0 0 110.30 aa 1.20
LABOR (HOEING) HR. a.oo 23. 00 92. 00
LABOB (FIRTL7EP) HR. a.oo 2.50 10 .0 0
LABOR (REB9CIDE) ER. a.OO 1 .0 0 a. 90
LABOR (LISE) HF. a.oo 2.50 10 .0 0
LABOR (NITFOGN) HR. a.oo 1 . 2 0 a.no
LABOR (INSTCID*) HR. a.oo a.oo 16.00
LABor (1FF2GAT) HP. a. oo 12 .0 0 98.00
tlACU1N EF Y EtJEL LOBT t REPAIR AC»E 29.81 1 . 0 0 7«.81
LAPOF (TRACTOR f E1CHT.VEPY) HOOP a.oo 35.87 191.99
INTEREST ON OP. CAP. DOL. 0. 13 39 1. 97
SUBTOTAL, PRENAF9E5T 1325.79
HARVEST COSTS
ESC RETS EACH 1.25 1 .0 0 1.25
BASNETS EACH 1 .2 0 5.00 6.09
CONTAINERS FACH 0.75 81. 00 60.75
LABOR (HARVEST) HP. a *oo 98.00 192.00
LABOR (HASBORAD) H F. a.oo 72.00 288.00
LAPP* (ONLOAD) HR. a.oo 13.50 59.00
LABOR (SELLING) HF.. a.oo 17. 10 68.90
SACIINERI POEL LURE F REPAIF ACRE iai.63 1 . 0 0 ia7.ei
LABOR(TRACTOR r RACHINEPT) HOOF a.oo a5. 36 IRi^aa
SUBTOTAL, HARVrsT 999.97
TOTAL SPECIFIED VARIABLE COSTS 2125.26
INCORE ABOVE VAFIABLE COSTS 2119.7*
FIXED COSTS
SACHIN EFT ACRE 128.2f 1 .0 0 12 8.26
TRACTORS ACRE 0 . 0 1 .0 0 0 . 0
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIXED COST5 128.26
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS 2953.51
NET FETURN5 TO LAND, BANACEHENT, RISE, AND OVERHEAD 2096.99
TRANSPLANT LABOR INCLUDES 36.8 HRS. TOR POTTING ARP 73.5 HR5. POR 
TPAN5PLANTJNG.
BUSHEL* 25 LBS. CASE* 3000 PEAT POTS
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TABLE 20. ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS P E *  A C * E t  AVERASF F I E L D ,
BUTTEPBZANS 1 ,  TNO RON E Q U IP H R N T,  NORTHEAST L O U I S I A N A . 1 9 8 1 .
ZTER
GROSS R EC E IP TS  PROS PRODUCTION  
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PREH ARVZST
VEGETABLE SEED 
1 0 - 2 0 - 1 0  PERT  
H ER B I C I D E  
I N S E C T I C I D E  
LXHESTONE
NACNXNERT POEL LODE A REPAIR  
TRACTOR POEL LOBE P REPAIR  
LABOR(TRACTOR t HACKXNSRT)  
IN TER EST  OR OP.  CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PREOARVEST
HARVEST COSTS 
E'JCEETS 
BAS RETS
HARVESTING LAPOr  
UNLOADING LAPOP 
SELLING LABOR
MACHINES I  PTEL LUD? f  R E P A IT  
LABOr(TRACTOR f  - A C H I N E * * )  
SOBTOTAL, HAFVEST
TOTAL 5 P E C I F I r D V A " I A 5 I P  COSTS
I K C O r ?  ABn V? V A F I A P I *  COSTS
FIFFD C^STS 
RACHINESI  
TRACTO?^
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  F I I F P  COSTS
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  COSTS
NET p r t D P F S  TO LAND, HANA^F* ,M' T ,
P R I C E  OR VALOE OR
U N I T C O S T / O N I T Q0AHTXTY COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
BO. 1 7 . 0 0 1 0 5 . 0 0  1 7 B S . 0 0
1 7 8 5 . 0 0
LBS . 1 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0
C RT . 1 0 . 2 0 3 . 0 0 3 0 . 6 0
P T . 3 . 0 7 1 . 2 5 4 . 8 4
L B S . 1 . 0 5 5 . 0 0 9 . 2 5
TONS 2A.OO 0 . 6 b 1 5 . 6 4
ACRE 2 . 0 1 1 . 0 0 2 . 0 1
ACRE 3 4 .  27 1 . 0 0 3 4 . 2 7
HOOR 4 . 0 0 8 . 3 0 1 3 . 1 9
DOL. 0 .  13 4 2 . 5 3
BACH 1 . 2 5 1 . 0 0 1 . 2 5
EACB 1 . 2 0 5 . 0 0 f  . 0 0
HR. 4 . 0 0 1 0 5 . 0 0 4 2 0 . 0 0
BP. 4 . 0 0 u . 0 0 1 6 . 0 0
HR. 4 . 0 0 1 9 . 9 0 7 4 .  *0
ACRE 4 3 . 7 4 1 . 0 * 4 3 . 7 4
HO*tp 4 . 0 0 13. 4b
7 6 5 . BP 
5 9 9 . t :
A C P I 3 1.  3 f 1 . 0 ' 3 1 . 3 *
1 C ” 2 2 . t t 1 . cr *> -  •»'. 
5 7 7 . V*
t IRC., AND f'VERHEA * 9 4 7 . 0 b
BUSHEL* 32 LBS.
TABLE 21 .EST1NATED COSTS ABB RETURNS PEP ACT5, AVrPAG* I2EL9,
BUTTERBEANS 2, THO POP EOOXPHZNT, NORTHEAST LOUISIANA, 1981.
I TEH
GROSS RECEIPTS PROS PRODUCTION 
TXCETABLES 
TOT At
VARIABLE COSTS 
PREHA9VEST
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-20-10 PERT 
HERBICIDE 
INSECTICIDE 
LIflSSTONE
BACftlBEP! POEL LOPS C REPATP 
TRACTOR POEL LOBE S REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR C NACHINZRT) 
INTEREST OH OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PREBAPVEST
HARVEST COSTS 
BUCKETS 
BASSETS
HAFVS3TIN3 LARPF 
OSLOADISC LABOR 
SELLING LAPPS
NACSIHEPT »"»EL IIP* f R*?AIF 
LABOR (TF ACTnF t RACKIKEFY) 
SOBTOTAL, RAFVEST
TOTAL SPECiriE'' VARIAFI* CCETF
IVCO#T AROVT VAFIAEI* fO'TF
71 IE? COSTS 
EACRXNE* ?
TFACTOrr 
TOTAL SPECIFIED riXIF C?S7"
TCTAL SPtnriCD COST5
RET RETUF.KS TO LARD, SASAirEEET,
PRICE OR 
DHJT COST/OBIT 
(DOLLARS)
QOAHTITX
VALOE OR 
COST 
(DOLLARS)
BO. IV.00 105.00 11*5.03
1785.03
LBS. 1.00 30.00 39.00
CRT. 10.20 3.00 70.60
PT. 3.87 1.25 4.84
LBS. 1.85 5.00 9.25
TONS 24.00 0.66 15.Ra
ACRE 2.01 1.00 2.01
ACRE 3*. 27 1.00 34.27
HOOF A.OO 8.30 33. 19
DOL. 0.13 42.53
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
PACK 1.20 5.00 6.00
HR. A.OO 105.00 420.00
HP. A.oo 4.03 16.00
HF. t.00 19.90 79.60
ACPI 4?.IN 1.00 4 3. 7a
ROCF A.OO 13.41* 51 .7* 
7P5.R->
ACF r 
Ar?r
31.36 1.0C 
20.7: i.or
31. i*
637.5'
F15F, a n: overhead 9A7,
B U S S ri« 3: LBS.
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TABLE 22 . ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE, AVERAGE YXSLD,
SPRING CO CO FIBERS, FRESH BARRET, TWO RON EQDXEHERT, NORTHEAST 
LOUISIANA,1981.
ITE9
GROSS RECEIPTS FROH RRODOCTION 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PSEHARTEST
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-20-10 fEIT 
HERBICIDE 
LIHESTONE 
HOSING LABOR
HACHIHEFY FUEL LOBE I REPAIR 
TRACTOR POEL LOBE I REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR t BACHINERY) 
INTEREST ON OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PREHARVEST
HARVEST COSTS 
BUCKETS 
BASKETS
HARVESTING LABOR 
GRADING LABOR 
ONLOAU2K3 LABOR 
SELLING LABOR
HACHIKElY POEL ITS? P REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR t RACEINERT) 
SUBTOTAL, HARVEST
TOTAL SPECIFIED VAPIAR1* COSTS
IKCO** ABOVE VAR IA HIE COSTS
?XX*,o COSTS 
EACKINERI 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIXFP COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS
NET RSTORKS Tn LAND, HAKAGEKEKT,
UNIT
PRICE OR 
COST/ONIT 
(DOLLARS)
QUANTITY
VALOF OR 
COST 
(DOLLARS;
BO. 18.50 235.00
*347.50
LBS. 13.60 1.00 13.60
CUT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
PT. 3.87 1.25 4.8*
TONS 2N.00 0.66 15.84
HR. *.00 23.00 42.00
ACRE 1.38 1.00 1.30
ACRE 26.36 1.00 26.36
HOUR 4.00 6.38 25.53
DOL. 0.13 37.18 - 1.93
245.57
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6. O'*
HR. 4.00 11.70 *6.80
HP. 4.00 4.40 17.60
HF. 4.00 9.00 36.00
HR. 4.00 44.60 17P.4D
ACRE 98.42 1.00 «0.42
HOUF 4.00 30.24
-HfcS
751. V 
3346.M
Ac**r 64.6 3 1.0? M».63
Acn 15.94 1.0.
80.5t
011.At
riSf, AKP OVERHTAP 3515.9?
BUSHEL* SO LBS.
TABLE 23 .ESTIMATED COSTS ABD RETURNS PER ACRE, AVERAGE YIELD,
PALL COCOSBSRS, PRBSD BARRET, TWO ROB EQUIRHEHT, RORTHBAST 
LOniSZABA,1981.
ITEM
GROSS RECEIPTS PRON PRODOCTION 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PREHARVEST
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-20-10 PERT 
HERBICIDE 
INSECTICIDE 
BOBING LABOR 
LISESTORE
RACRIREBT POEL LDBE t REPAIR 
TRACTOR POEL LDBE 8 REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR t RACRXRERT) 
INTEREST ON OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PRBRAPVEST
HARVEST COSTS 
BDCRPTS 
BASKETS
HARVESTING LABOR 
3T A DING LA9P?
ONLOADING LANOP 
SELLING 1A80®
RArpiisrt poel lure t repair
LASOF (TF.ATTOR 6 RACHIRPPT) 
SOBTCTAL, HARVEST
TOTAL S*»*CIPIEP VARIABLE COSTS
INTO"! ABOVE NAPIAPLE CCSTS
CT5TP 
H ACHIR EF I  
TMCTOPP
total s p e c i f i e d p i i e o cnsrr
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS
BET RTT3RKS TO LARD, *ARA7BHEKT,
PRICE OR VALDE OR
OBIT COST/OBIT QUANTITY COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
BO. IB.SO 98.00 1813.00
1813.00
LBS. 13.60 1 . 0 0 13.60
CRT. 10. 20 6 . 00 61.20
PT. 3.87 1 .25 a.on
LBS. 1. 85 1 0. 00 18.59
HR. • . 0 0 23.00 92. 03
TORS 2A.OO 0.33 7.92
ACRE 1.38 1 . 0 0 1.38
ACRE 26. 36 1. 00 26.36
HOOP • . 0 0 6 . 38 25.53
DOL. 0.13 1 6 .8 1 ).l«
EACH 1.25 1 .0 0 1.25
EACH 1. 20 5.00 6 .0 0
HR. A.OO 5.03 2C.03
HP. A.OO 2.09 8.93
IIP. A.OO 3.50 1 A. 03
HF . A.OO IP.60 Vh.n'i
ACFE 36.05 1 .0 0 39.05
HOOF A. 00 12 .00 SS.2P
21 3.7*>
• oS.f ’ 
13*7.L*»
ACf,F 27.39 1.0? 27.35
ACSF IF.Bfc 1.0C I5.*u
5TTn
539.
FIST, AS*' OTERJiEAD ISOA.I**
BUSHEL* S3 LBS.
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TABLE 24. ESTIMATED COSTS AND SETUP.AS PEP ACAS, AVERAGE HELD,
SDHHER SQUA5N, TNO RON EQUIP4ENT, NORTHEAST LOD2S1ANA ,1981.
ITPH ONIT
6BOSS RECEIPTS PROS PRODUCTION
TECETABLES BD.
TOTAL
PRICE OR
CnST/ONIT OOANTITT 
(DOLLARS)
16.40 240.00
VALUE OR 
COST 
(DOLLABS)
3936.00
3936.00
TABIABLE COSTS 
PNEHARTEST
VEGETABLE SEED LBS. 5.00 4.00 20.04
10-20-10 PERT CRT. 10.20 . 6.00 61.20
■ERBICIDE PT. 3. 07 1.25 4.84
LISES TONE TONS 24.00 0.66 15.84
BOEING LABOR NR. 4.00 23.00 92.00
NACRINERT PPEL LOBE t REPAIR ACEE 1.38 1.00 1.3R
TRACTOR POEL LOB* t REPAIR ACRE 26.36 1.00 26.36
LABOR(TRACTOR t NACRINERT) HOOF 4.00 6.38 25.53
INTEREST ON CP. CAP. DOL. 0.13 38.24 4.97
SUBTOTAL, PREBARVIST 252.11
BABTEST COSTS
BDCEET5 EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
BASKETS EACH 1.20 5.00 6. DO
HASHES? LABOR HF. 4. 00 4.00 16.00
HARVESTIN'; LAFf'F HR. 4. 00 11.03 44.00
UNLOADING LABOR HE. 4.0? 9.03 36.91
SELLING LABOR HA. 4,00 44.60 182.40
NACRINERT Pr*L LUST f PEPAI!’ act r «e.A? i .or 46.42
LA30I. (T*ACTOR r EACHINf *T) HOUR 4. or 30.24 12 r. 46
SOPTOTAL, RAFVEST 505.03
TOTAL SPECIFIED VAPIAP1? C0S7F * ■*5-. '4
I4C0EI AROTI V ATIARI* COSTF 317*,Ef
five? costs
*ACHIN*F ? AC'S *4. * y 1. or ,t 1
TRACTORS ACFF 1*.44 1.0C 16.4.
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIX*'* COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS •*7.7-!
NET RETURNS TO LAND, NANAGFEEFT, FISK, AFT ''CEF UFA? ■»0«S. 29
B1SH2L* 42 I D S .
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TABLE 25 .EST1NATED COSTS ABD BBTORBS PER ACTE, AVERAGE YIELD,
PALL SQOASIt, TWO ROB EQOIPNENT, NORTHEAST L002S1ABA, 1*81.
ITER
GROSS RECEIPTS PPOB PRODUCTION 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRESARVE5T
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-20-50 PERT 
BSTBICIDE 
IRSBCTICIDE 
BOEIRG LABOR 
LIRSSTOHE
H ACHINERY POEL LOBE f* REPAIR 
TRACTOR FUEL LOBE £ REPAIR 
LABOR (TRACTOR f HACBXNERT) 
IBTERSST OR OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PREHAPVEST
HARVEST COSTS 
BO C RETS 
BASSETS 
BASHING LABOR 
HARVESTING LABOF 
UNLOADING LABOR 
SELLING LA"OS
8ACSI*EFY TOIL LOBE P PFPAIT 
LABOR (TRAC'OF f. SACBIKERT) 
SOBTOTAL, EAPVPFT
TOTAL SPECIFIED VARIABLE COST*
I NCOS E ABOVE VARIABLE COSTS
PI1*0 COSTS 
RACRINEfY 
TRACTOFS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIXED COSTS
total specified costs
BBT lETOFRS TC LARD, *ASA3E*rFT,
OBIT
PRICE OR
COST/OBIT
(DOLLABS)
Q0ABTIT7
VALOE OR 
COST 
(DOLLABS)
BO. 16. BO 125.00 2050.00
2060.00
LBS. 5.00 B.00 2 0 . 0 0
CRT. 10 .2 0 6 . 0 0 61.20
PT. 3.87 1.25 B.8B
LBS. 1.85 10 .00 18.50
HR. B. 00 23.00 V2 . 0 0
TONS 29.00 0.33 7.*2
ACRE 1.62 1 .0 0 1.62
ACRE 78.BO 1 . 0 0 28.BO
BOOR B.00 6.80 27.50
DOL. 0.13 B6. 26 __ 6 *02
267.55
EACH 1.25 1 .0 0 1.25
EACH 1 .2 0 5.00 6 . 0 0
BR. B. 0 0 2 . 0 0 8 . 0 0
RR. •>.03 6. 00 2».03
HR. B.00 B. 50 18.00
PR. B. 0 0 23.70 9*.R0
ACRE BS.21 1 .0 0 99.21
Honp 6. 00 15.12 --6S.B9
261.7a
5 7 5.7 -
1523.2''
ACFT 1.00 Ys.O''
ACRE 17. 17 1.0'  17. f
583.9t>
RIFF, ANp -'vrRBEAr li.t.9.0*
BOSHEL* «2 LBS.
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TABLE 26 •ESTIMATED COSTS AT!) PETUrWS BET ACRE, ATEFAGt YIELD*
FIELD FEAS 1. TWO BOH EQOIPBENT, HOBTMEAST LOUISIANA* 1961.
ITEM
GBOSS BBCEIPTS FROB FRODOCTION 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
TABIABLE COSTS 
PR SHARPEST
T E GETABLE SEEP 
10-20-10 FEET 
HERBICIDE 
INSECTICIDE 
LIRE3T0WE
HACHI9EPY FUEL LOBE t REPAIR 
TRACTOR FOEL LOBE t REPAIR 
LABOR (TRACTOR R RACKINERY) 
INTEREST ON OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PREHARTEST
RARTEST COSTS 
BOCRETS 
BASrSTS
HAPTESTING LABOF 
HASHING LABOR 
UNLOADING LABOR 
SELLING LABOR
RACEIR'FT F"El LP5F f REPAIR 
LABOR. (TRACTOR f RACHIRERY) 
SOBTOTAL, HARTS51
TOTAL SPECIFITP TARIARLR COSTS
IN C PS F  ABOTt  T A F I A B L *  COSTS
PRICE OR TALOE OR
OBIT COST/OBIT OOANTITT COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
BO. 6.60 1 2 0 .0 0
768.00
LBS. 1.15 2 0 .0 0 23.00
CHT. 1 0 .2 0 3.00 10.60
PT. 3.B7 1.25 6 .8 6
LBS. 1.85 5.00 9.25
TONS 26.00 0.6b 15.86
ACRE 1.7B 1 . 0 0 1.7B
ACRE 31.26 1 .00 31.26
BOOR 6 . 0 0 7.57 30.27
DOL. 0. 13 29.19 ___1-71
150.63
EACH 1.2S 1 .0 0 1.25
EACH 1 .2 0 5.00 6 . 0 0
HP. 6 . 0 0 60.00 160.00
BR. 6 . 0 0 e.oo 32.00
HF. 6 . 0 0 6. 50 18.30
BP. 6 . 0 0 22.60 91.20
icr’1 69.21 1 .0 0 60.21
HOUF 6 . 0 0 15. 12
* IB. 16
5^.77
1«9.2?
•IIEP COSTS
RACHINERY ACS I  3 u . 3 *  1 .P T  3 6 . 1 *
TRACTOFS ACF? 1 B . « 0  1 .  Of ____1 £ . . *  ;
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIIEP COSTS 53.2"*
TOTAL SRTCIFITD COSTS 622.Ou
NET FETOYNS TO LAND, HARASESE*T, FlSf, ANP OTSRHIAr 1k*..6*
BOSHEL* 26LBS.
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TABLE 27.SSTIHATED COSTS IIP RETDRNS PE* ACRE, AVERAGE YIELD,
FIELD PEAS 2, T*0 ION EQniPHENT, NORTHEAST LODISXANA,19B1.
PR I C E  OR VALUE I
XTER O B I T C O S T / O H I T 0 0 A NTITT COST
(DOLLABS) (POLLA
CROSS B EC EIP TS F R O *  PRODUCTION
VEGETABLES BO. 6 . A 0 1 2 0 . 0 0 VAft^StO
TOTAL . 7 6  8 . 0 0
V A R IA B LE  COSTS
PESBARVEST
VEGETABLE SEED LRS. 1 .  15 2 0 .  00 2 3 . 0 0
1 0 - 2 0 - 1 0  FEET CRT . 1 0 . 2 0 3 . 0 0 3 0 . 6 0
H ER B IC ID E P T . 3 . 8 7 1 . 2 5 A .8 A
I N S E C T I C I D E LBS. 1 . 8 5 5 .  00 9 . 2 5
LIH ESTONS TONS 2 * . 0 0 0 . 6 6 1 5 . 8 *
HACHINEE Y FOEL LOBE B REPAIR ACRE 1 . 7 8 1 . 0 0 1 . 7 *
TRACTOR FOEL LOBE S REPAIR ACRE 3 1 . 2 6 1 . 0 0 3 1 . 2 6
LABOR(TRACTOR ft BACRINERY) HOOR A.OO 7 . 5 7 3 0 . 2 7
IN TER EST  ON OP. CAP. DOL. 0 .  13 2 9 .  19 3 . 7 *
SOBTOTAL. PREHARTEST 1 5 0 . 6 3
HARVEST COSTS
80CRETS EACH 1 . 2 5 1 . 0 0 1 . 2 5
BASE ETS EACH 1 . 2 0 5 .  00 6 . 0 0
HARVESTING LABOR HR. N . 0 0 A O . 00 1 6 0 . 0 0
HASHING LABOR HR. A.OO 6 .  DO 3 2 . OD
OSLOA PIS  5 LABOR HP. A.OO *. 50 1 8 .  00
SE LL IN G LABOR HP. A.OO 2 2 .  83 9 1 . 2 0
H A T K I N S J I  E P E l  LOBE f  REPATF. A Cl. E * 5 . 2 1 1 .  DD A * . 21
LABOR(TFACTOF f- RAOKIKERT) POOR A.OO I * .  12 f  a .  i i f
SOBTOTAL, HARVEST *  16 .  1 A
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  VARIABLE COSTS . 1r t.7’
ISCORE ABOVE VARIABLE CCSTS 1 9 9 . 2 ?
F T I E P  COSTS
S A C U I S E F I ACT F 3 * .  36 i. or 1 * .  i *
TRACTORS a c t  r ib.v: i.o:> 1 * . 6 E
TOTAL S P E C I F I E R  F I Y R D  COSTS 5 3 .  ?7
TOTAL S P E C I F I E D  COSTS 6 2 2 . 0 *
NET RSTORKS TO LAND,  BAR AGE*ENT, f isi;. AKP OTERHEA p- i  a 5 .
BDSHEL* 2* LBS.
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TABLE 29 • ESTIHATED COSTS AND RETURNS PEN ACNE, AVERAGE YIELD,
FIELD PEAS 3, TNG EON EQUIPSENT, NORTHEAST LOUISIANA,1981.
PRICE OF VALUE <
ITER UNIT COST/UNIT QUANTITY COST
(DOLLARS) (DCLLA
GROSS RECEIPTS PROH PRODUCTION
VEGETABLES BO.
o••* 1 2 0 .0 0 169.00
TOTAL 76B.00
VARIABLE COSTS
PREHARTEST
VEGETABLE SEED LBS. 1.15 2 0 .0 0 23.00
10-20-10 FEBT CNT. 10 .20 3.00 30.60
HERBICIDE PT. 3.B7 1.25 «. B*
INSECTICIDE LBS. 1.05 10 .00 1B. 50
LIRESTORE TONS 2*. 00 0 . 6 6 15. P*
HACBIRERT FUEL LOPE f REPAIR ACRE 2 . 0 2 1 .0 0 2 . 0 2
TRACTOR POEL LUBE t REPAIR ACRE 33.30 1.00 33.30
LABOR(TRACTOR t HACBIRERT) BOOR * . 0 0 0.06 32.25
If EB2ST ON OP. CAP. DOL. 0.13 31.6* * . 1 1
SUBTOTAL, PREHARTEST 16*.*5
HARVEST COSTS
BDCFETS EACH 1.25 1 .0 0 1.25
BASE RTS EACH 1 .2 0 5.00 6 . 0 0
HARVESTING LABOF HF. * . 0 0 *0 .0 0 160.00
HASHING LABOR HF. * . 0 0 9.00 37.00
UNLOADING LABOF RR. * . 0 0 *.50 16.00
SELLING LABOR RR. * . 0 0 22.90 91.20
HAC3INEPT FUEL LOBE f* REPAIR ac* r *9.21 1 .0 0 • 9.21
LAFOF(TPACTOF f HACHINEPT) HPUF * . 0 0 IS. 12 fO.*f
SUBTOTAL, HA'VSST * 19. 1*
TOTAL SPECIFIED VAFIAFl* CCETS * 5 * 2 . 5 *
INTONE ABOVE VAPIAFLE COSTS 15 5.*'
niSD costs
HACHINSPT AC* E 3«.fi 1. 0? 1*1 .6 ’'
TRACTORS ACPI 2 0 .1 1 1 .0 0 ■> ' * >
TOTAL SPWIFIEO FIXED COSTS 5*.F'
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS £37.*'>
RET RETURNS TO LAPP, SANAGEHEN*. PISF, AND PVEEHIA PI 130.6?
BUSHEL* 2* INS.
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TABLE 29 .ESTXRATED COSTS AND RETURNS RER ACRE, AVERACE HELD,
HOSTARD GREERS, TNO RON EQUIPRENT, NORTHEAST LOUISIANA,1901.
XTEH
GROSS RECEIPTS FROM PRODUCTION 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PREBARVEST
VEGETABLE SEEP 
10-20-10 PERT 
NITROGEN 
LIRESTORE 
HOSING LABOR
MACHINERY FUEL LOBE C REPAIR 
TRACTOR POSl LURE S REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR G HACHINEPT) 
INTEREST ON OP. CAP.
SUBTOTAL, PREBARVEST
PRICE OR VALUE OR
UNIT COST/UNIT QUANTITY 
(DOLLARS)
COST
(DOLLARS)
DZ. 5.00 1000.00 5000.00
5000.00
LBS. 2.50 3.00 7.50
CRT. 1 0 .2 0 6 . 0 0 61.20
CRT. 9.90 0.05 B.A1
TONS 1 0 0 .0 0 0.33 33.00
■R. A.00 23.00 N2 .0 0
ACRE 1.61 1 . 0 0 1.61
ACRE 29.37 1 .00 29.37
SOUP A. 00 7. 11 20. *5
DOL. 0. 13 3S.36 __ A. 99
2 6 0 ?
HARVEST COSTS 
NASHINS LABOR 
HARVESTING LABCR 
UNLOADING LABOR 
SELLING LABOR
S ACHINE? Y FUH LUPr t REPAIP 
LABOR(TRACTOR T NACHINERT)
StJFTOTAL, HARVEST
TOTAL SPECIFIED VAPXAEIE COSTS 
INCONE ABOVE VAFXABl* COSTS
HR. A.00 30.00 120 .0 0
HR. A.00 125.00 530.00
HR. A.00 A.00 16.00
HF. A. 00 19.00 76.00
ACFr A3.7# 1 .00 A3.7#
HOUR A.00 13. A* OSt
RUN. 5!*
1076.03
PIIED COSTS 
N ACM N EFT 
TRACTORf 
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIFED COST'
ACf E 
ACT I
30.75 1.00
1 .00
30.7* 
*"? n
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS 112#.5#
NET RETURNS TO LAND, SANAGFNENT, IP’S.#-
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TABLE 30. ESTHATBD COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACFE, AVER ACE T1ELD,
TURNIP 6IEER5, TtO BOR EQOIPRENT, NORTHEAST LOUISIANA,1981.
ITER
CROSS RECEIPTS PROS PRODDCTXOR 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRSHAIVEST
VEGETABLE SEED
10*20-10 PEPT
NITROGEN
LIMESTONE
BROADCAST LABOR
MACHINEST POEL LOBE t REPAIR
TRACTOR POEL LOBS 6 REPA1P
LIBOR(TRACTOR t MACHINERY)
IRTERSST OR OP. CAP.
SUBTOTAL, PRERAPVES?
BAPVEST COSTS 
RASRIRG LABOR 
BARVEST2 RG LABOR 
ONLOADIRG LABOR 
SELLING LABOR
MACHINERY POEL LOBE I REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR t MACHINERY) 
SUBTOTAL, HARVEST
TOTAL SPECIRIED VAPIAP1E COSTS
2NCOHE ABOVE VARIABLF COSTS
PI EEC COSTS 
MACHINERY 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED PIIED COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS
NET RETURNS TO LAND,  SANAGSHPKT,
PRICE OR VALOE OR
OBIT COST/ORIT QOANTZTI COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
DZ. 5.00 1500.00 7500.00
7500.00
LBS. 2. 50 3.00 7.50
CBT. 1 0 .2 0 6 . 0 0 61.20
CRT. 9.90 0.85 S. * 1
TONS 1 0 0 .0 0 0.33 33.00
PP. * . 0 0 0. 33 1.32
ACFE 0.33 1 .00 0.33
ACFE 6.56 1 .00 6.58
BOOB * . 0 0 1.59 6.37
DOL. 0. 13 15.83 __ i.Pfi
126.77
BR. * . 0 0 * 5 . 0 0 1 8 0 . 0 0
hr  . * . 0 0 1 8 7 . 5 0 7 5 0 . 0 0
HR. * . 0 0 7 . 0 0 2 8 . 0 0
HP. * . 0 0 2 6 . 5 0 1 1 4 . 0 0
ACRE 7 6 . 5 5 1 . 0 0 7 6 . 5 5
HOH? * . 0 0 2 3 . 5 2
*
* 4 ^ 2 ?  
1 2 * * 2 . t  3
136 S . * ' '
m : . c
ACPI * P . ® 3 i .  or 4 B . R 1
AC?? 3 . 9 8 1 . 0 0
52.91 
1 4 2 2 . S'*
• I S P ,  ANT OVERHEAD 6 C 7 7 . 7 *
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TAIL? 31 .PSTIHATED COSTS USD RETURNS PER ACRE, AVERAGE YIELD,
MEET COER t, TRO RO* EQOXPHENT, NORTHEAST LOUISIANA, 19B1>
ITER
GROSS RECEIPTS PROS PRODUCTION 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PR ERA It TEST
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-20-10 PERT 
HERBICIDE 
IXTROGEH 
LIRESTOVE
RACBIRERY POEL LOBE S REPAIR 
TRACTOR POEL LOPS t REPAIR 
LABOR (TRACTOR C BACHIREEY) 
INTEREST OR OP. CAP.
SUBTOTAL, PREBARVEST
HARVEST COSTS 
SOCKETS 
EASf ETS
HARVESTIRG LABOR 
UNLOADING LABOR 
SELLING LABOR
HACHIVIEY POEL LOBE t REPAIR 
LABOR(TKACTO* * 0ACTINSRY) 
SUBTOTAL, HARVEST
TrtTAL SPECIPI-D VARIABir C05TS
INCOHE ABOVE VARIABIR COSTS
-IK-D COSTS 
SACHIVERY 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED PIIEP COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS
VST FSTUtNS TO LARD, HAKAGEESKT,
PRICE OR VALOS OR
OBIT COST/OBIT QUANT1TI COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
D2. 1 . 2 0 900.00 1080.00
lOSO.OO
LBS. 3.50 12.00 A2.09
CRT. 1 0 .2 0 6 . 0 0 61.20
PT- 3. 07 1.25 A. BA
CVT. 9.90 0.05 B.A1
TORS 2A.OO 0 . 6 6 15.PA
ACRE 1.53 1 . 0 0 1.53
ACRE 25.51 1 .00 26.51
BOOR « . 0 0 6.A2 25.67
DOL. 0.13 A0.O9 __ 6.25
192.26
EACH U  25 1 .0 0 1.25
-ACE 1 .2 0 5.00 6 . 0 0
BP. A. 00 36.00 1AA.00
HR. A. 00 A.50 IP.09
HR. A. 00 22 .00 91.20
ACFI AV.21 1 .03 A9.21
HOOF « . 0 0 15.12 A W310.14
562.A? 
sii.t;
ACTE 3A.06 1.00 3A.06
ACFF If.03 1.00 If. 03
50. 09
•12.A*
PISF, ART OVERHEAr A67.51
CRATE- V5 LBS • *0 EA-I.
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TABLE 32.ESTIMATED COSTS ARP RET0RH3 PER ACRE, AVERAGE YIELD,
SREET CORR 2. TRO ROH EQOIPHEKT, MORTMFAST LODZSIAIA,1981.
PRICE OR VALUE I
ITER ORIT COST/UH1T
(DOLLARS!
QOAHTITX COST 
(DOLL a:
GROSS RECEIPTS PROR PRODDCTZOR
VEGETABLES
TOTAL
DX. 1 .2 0 900.00 1080.00
1080.00
VARIABLE COSTS 
PREHARVEST
VEGETABLE SEED LBS. 3. SO 1 2 . 0 0 *2 . 0 0
10-20-10 PERT CRT. 10 .20 6 . 0 0 61.20
HERBICIDE PT. 3.87 1.25 *.8«
RITROGER CRT. 9.90 0.05 8 * * 1
LIRESTOKE TORS 2 * . 0 0 0 . 6 6 15.8*
HACHIKEFT POEL LOBE » REPAIR ACRE 1.33 1.00 1.53
TRACTOR POEL LOBE * REPAIR ACRE 26.51 1 .0 0 26.51
LABOR(TRACTOR S KACHIKERT) HOOP *.00 6 . *2 25.67
IKTEREST OH OP. CAP.
SUBTOTAL* PREHARVEST
POL. 0. 13 *9.98 _ 6.30 
192.50
HARVEST COSTS
BUCKETS EACH 1.25 1 .00 1.25
BASKETS EACH 1 .2 0 5.00 6 . 0 0
BARVESTIRG LABOR HR. * . 0 0 36.00 1«*.09
DKLOAOirG LABOR HR. *.00 «. 50 18.00
SELLIR'T LABOR HP . * . 0 0 22.60 •1 .20
SACHIKEF Y PTEL IOBP 8 SFPACF ACFE *9.21 1.00 • 9.21
LABOR (TPACTn? f. RACHIREFI) 
SOBTCTAL, HARTEST
TOTAL SPECIFIED VARIABLE COSTS
IKCOFE ABOVE VARIA31F COSTS
HOOP *.oc 15. 12
- m i
562.6* 
517.3k
FIXED COSTS
KACKIKFfI ACPT 3*. 06 1.0C 3*.0 *.
TPACTOFS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED PIIFP COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS
Acrr 16.03 1 .0 0
612.73
RET RETORRS TO LARD, BARAGPRFHT-, pi sr.. AHO OVERHEAT *'7.21
CRATE- *5 LES - 90 EARS.
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TABLS 33 >ESTIMATED COSTS AND SETORNS PBS ACUB, AVERAGE YIELD,
Sir BBT COBH 3, TBO SOS EQOIPRSWT, NORTHEAST LOOISXAMA, 1981,
PRICE OR VALOE i
ITEH ONIT COST/ONIT QUANTITY COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLA
CROSS BSCBIPTS PROR P R O DOCTXOR
VEGETABLES DZ. 1.20 900 . 00 1080.00
TOTAL 1080.00
TABIABLB COSTS
FREHARVEST
TBGBTABLC SEED LBS. 3.50 12.00 • 2.00
10-20-10 EEBT CRT. 10.20 8 . 00 61.20
HERBICIDE FT. 3.87 1.25 *.B*
INSECTICIDE FT. 1.BS 15.00 27.75
NITROGEN CRT. 9.90 0.B5 B.*1
LXRE5T0RE TONS 2*. 00 0.66 1S.B*
HACHXNSPY FOEL LOBE C RE P A I R ACRE 1.89 1.00 1.69
TRACTOR FOEL LOBE 6 REPAIR ACRE 29.57 1.00 29.57
LABOR(TRACTOR ft HACHINERY) HOITF *.00 7.16 28.63
INTEREST ON OP. CAP. DOL. 0. 13 57.07 7.*?
SOBTOTAL, P R E HARFBST 227.5*
HARVEST COSTS
BOCRETS EACH 1.25 1. 00 1.25
EASEETS EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
HARVESTING LABOR HR. *.00 36.00 1*«.00
CLEANING LABOR HR. *.00 18.00 72.23
ONLOADZRG LABOR KE. *.00 «. 57 18.00
SELLING LABOR HP. *.00 22.60 91.20
HACHXNSPY *ESL LOP* ft REPAIR ACFE *9.21 1 . 00 *«>.2l
LABOR(TRACTOR ft HACHINERY) HOC* *.00 15. 12
SOBTOTAL, HARVEST *•:. n*
TOTAL SPECIFIED VARIABLE C05TS ' *»* i. *■ w
IRCORE ABOVE V A RIAFLE COSTS *12.31
FINED COSTS
NACHINSBI ACFE 3*.53 1. 00 3*.5?
TRACTORS ACFE 17. 88 1.00 17. p*.
TOTAL SPECIFIED F I X F D  COSTS ** 6
TOTAL SPECIFIES COPTS 722.12
NET RETORRS TT  LAND, HANAGES ENT, PISF, AND OVERHEAD 357.90
CRATE- *5 LBS * 90 BAPS.
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TABLE 34.ESTIMATED COSTS ASD RET0PR3 PEA ACRE, AVERAGE YIELD,
SPAIRS SNAPBEANS, T«0 ROW EQDIPRENT, RORTHEAST LOUISIANA,
19B1.
ITER
GROSS RECEIPTS PROR PRODOCTIOR 
VEGETABLES 
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PAEHAPVEST
VEGETABLE SPED 
10-20-10 PEBT 
HERBICIDE 
INSECTICIDE 
SXTROGEA 
LI RESTORE 
BOEINS LABOR
RACRIRERT POEL LOBE t REPAIR 
TRACTOR POEL LOBE S REPAIR 
LABOR(TSACTOR t RACRIRERT) 
INTEREST OR OP. CAP.
SGBTOTAL, PREBARVEST
RAWEST COSTS 
SOCKETS 
BASKETS
HAWEST1N3 LABOR 
ONLOADING LABOP 
SSLLINS LAPO*
HACHXNEFT FOEL LOST C REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR f HACSIREBT) 
SOBTOTAL, HARVPST
TOTAL SPECIFIED VARIABLE COSTS
I SCO-1 ABOVE VARIABLE COSTS
FIISP COSTS 
SACRINEPT 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED PIIEP COSTS
TPTA1 SPECIFIED COSTS
1ST RETURNS TO LAND, HARASSSENT,
PRICE OR 7 ALOE OR
OBIT COST/DRIT QOARTITY COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
BO. 7.10 200.00 1420.00
1420.00
LBS. 1.45 40.00 58.00
CRT. 10.20 3.00 30.60
PT. 3.07 1.25 4.64
LBS. 1.B5 5.00 9.25
CRT. 9.90 0.65 6.41
TONS 24.00 0.66 15.64
HR. 4.00 23.00 92.00
ACRE 1.77 1.00 1.77
ACRE 26.95 1.00 26.55
HOOP 4.00 6.91 27.65
POL. 0.13 43.34 _LlL2
282.54
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
HF. 4.00 100.00 400.00
HR. 4.00 7.50 30.00
HR. 4.00 38.00 132.00
A Cl I 62.02 1.00 42.02
HOOP 4.00 25.20
- w x t
i:su.6", 
3« 5.40
acei 54.95 1.03 54.95
ACPr 17.26 1.00
1126.61
RISK, ARP OVEPBBAP 293. IS
BOSHEt- 30 LBS.
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TABLE 35 .ESTIMATED COSTS AND PET0RR5 PER ACRE, AVER ACE HELD
PALL SHAFBEARS, TRO ROR
ITER
GROSS RECEIPTS PROR PRODOCTIOR 
VEGETABLES
TOTAL
VARIABLE COSTS 
PBEHARTEST
VEGETABLE SEED 
10-20-10 PERT 
BERBXCIDE 
IRSECTXCIDE 
B1TROOER 
BOEIRG LABOR 
LIHESTOHE
RACSXNERT POEL LOBE t REPAIR 
TRACTOR POEL LOBE I REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR S RACRIRERT) 
IRTEFEST OR OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PPEHARTEST
HARVEST COSTS 
BTICSETS 
BASKETS
BARVESTXRS LABOR 
QHLOADXHS LABOR 
SH1LIH3 LABOR
HACRXREPT FOEL LOB* E REPAIR 
LABOR (TRACTOR P HACRXREPT) 
SOBTOTAL, HARVEST
TOTAL SPECIFIES VARIABLE COSTS
IBCOS I ABOVE VATIABIE COSTS
HIED COSTS 
HACRXREPT 
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIEEt COSTS
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS
RET PETORRS TO LARD, HARAGEHEFT,
BQOXPRERT,RORTBEAST LOOISIARA,19B1.
PRICE OP VALOE OR
DRIT C05T/DRIT QOARTXT! COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
BO. 7.10 1RO.OO
99<l. 00
LBS. 1. AS 90.00 58.00
CVT. 10.20 3.00 30.80
PT. S.07 1.25 9.89
LBS. 1.85 5.00 9.25
CVT. 9.90 0.85 0.91
BP. 9.00 23.00 92.00
TORS 29.00 0.33 7.92
ACBE 1.77 1.00 1.77
ACRE 2D. 55 1.00 2B.55
HOOP 9.00 8.91 27.85
DOL. 0.13 30.15 ___1x22
272.91
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 8.00
RP. 9.00 70.00 20 3.00
RP. 9.00 5.50 22.00
HR. 9.00 78.6* 108.90
ACRE 0C. 19 1.00 83. 19
ROOF 9.00 IE . 96
i*
__73.92
599.71
622.92
171.30
ACRE 91.23 1.0* 9 1,23
ACPI 17.2t 1.0C — 12.28
BB1.11
PISE, ARP OVERHEAD 112.89
BOSKEL* ?0 LBS.
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TABLE 36 .BSTIRATEP COSTS AND BETOFHS PEB ACFI, AT IF It CE YIELD,
OXBA, FBESR HABKET, TFO FOB ZQOIFHEKT, HOBTHEAST LODZSIAHA, 
1961.
ZTEH OBIT
OFOSS BECEIFTS PBOH PBODOCTIOR
TZCETABLES BO.
TOTAL
TAFIABLZ COSTS 
PIEBAFVEST
PBICE OB
COST/OBIT QOAFT2TT 
(DOLLABS)
17 . 7 0 20*. 00
TOTAL SPECIFIES COSTS
BIT BETDBBS TO LABD, RIBASESSBT, FISK, ABO OTSBREAD
TALOE OK 
COST 
(DOLLABS)
5026.60 
5026 SO
TESETABLE SEED LBS. 2. 25 7.00 15.75
10-20-10 FEFT CBT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
BZFBICIDE PT. 3. 07 1.50 5.00
BITFOGIB CBT. 9.90 1.70 16.93
LISESTOHI TOBS 24.00 0.66 15.0*
Till HI BC LABOB ■R. *.00 3*. 00 136.00
BACBIBEBT POEL LOBE t BSPAIB ACTE 1.76 1.00 1.76
TBACTOB POEL LOBE S BEPAIB ACFE 29.52 1.00 29.52
1ABOB(TBACTOB 6 BACBIBEBT) hoof *.00 7.15 26.59
IRTSEEST OH OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL* PBEBAPTE5T
DOL. 0. 13 102.11
BABTSST COSTS
BUCKETS EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
BASKETS EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
BAFTESTIB6 LABO? RB. *.00 190.00 76 0.00
OBLOAD1RG LABOA RP. *.00 11.00 **.01
SILLIBC LAB"* RP. *.00 53.00 215.20
BACBIREB T POEL LOPE 6 BSPAIB ACPI 120.29 1.00 120.29
LABOF(TBACTOB f HACKIBEM) 
SOBTOTAL, BAPTIST
TOTAL SPECIFIED TAPXABtE COSTS
IRC01E ABOTS VAEXABl* COSTS
ROOF *.00 36.96 1*7.P# 
12**.56
IMS. 15
3*17.6*
FIXED COSTS
HACRIBEPT A CUE 79.OB 1. 9 0 79.05
TKACTOBS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED PIIID COSTS
ACFE 17.B5 1.00 _ 17.B*. 
96.*3
1716.0* 
3310.*2
BDSSEL* 30 LBS.
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TABLE 37•ESTIMATED COSTS AND PET0RN5 PE* AC>*( AVERAGE T1ELD.
T0SAT023, TNO BOV E00IPHENT, NORTHEAST LOOTS IAB A, 1 *B 1 .
ITER
GROSS REC*IPT5 FPON PPCrtDCTTOK 
VSJETABLE.-
TOTAL
VARIABLE CCSTE
FREHA8VEST
VEIFTABLE SEEP 
10-20-10 PEPT 
HITR03E*
HERBICIDE 
INSECTICIDE 
IIHESTOPE 
STAKES 
TBINE
GREEN BOOSE 
PEAT POTS (CASE)
LABOR I HOT VEP)
LABOR (TRANSPL)
LABOR (HOT CAP)
LABOR (STAKING)
LABOR (TIE PRDN)
LABOR (HOSING)
SACHINERT POEL LOBE B REPAIR 
TRACTOR POEL LOP* P PF’AJP 
LABOR (TRACTOR f. RACRIRERT) 
INTEREST ON OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PPERARTEST
HARVEST COSTS 
LOSS 
SOCKETS 
BASKETS
LABOR (HARVEST)
LABOP (VASHGRAD)
LADOP (ONLOAD)
LABOP (REN STAK)
LABOR (SELLING)
HACK1NEPT POEL LOBE t. REPAIR 
LABOR(TRACTOR t NACHINSRT) 
SUBTOTAL, BARTEST
TOTAL SPBCIPIED TAPIABIE COSTS
INCOKE ABOVE VARIABLE COSTS
FIIEP COSTS 
HACHXNEFT 
TRACTORS
TOTAL SPECIFIED PIKED COS*S
TOTAL SPECIFIED COSTS
NET RETURNS TO LAND, HAKAGEKENT,
TRANSPLANT LABOR INCLUDES 25 BBS 
TRANSPLANTING.
LUG- 20 LBS. CASE* 3000 PEA
PRICE OR TALOE OR
ONIT COST/UNIT OUA NTITI COST
(DOLLARS) (DOLLARS)
LOSS P.SO 600.00 58*0.0?
56 9 2.0'
oz. 2. 25 2.00 * . 50
CRT. 10. 20 6.00 61.20
CRT. 9.90 1.00 9. 90
PT. . 3.87 1.25 * . 8*
LBS. 1.65 7.00 12.95
TONS 100.00 0.66 66.00
100 15. 00 B. 00 120.00
loo 0. 19 700.00 131.25
SOFT 0. 10 700.00 70.00
EACH 66.00 1.67 110.22
BR. N.00 6.25 25.00
BR. *.00 75.00 300.00
NR. «. 00 *5.00 180.00
BR. *.00 10.00 • 0.00
BR. N.CO 60. 00 2*0.00
HR. *.00 *6.00 IB*.00
ACTE 2.07 1 .00 2.01
ACRE 28.02 1 .00 26.02
BOOR *.00 6. 78 27. 13
DOL. 0. 13 336.80 __**.0*
1661.12
EACH 0.72 150.00 108.00
EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
EACH 1.20 5.00 6.00
BR. «.00 80.00 320.00
HF. *.00 120.00 *80.00
BR. *.00 6.00 2*. 00
HR. w.oo 16. 00 6*.00
BR. *.00 11*.00 •56.00
A CPF *5.6 1 1. 00 65.61
HOUR *.00 20. 16 80.**
16D5.50
32*6.62
2613.36
ACRE «* .63 1.00 • *.83
ACFF 16.9* 1.00
332P.NO
BISK. AKD OVERHEAD 2551.60
POP POTTING AND 50 BPS. POP 
* POTS
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TAILS 38.S3TXBATED COSTS ARD RETORRS PER ACRE* ATEPACC YIELD,
BILL PEPPERS, TRO RO* FQUIPHEVT, RORTREAST LOUXSJAHA,1981.
ITER ORIT
GROSS RECEIPTS PROR PRODOCTXOH
TEGETASLES CRT.
TOTAL
TARIABLE COSTS 
PREHARTEST
PRICE OR
C OS T / O R I T  QOAHTITY 
(DOLLARS)
50.00 75.00
HARVEST COSTS
TOTAL SPE C S P I E D  COSTS
■9T SETOBRS T O  LARD, SARAGSRERT. SISK, ARD O V E R H E A D
VALDE OS 
COST 
(DOLLARS)
3750.00
3750.00
VEGETABLE SEED OZ. 1.00 6.00 10.00
10-20-10 PEPT CRT. 10.20 6.00 61.20
HERBICIDE PT. J.B7 1.25 6.86
L IHESTOSE TORS 100.00 0.66 66.00
IITROGSR CRT. 9.90 0.05 0.61
IRSECTICIDE LBS. 1.05 6.00 7.60
GREER HOUSE SOFT 0. 10 700.00 70.00
PEAT POTS (CASE) EACH 66.00 2.30 151.00
LABOR (HOT BSD) BR. 6.00 . 6.25 25.00
LABOR (TRAR3PL) HR. 6.00 110.30 661.20
LABOR (ROEIR6) HR. 6.00 23.00 92.00
R ACRIRERT POEL LOBE C REPAIR ACRE 1.07 1.00 1.07
TRACTOR POEL LOBE C REPAIR ACRE 27.02 1.00 27.02
LABOR(TRACTOR A HACBIRSRY) BOOR 6.00 6.76 26.96
1STBREST OR OP. CAP.
SOBTOTAL, PREBARVEST
DOL. 0.13 3*1. BO
ROCKETS EACH 1.25 1.00 1.25
BASKETS EACE 1.20 5.00 6.00
CORTAIRER3 EACH 0.75 75.00 56.25
LABOP (HARVEST) BR. 6.00 60.00 160.00
LABOR (RASHGRAD) BR. 6.00 . 60. or 260. O'!
LABOR (9RLOAD) HR. 6.00 11.09 in.O*
LABOR (SELLIR6) BP. 6.00 16.30 5**.21
HACHIKTRY POEL LOBE I REPAIR ACRE 120.29 1.00 120.29
LABOR(TRACTOR t HACHIKSPY) 
SOPTOTAI, HARVEST
TOTAL SPECIFIED VARIABLE COSTS
IRCOSE ABOVE V ARIABLE COSTS
HOOF 6.00 36. 9t
- H f c f l
1872.55
1677.65
FIXER COSTS
HACBIRSRY ACRE 7B.95 1.00 78.95
TRACTORS 
TOTAL SPECIFIED FIXED COSTS
ACRE 16. B2 1.00
- m
1960.33
1701.60
TRARSPLART LABOR 1RCLBPES 36.0 HRS. POR POTTIR6 AID ’ 3.5 SOS. FOR 
TRARSPLARTIRG.
BOSH EL* 35 LBS. CASE- 3000 PEA-T POTS
APPENDIX D
NO LAND RESTRICTION FARM RESULTS-LABOR REQUIREMENTS 
PER TIME PERIOD FOR ALL OTHER FAMILY UNITS
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Table 1. Ret returns, land and labor resources used, different objective functions, snail
vegetable producers, no land restriction, tractor technology, fanily unit III labor 
supply!', Rortheast Louisiana, 1981,
Category Objective function I—  ^ Objective function 11^
Returns to:
Land, aanageaent and overhead 64.9RA.16 64,810.85
Land, fanily labor, aanageaent and overhead 78.188.59 78,669.76
Above cash cost 80,123,25 80,342.17
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, nanagevent and overhead 20.61 18.70
Land, fanily labor, aanageaent and overhead 24.86 22.70
Above cash cost 25.43 23.18
Total hours of labor used 3,350.92 3.464.56
Total acres of land used 18.19 ' 18.38
Total acres double cropped 15.57 15.48
Enterprises:
Spring cuctabers 6.59 5.96
Fall cucuabers 7.22 7.20
Suaaer squash 1.76 2.40
Fall squash 8.16 8.11
Field peas 4.36 4.24
Turnip greens 0.22 0.21
Sweet corn 0.81 -
Okra 1.97 2.01
Spring snapbeans - 1.09
Bell peppers 2.67 2.64
\J Fanily unit IJIi full tine operator, spouse and two children,
2/ Returns to land, aanageaent and overhead,
j /  Ri'turtiu to  land , fa n ily  lab o r, nnnficeafnt anil oveehf'frf.
Table 2. Returns to land, aanageaent and overhead, land and labor resource used, different
objective functions, four faally units snail vegetable producers, no land restriction, 
tractor technology. Northeast Louisiana, 1981. ,
Category fMily ,/ unit III1'
Fanily-, 
unit IV*'
Fanily,. 
unit IP*'
Fanily 
unit VI*'
Returns to:
Land, aanageaent and overhead 64,984.46 27.317.57 55,827.05 40,899.51
Land, fanily labor, aanageaent and overhead 78.J88.59 32,402.04 61,768.74 43,588.26
Above cash cost 80,123.25 33,179.75 63,392.98 44.960.38
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, aanageaent and overhead 19.43 21.49 10.68 8.63
Land, fanily labor, aanageaent and overhead 23.44 25.59 11.82 9.19
Above cash cost 23.96 26.10 12.13 9.48
Total hours of labor used 3,334.63 1,270,96 5,223.46 4,738.91
Total acres of land used 18.19 6.91 21.67 18.34
Total acres double cropped 15.57 6.50 13»74 12.04
Enterprises:
Spring cucuabers 6.59 4.22 3.79 1,68
Fall cucuabers 7.22 3.59 11.40 9.60
Suaaer squash 1.76 - - -
Pall squash 8.16 3.10 6.13 5.24
Pleld peas 4.36 1.04 9.07 10.16
Mustard greens - * - -
Turnip greenE 0.22 0.13 0.37 0.31
Sweet corn 0.81 - -
flkra 1.97 0.07 3.76 3.16
Bell peppers 2.67 1.26 0.89 0.23
1/ pull Tine operator, spouse and two children.
2/ Retired operator and spouse.
y  Part, tine operator, spouse and three part tine workers, 
jj Part, tine operator, three pert tine workers.
Table 3. Returns to land, faally labor, aanageaent and overhead; land and labor resource used, 
different objective functions, four fanily units, snail vegetable producers, no land 
restriction, tractor technology, Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Category Fanily , unit III-'
Fanily,, 
unit VF*
Fanily,, 
unit F'
Fanily,, 
unit VI*'
Returns to:
Land, nanagenent and overhead 64,810.85 27,147.64 55,827.05 40,899.51
Land, fanily labor, nanagenent and overhead 7R.669.76 32,504.46 61,768.74 43.588.26
Above cash cost RO.3A2.17 33,288.65 63,392.98 U,960.38
Returns per hour of labor:
Land, nanagenent and overhead 18.70 20.36 10.66 8.63
Land, fanily labor, nanagenent and overhead 22.70 24.38 11.80 9.19
Above cash cost 23.18 24.97 12.11 9.48
Total hours of labor used 3,464.55 1,339.04 5,232.78 4.738.91
Total acres of land used 18.38 6.95 21.67 18.34
Total acres double cropped 15.48 6.80 13.74 12.04
Enterprises:
Spring cucuabers 5.96 4.17 3.79 1.68
Pall cucuabers 7.20 3.59 11.40 9.60
Stmer squash 2.40 - - -
Pall squash 8.11 3.09 6.13 5.24
field peas 4.24 1.43 9.07 10.16
Turnip greens 0.21 0.13 0.37 0.31
Spring snapbeans 1.09 - - -
Okra 2.01 0.08 3.76 3.16
Bell peppers 2.64 1.25 0.89 0.23
1/ Pull tine operator, spouse and two children.
2/ Retired operator and spouse*
Part- tine operator, spouse, three part tine workers. 
y  Tart- tine operator, three port, tine workers.
Table 4 .labor used per time period, two objective function, three far* sizes, .small
vegetable producers, tractor technology, family unit IV labor supply!',
Northeast Louisiana, 1981.
Tlae Period Objective Function 1-^ Objective Function 11^
1.85 Acres 5 Acres Ho land 1.85 Acres 5 Acres Mo lend
restriction restriction
01
6.29
28.67 46.73 7.27 28.67 46.49
02 15.38 17.48 6.09 15.38 17.29
22 1.28 60.42 100.00 15.76 60.42 100.0004
05
*13.83 100.00 100.00 50.44 100.00 100.00
50.71 100.00 100.00 66.15 100.00 100.00
06 50.32 99.24 68.20 50.27 99.24 68.72
07 50.34 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
08 13. 0 13.73 39.17 58.67 13.73 53.10
09 13.00 57.76 86,00 17.65 57.76 100.00
10 18.00 69.03 100.00 18.00 69.03 100.00
11 13.66 13.45 16.99 13.66 13.45 17.40
12 51.00 100.00 100.00 51.00 100.00 100.00
13.79 16.10 20.33 13.79 16.10 20.60
14 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 13.00 13.90 16.40 13.00 13.90 16.49
16 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 loo. 00 100.00
17 18.73 45.73 71.13 99.45 93.86 91.03
18 20.55 52.62 80.54 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 ------ ----- .12 — — —— — ——— — — .1320 4.87 7.93 1.81 4.87 7.89
Total 577.50 1,090.84 1,270.96 883.01 1,186.34 1,339.04
1/Retired operator and spouse.
7/Returns to land, aanageaent and overhead.
2/Returns to land, faally labor, management and overhead.
Table 5 . Labor used per tine period, one objective function, three fara sizes,
snail vegetable producers, tractor technology, fanily unit V labor
supply!', Northeast Louisiana, 1901. ___
Tine Period Objective Function I  V
1.85 Acres 5 Acres Ho land Restriction
m a n y
Labor
Hired
Labor
T^nily
D»i>or Labor
m a n y
Labor
Hired
Labor
01 33.28 .... 33.1° — -
02 6.29 .... lb.11 29.65
1.26 .... 69.79 --- 90.00
Ob b3.03 .... 90.00 .... 90.00 «...
05 50.71 ...» 123.35 33.36 196.39
06 50.32 99.56 9.56 101.93 ll.bb
07 50.3b 100.6? 10.68 330.00 290.00
06 13.00 .... 13-85 .... 218.72 128.73
09 13.00 .... 65.16 .... 10b.96 lb.b?
10 15.36 .... 9b.95 b.95 330.00 290.00
11 lb.b2 .... 33.73 .... 212.95 122.95
12 36.16 .... 118.77 28.78 330.00 290.00
U 13.00 .... 28.18 .... 161.lb 71.15
lb 213.77 123.78 330.00 2b0.00 330.00 290.00
15 13.00 .... 17.5? -- 66.0b ----
16 330.00 2b0.00 330.00 240*00 330.00 290.00
17 13.00 .... 29.61 236.0b 196.09
18 13.00 .... 26.86 .... 213.06 123.09
19 .... ,b7 .... 5.98 ---
20 -- 5.65 -- 5.62 --
Total 890.50 363.78 1,627.53 567.33 3359.55 1,863.91
1/Part tine operator, spouse, and three part tine workers. 
?/Returns to land, nanagenent and overhead.
Table 6 • Labor used per tine period, one objective function, three farn sizes,
snail ragetable producers, tractor technolof*y, fanily unit V labor
___________supply-'', Northeast Louisiana, 1981.__________ ______________________
Tine Period Objective
■ ” 2 r
Function 11
l.ft5 Acres 5 Acres Mo Land Bestrlction
Pftmily
Labor
Hired
Labor
Family
Labor
Hired
Labor
Family
Labor
Hired
Labor
01 12.26 ____ 43.32 33.10
02 5.96 14.48 24.65 — • ——
25.70 *--- 90.00 90.00
04 55.00 90.00 .... 90.00
05 76.75 --- - 128.96 38.96 146.36 56.34
06 50.23 ---- 99.56 9.56 101.43 11.44
o? 135.31 100.73 10.73 330.00 240.00
08 90.00 14.10 218.72 128.73
09 20.84 no. 64 __ 104.46 14.47
10 ____ 93.45 3.45 330.00 240.00
11 14.42 16.66 212.95 122.95
12 36.18 106.89 1**89 330.00 240.00
l2 13.00 15.96 — 160.15 71.1514 213.77 123-7* 330.00 240.00 330.00 240.00
15 13.00 — --w 13.55 •__- 66.05
16 330.00 240*C0 330.00 240.00 330.00 240.00
17 13.00 ---- 67.03 ---- 236.04 146.04
18 13.00 ---- 90.00 ---- 213.08 123.09
19 ——— — —--— — — 5.98
20 3.06 ---- 7.35 ---- 5.62
Total 1.136.83 V 1,752.67 559.59 3,358.57 1,874.21
1/Fart tine operator, spouse and three part time workers.
?/Hetums to land, fanily labor, management, and overhead.
Table 7 . Labor used per time period, one objective function, three farm sizes,
small vegetable producers, tractor technology, fanily unit VI labor 
supply!', Northeast Louisiana,1981._______________________________
Tine Period Ob, 7/Jectlve Function I —
1.05 acres 5 Jicres no Lane Restriction
Fanily Hired tamixy Hired “PamlijF Hiree
Labor Labor Labor Iahor_ Labor Labor
01 5-95 19.25 8.79 ....
02 5.95 — — 6.63 ---- 16.85
°? 13.16 60.00 60.00ok 60.00 60.00 60.00
05 51.28 11.29 69.65 29.66 79.10 39.10
06 57.06 7.06 67.06 7.06 68.98 8.98
07 57.23 7.23 69.60 9.61 280.00 260.00
08 13.15 — — 13.69 ---- 223.25 123.25
09 22.25 ____ 66.08 6.98 89.08 69.08
10 25.95 ---- 221.83 101.83 280.00 260.00
11 15. f 5 — —_ 189.06 169.06 179.61 139.61
12 39.37 _ __ _ 180.21 160.21 280.00 260.00
13.00 — — 160.6R 100.69 135.81 • 95.82
lk 267.31 207.32 280.00 260.00 280.00 260.00
15 13.00 ---- 55.96 15.96 57.68 17.69
16 280.00 250.00 280.00 260.00 280.00 260.00
17 13.00 ---- 58.75 18.75 199.63 159.63
18 16.67 180.61 160.62
19 — - 6.63 5.06 ....
20 1.01 ---- 3.26 ---- I .69 ----
Total 905.27 672.90 1,760.88 1,137.39 3705.52 2,033.38
1/tart tine operator, and three part tine workers.
7/Returns to land, m m geien t and overhead.
Tables , Labor used per tine period, one objective function, three fare sizes,
seall vegetable producers, tractor technolopj, fanily unit VI labor 
supply , northeast Louislana,198l.______________________________
Tine Period
— rr-j — I
Db^Ctlve Piinrtlrwl _U_—^ ...
1.85 Acres 5 Acres 1No land Restriction
feally
Labor
Hired
Labor
Panlly
Labor
Hired
Labor
Panlly
Labor
Hired
Labor
01 5.95 --- 19.25 . . . . 8.79
02 5.95 6.43 16.85 — *
°? 13.16 --- 40.00 40.00o* 40.00 --- 40.00 40.00 — w — —
05 ?l*25 11.29 69.44 29.44 79.10 39.1006 *7.06 7.06 47.06 7.06 48.98 8.98
07 47.23 7.23 49.60 9.61 280.00 240.00
08 13.15 --- 13.49 223.25 183.25
09 22.25 ----- 44.98 4.98 89.08 49.08
10 ----- 221.83 181.83 280.00 240.00
11 14.64 ----- 189.06 149.06 179.41 139.41
12 39.37 ----- 180.21 140.21 280.00 2*0.00
13 13.00 ----- 140.88 100.49 135.83 95.82
lb 247.31 207.32 280.00 240.00 280.00 2*0.00
15 13.00 ----- 55-96 15.96 57.68 17.69
16 280.00 2*10.00 280.00 240.00 280.00 240.00
17 13.00 — — 58.75 18.75 199.63 159.63
18 13.00 16.67 180.41 1*0.42
19 ----- — — — - 4.43 5.04 « *
20 1.01 3.26 ----- 1.49 -----
Total 905.27 472.90 1,760.88 1,137.39 2,705.52 2,033.38
1/Fart tine operator, and three part tine workers.
7/Returns to land, fanily labor, aanaj;eMent, and overhead.
APPENDIX E
PRICE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND DEMAND ELASTICITIES
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Table 5. Price elasticity of demand for various vegetables (United 
States).
Vegetable Demand elasticity
Cucumbers -1.80
Squash -0.32
Field peas -0.32
Mustard greens -0.32
Turnip greens -0.32
Sweet corn -0.87
Snapbeans -2.25
Okra -2.00
Tomatoes -0.36
Bell peppers -2.07
SOURCE: Mathia, Gene A., Lanny Bateman and Jerry M. Law, An
Economic Analysis of Sweet Potato Production and Mar­
keting in North Carolina. Georgia and Louisiana, Southern 
Cooperative Series, Bulletin No. 233* July 1978.
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Trickla Irrigetiau
Central Pivot Ijitai
Drip Irrigation
Otbor Perron
Prlcaa and TlaIda
Ik it
— i 80
--- j.
7 * — r 7* I 77 "!I7?
Prlca T l a U Prlca Via Id Prlca Tie Id Price Via Id Yield
Okra
Sauaah
Cuciafcara
Ball Phooara
Plaid Paaa -
Snao leana
■
Cantalnuaaa
•
Callnrda
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Vhat v m i M  th* pries have to be for pea te grow:
O k n  ______  tuf Beea _ _
T t M t M i  _______ Butterbscns _ _ _
fqueah _ _ _ _ _  C M U l M p M  _ _ _
Cuewbers _ _ _ _ _  M w u t i  tantipe _ _ _ _ _
■ell tappers ______  Collerds ______
Field Pees _ _ _
Freeh Corn ______
Which of the following beet described pour pleas ie faming f Bo pee
______ plea te asks a eerteia M M e t  of aeaep per peer * esp 110,000 clesrT
______  try te get as aucb net’ lacone ee peeslble frca the r«sources evelie bis
try te get the greatest act lac one possible that ellees a eartele eaouat 
of tine for ether things
plant erepe pee cnetanarlly grew end hope fer the best 
ether (specify)
Which de you consider lapertaat in deciding what vegetable crops te grovt
______ least a w a t  of neeey pee have speed
_ _ _  incunt of labor required
______  delect snip the sees Z know hew te grew
______ Grew these X satinets will brlag the nest aonep
______  Grew a variety of then te diversity and offset risk of lee prices end/or
yields
  Other (describe)
Whet vegetable erepe are pee net willing te growT
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w « U  J M  | I» < W I w n  i c w  o f
m u i t w M  
Cantsloopos
C u t - in      Mustard turnips
lu ll fep p sr*______ . . Col lards
M s Id  Faas ______ ______
trash C on ______  ______
I f  you had th« e tunes to haraast _ . fo r seasbody a las , d a t
would ha tho lowest prlca you would ho w illin g  to work fo rt
■uttsrboans
Mia card Turnips
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